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Worldwide suppliers of quality post-war Rolls-Royce and Bentley parts

We are dedicated to the preservation and enhancement of the SZ models
The SZ range of models are widely considered to be the last of the true British-built models produced at Pyms Lane, Crewe.
Although some of the early models are not currently commanding high prices, we firmly believe that these cars will become
future classics and that their value will duly increase, particularly as they are the “last of the line”.
At Flying Spares we are dedicated to ensuring that we offer the widest choice of parts to enable you to continue to
enjoy these fantastic cars for decades to come.
Whilst there appears to be a waning interest at Crewe to keep producing parts for the SZ range, Flying Spares are committed to
a continued programme of investment, for example:

Rear Bumper End Caps

Rear Spring Pan Repair Kits

Part No: UB42675P & UB42676P
Suitable for pre-1996 models

Part No: SP08L & SP08R
Suitable for 1980-98 (From VIN 1001 on)

Big End Bearings

Rear Engine Mounts

Part No: RH2504P & RH2505P
Available in Standard Size & 0.010” U/S

Part No: UR71176P
Suitable for 1988-98 (From VIN 24497 on)

We also carry a full range of rust repair panels for the bodyshells of the 4 door models

Front Wheel Arch

Outer Sill Panel with Swage Line

Part No: SP03A & SP04A
All 4 Door cars (From VIN 1001 on)

Part No: AHP0400P (LWB) & AHP0398P (SWB)
1980-95 (VIN 1001-57000)

Rear Wheel Arch

Front Wing Rear Repair Section

Part No: SP01A & SP02A
All 4 Door cars (From VIN 1001 on)

Part No: SP05 & SP05A
All 4 Door cars (From VIN 1001 on)

FREE SZ PARTS LIST - Contact us to order your free printed copy or download from our website

The Leading Online Rolls-Royce & Bentley Parts Catalogue

www.flyingspares.com
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Front seat

It’s time to get a handle on the lasting appeal of classic car design details
THERE’S ONLY ONE WAY to buy a classic
car, according to my father-in-law, and
that’s to spend a day on your hands and
knees cleaning it before you part with any
money. That way you get to operate every
mechanism and scrutinise every blemish,
so there will be no nasty surprises when
you get the car home. Any fool can fix an
engine, he tells me, it’s all the other bits
you need to worry about.
And he should know. He was a garage
owner back in the halcyon days when
today’s classics were current models;
mechanics were armed with just a few
spanners and a grease gun; and car
designers ruled their drawing boards with
an HB pencil and a set of Rotring pens.
Speaking of design, have you noticed
how modern car adverts use blurred video
clips, irrelevant film extras and pumping
music to get your attention rather than
clear pictures of the cars? That’s because
the offspring they are peddling were
conceived by a computer mouse and a
software developer hiding in a wind tunnel
and are all, without exception, pig-ugly.
An acquaintance once told me that the
only difference between a Silver Spirit
and a Volvo 240 was that the Volvo had
more curves. Clearly his opinions were
guided by watching too many motoring
programmes on Amazon. Here was a man
in need of spending a day or two cleaning
an SZ (someone else’s though, not mine)
to appreciate its finer details.
Whenever I go missing, my
wife knows she can find me
in the garage, mug of tea in
hand, admiring the line of the
front wings, the upswept lip of rear door
cappings and, my own personal favourites,
the door handles. Not as elegant as
those on a Corniche, I grant you, but

nevertheless a triumph of both form
and function.
Chief stylist Graham Hull explains that
this door handle was in fact a “microcosm
of Rolls-Royce design”. The prototype
looked exquisite but, being the first thing
you encounter on approaching an SZ and
therefore the first impression of the car,
there simply wasn’t enough knuckle room
for the hand of a typical burly owner.
“It had to have a base, or slipper, to
prevent nails or rings scratching the paint,
and mustn’t break fingernails: a doorman
must be able to quickly master it, and it
should provide sufficient grip to control a
big door on a windy day,” he says.
With apologies to owners of early
models, but the SZ is the only car I can
think of that became better looking with
every face lift. But, as the interior was
revised, the quarter lights deleted, the
bumpers enlarged and the radiator height
reduced, one thing remained constant –
that triumphant door handle.
In fact, it lived on for about 30 years,
right through the Arnage era. Tell that to
the digital designers whose products are
outmoded as soon as you leave the shop
and need a software update the minute
you get home… they’ll never believe you.
Richard Charnley
richard@charnleypublishing.co.uk
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Not just any old
door handle but a
golden microcosm of
Rolls-Royce design
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Cover: Bentley
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to David Towers –
story on page 8.
Picture © Mark Frost
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Views and opinions expressed in this magazine are not
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The use of the name Rolls-Royce, The Rolls-Royce badge,
and linked RR device are licensed from Rolls-Royce Motor
Cars Limited for use by the Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ Club.
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Membership is open to every Rolls-Royce
Enthusiasts’ Club member who is an
owner or enthusiast of these charismatic
cars. That means any Rolls-Royce or
Bentley that has a “Z” in the fourth
position of the chassis number and was
built between 1980 and 2003.
Eligible cars include:
• All Silver Spirit and Silver Spur models,
Mulliner editions, Park Ward editions,
stretched limousines and division editions
• Rolls-Royce Silver Dawn (1995-1998)
and Flying Spur (1995)
• All Mulsanne, Mulsanne S, Eight and
Brooklands models, long wheelbase
editions and stretched limousines
• All Bentley Turbo R and RT models,
and Mulliner editions
• All Bentley Continental R, S, T and SC
models, Le Mans, Mulliner, Millennium
and Final Series editions
• All 1995-2003 Azure models, Le Mans,
Mulliner and Final Series editions
• Rolls-Royce Corniche convertibles
from chassis number CCH05037
onwards (1982), Corniche II, III, IV and S
• Bentley Corniche convertibles from
chassis number CCH05822 onwards
(1982), Continental convertible and
Continental Turbo.
• Rolls-Royce Corniche (2000) and
Corniche Final Series
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THE ROLLS-ROYCE
ENTHUSIASTS’ CLUB
OFFICIAL INSURANCE
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145
160
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NUMBER OF DIFFERENT
MODELS BELONGING
TO SZ REGISTER
MEMBERS

175
190

Data dashboard
● 2015 ● 2016 ● 2017

● Corniche ● Azure, Continental R ● Mulsanne, Eight, Brooklands
● Turbo R ● Silver Spirit and Spur

The SZ Register is approaching the 400 members mark around the world
COUNTRY

YOU CAN RELY ON
NEARLY 40 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE
Call our friendly UK team for a quotation

0333 043 3911
www.rhspecialistinsurance.co.uk

• No broker
administration fees
• Free UK & European
accident & breakdown
recovery including
home service
• Free and automatic
salvage retention
• Free agreed value
• Choose a vehicle
repairer you trust

Subject to our standard underwriting criteria. Please refer to the policy documentation on our website, or call, for further information.
RH Specialist Insurance is a trading name of Hiscox Underwriting Limited. Hiscox Underwriting Limited has granted a licence to ERS Syndicate Services Limited to use the
brand name, RH Specialist Insurance, subject to the terms of the licence. The insurer on all RH Specialist Insurance policies is Syndicate 218 at Lloyd’s, which is managed
by ERS Syndicate Management Limited. ERS Syndicate Services Limited is an Appointed Representative of ERS Syndicate Management Limited, which is authorised by
the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Prudential Regulation Authority and Financial Conduct Authority. Hiscox Underwriting Limited is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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NUMBER OF MEMBERS

Australia........................................................11
Austria............................................................3
Belgium..........................................................9
Bermuda......................................................... 1
Botswana....................................................... 1
Canada............................................................4
Cyprus............................................................. 1
Denmark......................................................... 2
France............................................................11
Germany......................................................18
Ireland.............................................................4
Italy.................................................................6
Japan...............................................................9
Luxembourg................................................... 1
New Zealand.................................................4
Norway........................................................... 1
Poland............................................................. 1
South Africa................................................... 1
Spain............................................................... 2
Sweden......................................................... 19
Switzerland....................................................6
Thailand.......................................................... 2
The Netherlands.........................................16
UAE.................................................................. 1
UK............................................................... 250
USA...............................................................16
Total members and ‘friends’............ 395

MODEL

NUMBER OF CARS

Rolls-Royce
Corniche (2000)...........................................3
Corniche conv............................................... 1
Corniche Final Series....................................2
Corniche II......................................................4
Corniche III.....................................................2
Corniche IV....................................................5
Flying Spur.....................................................2
Mulliner Spur................................................. 1
Silver Dawn....................................................5
Silver Spirit...................................................75
Silver Spirit II...............................................27
Silver Spirit III................................................ 7
Silver Spirit (96)............................................5
Silver Spur................................................... 29
Silver Spur II...................................................5
Silver Spur III..................................................4
Silver Spur (96).............................................4
Silver Spur Centenary..................................2
Silver Spur Division...................................... 1
Rolls-Royce total................................184

MODEL

NUMBER OF CARS

Bentley
Azure...............................................................5
Brooklands.................................................. 34
Brooklands LWB............................................3
Brooklands R..................................................3
Brooklands R Mulliner.................................2
Continental....................................................5
Continental R..............................................19
Continental R Le Mans................................ 1
Continental R Mulliner................................2
Continental S.................................................2
Continental SC.............................................. 1
Continental T.................................................5
Eight..............................................................18
Mulsanne........................................................ 7
Mulsanne S.................................................. 11
Mulsanne Turbo............................................ 1
Turbo R.........................................................27
Turbo R by Hooper.......................................2
Turbo RL...................................................... 20
Turbo RL by Hooper..................................... 1
Turbo RT.........................................................9
Turbo RT Mulliner.........................................2
Turbo S........................................................... 1
Bentley total....................................... 181
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Light fantastic
David Towers was certainly pleased with his new Brooklands R. Sure,
the car was not as pristine as the dealer had led him to believe and one
or two jobs clearly needed to be done to bring it up to standard.
But there’s no such thing as a cheap Bentley and it took 12 months,
1000 miles and £18,000 before the car was,
once again, a shining example
of the Best of British

8
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I SPENT LITERALLY YEARS looking for a
good Bentley. So many were just awful,
poor old things, neglected and abused. I
even enlisted the help of several members
of various forums to look at cars that
were too far away for me to view them; all
were disappointing. That fact alone really
depressed me because I have wanted a
Bentley since I was a toddler.
My Mum had a boyfriend with an
S Type (I’m not sure whether it was an SI
or SII) but I was taken out in it and fell in
love! Even though I couldn’t see over the
dashboard, the sight of all those gauges
doing their thing, the smell of wood and
leather and the silent, serene progress
were just wonderful. I read everything
I could about the company and W.O.
Bentley himself (I still have not forgiven
the events of 1933) and lusted…
But trying to buy a Bentley today is a
minefield: full service history all too often
comprises little more than the last four
MOT certificates and a receipt for an oil
change, while the last ‘proper’ service
was usually carried out when the car
was ten years old. They do not thrive on
a diet of constant neglect, regardless of
what people may say or think. I had one
memorable experience of a lady owner
who was selling an early Turbo R that was
leaking water like a sieve. She had four
old MOTs but no receipt for an oil change
anywhere... I still wanted to buy it (of
course!) but my wife ‘spoke to me’ and I
was dragged away.
I had all but given up on ever owning
a Turbo R when one came up for sale in
Exeter that seemed to fit the bill. It was
local (I had stopped traveling for miles
to view sub-standard cars), it had a good
history, was being sold by a reputable
dealer and looked in nice condition. I
went, I saw, I drove, I bought! It performed
rather well and was in good order bodily.
Just right, I thought.
However, all was not well. By the time
I got it home, there was a bit of smoke
from the exhaust. Still, we carried on
and I had the doors and sides re-painted
after removal of a few dents and drove it
10
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sparingly. But the smoking was getting
worse. So it went back to the dealer for
investigation only to find it had dropped
a valve guide. I was all for buying her a
new engine (Flying Spares was offering a
factory re-conditioned engine for £8000
at the time), but the dealer, Specialist
Cars (South West) Ltd had lost faith in
her and insisted on a refund including all
the money I had spent on paintwork etc.
Owner Paul Mascard advised me: “if I was
going to spend that sort of money, then it
would be better spent on a newer car.”
So, with money back on my hip and my
yearning for a Bentley still unresolved, I
bought (within 24 hours of getting the
cash back!) the Brooklands R.
Now, I don’t know why, but I have
always hankered after a Brooklands R. I
love the first and last cars in any series
and this car was within 10 of being the last
SZ ever made. The London dealer I bought
her from was ‘economical’ with the truth,
to say the least but she was delivered two
days later. I was a bit disappointed, to be
honest, as she was much tattier than I had
been led to believe and as for the driving
experience... it was, well, hair raising.
Brakes were best described as ‘there, just
about’ but pulled all over the place and
there were one or two ominous knocks
from the front suspension.
But it was bought, paid for, on my
drive and needed sorting out. With my
priorities sorted (these priorities are: be
stupid, spend money), the car was sent to
the bodyshop for a couple of weeks. This
was on the same day as she was delivered,
after less than four hours ownership, and
after a load of confusion regarding the
colour (special order Brewster Green and
a paint code that made sense to no one,
not even at Crewe) she returned, looking
pretty flippin’ good.
A few hours later (seriously, I had driven
her just once and covered about 10 miles
in her) she was collected and went off to
Specialist Cars (South West) in Exeter to
be checked over.
The next time I saw my Brooklands R
was 10 weeks later! Following the initial

THE SPIRIT

A torch was used to provide additional
lighting for the interior photography.
A correct ‘new old stock’ Alpine head
unit was sourced in the US to replace the
original stereo when it stopped working
check, a worried phone call came through
from Paul who suggested “I sit down with
a coffee before opening the e-mail he had
just sent.” I did as he suggested.
The e-mail made truly horrendous
reading and it was mentioned (by friends
with sense) that a far better solution
would be “a gallon of super unleaded
and a match” but we Towers are made of
sterner stuff (stupidity and blind devotion
also play their part). I demanded that the
car deserved to be saved. That estimate
for the original work came to more than
£8500 for immediate, urgently needed
repairs. I was a worried man. Even more
worrying was the list of things that he >
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The ill-fated Turbo R that dropped a valve guide soon after purchase – a newer car seemed a better proposition than trying to fix the old one
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The photoshoot began just before sunset
allowing time to set up and take a few
pictures by available light before work
started on taking individual shots for the
composite image

THE SPIRIT

THE SPIRIT

PHOTOGRAPHER MARK FROST EXPLAINS HOW HE TOOK THE SHOTS

Several exposures with different lighting effects were blended together in Photoshop to produce a single image of the car (see page xxx-xxx)

Torch light in the shot records as a light trail

weeks and then, for no apparent reason,
I would turn the key, all systems would
power up, but no starter motor.
Wait anywhere between 30 seconds
and 20 minutes and away she’d go with
no sign of any fault. The car went to two
local electrical specialists and apart from
needing a new battery, no fault was found.
Also, the driver’s seat adjustment had
packed up (the passenger’s side had done
so already) and the stereo was dying. So,
back she went to Specialist Cars (South
West), for a new ECU for the driver’s seat
and lots of investigations into the stereo.
A pleasantly small bill was the result…

oh, and a seat that now moved when you
pressed the switch but a still-dead stereo.
The way that Rolls-Royce did certain
things on my car seems odd; the wiring
for the stereo uses very thin cables (like
telecoms stuff) and I could find no aftermarket unit to fit. A few places said they
could sort it but it would mean a fresh
install at mega-money and I’d lose all the
originality. So, the head unit went away to
a different ‘specialist’ and was re-built at
vast expense. When it returned the stereo
worked fine... for about two months.
In the meantime, I had been in touch
with everyone I could think of in search >

considered the car ought to have failed its
new MOT on.
The front suspension was shot. The
bushes, engine mounts, brakes, steering
rack, rear suspension, thermostat and
various sensors needed attention. There
were loads of electrical faults, damage
to bootlid hinges, alarm faults... it just
went on and on and on. I pondered, then
panicked, over the weekend. I thought
about doing a few jobs and selling her on,
but just couldn’t bring myself to do it.
It seemed so unfair to the old girl, like
a faithful old hound, now neglected and
kicked to the kerb, unloved. So, once
12
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again, heart ruled head, bank accounts
were perused, juggled and ‘man maths’
was put in place. In for a penny, in for a
pound and I authorised all the work... And
that’s how 10 weeks and £10,690.13 later,
I had her back, transformed. The bill was
so large that Paul said he might need to
charge me “for excessive use of headed
note paper” for the list of work carried
out and a new printer as my account had
worn the old one out. Just kidding…
However, within a few weeks more
issues became apparent. The car wouldn’t
start at random intervals. And it really was
random. All would be fine for days or even

THE MAGA ZINE OF THE ROLLS-ROYCE ENTHUSIASTS’ CLUB SZ REGISTER

The Bentley was shot using a method called light painting. This is a form of
long exposure photography that is often used in both commercial and artistic
photography. In this case, although we were recording ambient light over a number
of seconds, we were also adding our own light sources to the scene during the course
of the exposure. The idea was to selectively illuminate different parts of the scene
during each exposure using flashes, photofloods and even just torch light.
We arrived just before sunset, so it was light enough to see what we were doing
and to ensure there was time to get everything set up. After a few experiments with
the camera set in manual mode, we arrived at an aperture of f/6.3 and a shutter
speed of 8 seconds at ISO 200. This gave us a great base exposure of the car and the
moors beyond, and created a nice canvas we could ‘paint’ onto.
Over the course of the next few exposures, we lit the car from various angles and
used coloured gels to add pools of tinted light. One thing to keep in mind when
doing this is that if the torch light should appear in the scene, and move during the
exposure, the camera will pick up that light and it will be recorded as a light trail.
The interior lights and the headlights were turned on and recorded in one last
exposure. The torch was also placed inside the cabin to provide a little more
illumination to make sure it was bright enough in the shot. With that, our light
painting was done.
Seven of the best shots were selected, including the base exposure, and these were
loaded into a single Photoshop document. Using some simple blending techniques,
all the exposures were combined to produce a single image (see page XX) that looked
as though many lights had been used all at once.
EQUIPMENT USED
Camera: Canon 5DMKII
Tripod: Manfrotto 055 Pro B
Lens: Canon EF16-35mm f/2.8 L Cable Release: Canon TC-80N3
Light source: LED Lenser X21R

All photography © Mark Frost and BDM Publications
These pictures first appeared in Digital Photography
www.bdmpublications.com
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of a new, original stereo head unit.
Alpine UK didn’t even reply but the
same company in the USA couldn’t have
been more helpful and searched for me
throughout the States. Finally they came
across a chap who had four new units still
in their boxes and was willing to sell one...
at a price. It seems that this unit is still
highly prized in ‘sound off’ competitions
(not volume, sound quality) and he had a
stock of spare units.
So, after a few months of very pleasant
motoring, things again took a turn for the
worse. A dustbin blew across the road
during a gale and struck her roughly about
the front wing. Huge dent. Distraught
owner. Much sobbing and moaning was
heard around the Torbay area.
The original guys who had sprayed
both this car and my previous Turbo R
had disappeared, so someone else had to
be found. Amazingly, no one wanted the
job, preferring to do ‘smart repairs’ and
little, easy jobs. Finally, a chap was found,
who did a good job of the bodywork but
appeared to be a ‘very angry man’ and he
damaged the speedo by wheelspinning
the car in reverse while I watched.
I repaired the speedo myself (scary
stuff) and also replaced the plugs and
air filters. Air filters are the work of a
moment, but as for the plugs... The driver’s
side is easy-peasy, but the front and rear
ones on the passenger’s side lead to much
gore and bloodshed.
I had visions of the car going back
to Exeter on a low loader so that the
front plug could be fitted. Economy was
instantly improved (14mpg instead of
struggling to do 10) but my right arm took
several weeks for the scabs to recover. But
the scars are a permanent reminder telling
me: do not attempt this again!
So, with the car looking good once
again, driving really well, and performing
as she should, my thoughts turned to the
blasted non-starting issue. A few people
had already looked and declared there
to be ‘nothing wrong’ so she went back
for about the sixth time to Specialist
Cars. After a week of checks – including
000
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Since the main pictures were taken the car
has been treated to a pair of wing vents
every relay, the starter itself, all the
wiring – even they had given up and were
just about to return her because she just
wouldn’t misbehave when I got a phone
call: “Good news, your car won’t start.”
Further investigation took ages and
finally, the alarm/immobiliser/cdl ECU
went away to be tested and was found to
be faulty. Eureka!
A month later, it was time for another
service (a total of less than 1000 miles
since the last one) and MOT. The car failed
– but only on a couple of rubber boots
that had perished and the foglight switch
(I managed to acquire a secondhand one
for just £100!) but there were advisories
for cracking in the tyres, which Specialist
Cars’ head honcho, coffee maker, eater
of sweets and all round ‘good egg’ Paul
Mascard had already noted and I, in my
infinite wisdom, had ignored. So it was

Brooklands R
AT A GLANCE

• Current for model year 1998 only
• 79 standard wheelbase examples
plus 12 LWB (four RHD and eight
LHD). One Brooklands R division
• Only 26 RHD examples
• 300bhp light pressure turbo engine
• Roadholding suspension package as
fitted to the Bentley Turbo R
• Larger diameter Continental T brakes
• 17-inch alloy wheels
• Turbo RT-style mesh grille as standard
• Mesh inserts in apertures below the
front bumper
• Thicker steering wheel rim

new tyres all round (Michelins this time,
which I find better than the Avons) and I
also had the front brake hoses replaced as
they were showing signs of age.
So, would I do it again? Well, yes I
would. The Brooklands R is now so nice
to drive, so smooth, so fast, so responsive
that it has been worth every penny.
The light pressure turbo engine is fast
and efficient and gives more power than
the early ‘full fat’ Turbos. She is a mighty
quick old lady and, with the R suspension,
has handling that belies the size and
weight. The brakes on these last cars
are from the Continental T, so they have
340mm diameter discs (earlier cars use
280mm) – stopping power is awesome
(but pads are very pricey).
The new stereo is fantastic and was
worth tracking down, and the suspension
work has made the Brooklands drive
‘as new’. I have also treated her to a
pair of wing vents – £1356 painted and
fitted. This was not a job for the faint
hearted and I have never seen so many
measurements taken, masking tape with
pictures on it, and sweat from a mechanic
before the first cut was even made. For
the time being, nothing needs attention.
Costs have been (and I have been
requested to put this in, although it’s not
something I like to think about) hideous! I
have done some jobs myself: plugs, filters,
aerial, speedo repair, back window (runof-the-mill on later cars, massively over
engineered on earlier ones).
Not so long ago I would have done
more or less everything myself, and
thoroughly enjoyed it, but old age and an
accident (slipping on wet decking resulted
in a broken back) have resulted in the
need for the tender ministrations of Paul,
Craig and all the other guys at Specialist
Cars (South West) who, when not eating
my chocolates, tend to the old girl rather
as though they were doting grandparents.
It has taken one year and just over 1000
miles to sort the problems and resulted in
bills for £18,000 and rising to restore her
to a fine standard.
Say it quick and it doesn’t hurt at all...
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First class post
The Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit was launched on 1 October 1980 and
almost two years later to the day, it starred on a commemorative stamp
to celebrate the achievements of the British motor industry
ON 13 OCTOBER 1982 the Royal Mail
issued a set of four commemorative
stamps celebrating the British car
industry. These stamps
comprised: the
Austin Seven and
Metro (15½p);
the Ford Model T
and Escort (19½p);
the Jaguar SS and
XJ6 (26p) and pride
of place going to the
Rolls-Royce Silver
Ghost and Silver Spirit
(29p). The 15½p Austin
stamp was for a second
class letter, 19½p Ford
was the first class rate
with Jaguar and RollsRoyce stamps reserved for
heavy parcels.
This is not the only time
an SZ has appeared on a
stamp. In 1985 Lesotho
issued a set of stamps
including a Rolls-Royce Silver
Spirit to commemorate 100
years of motoring and in 1989 a
Corniche III appeared on the 500F stamp
in the Republic of Niger.

Lesotho M2 Silver Spirit stamp from 1985
16
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Special cover for stamps bought at the factory on the first day of issue on 13 October 1982
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WHAT ROLLS-ROYCE SAID ABOUT THE SILVER SPIRIT STAMP
The September 1982 issue of Rolls-Royce Motors Voice
(a newspaper produced specifically for the factory
staff at Crewe) carried a front page story on the new
stamp which was offered as a special first day cover
for the workforce. The article explained:
‘The motor cars that have borne the stamp of
quality for more than 75 years are soon to be
featured on a set of four stamps depicting British
motor cars being issued by the Post Office.
‘And, to coincide with the stamp, RollsRoyce Motors is issuing an exclusive first day
cover that is destined to become a prized
collectors’ item.
‘At 29p it is the highest priced of a
special issue of four stamps on the day.
The others show the Jaguar XJ6 and
SS (26p), the Ford Escort and Model
T (19½p) and the Austin Metro and
Seven (15½p).
‘The attractive Rolls-Royce Motors cover
has been designed by corporate graphic designer Des
Measures. It features a full colour picture of a Silver Spirit against an English
background, all enclosed in a silver border.
‘Also on the envelope is a cachet stamp depicting the Silver Ghost, and inside, a
specially designed insert card giving a brief history of the company and its motor
cars. Twenty thousand covers, costing £1 each, are being produced, and a Leicester
philatelic agency has already snapped up 5000 of them.
‘A stall will be set up in the main canteen at Crewe on October 13 to enable
employees to buy covers during the lunch break. They will also be on sale at the
Cashiers desk during normal Wednesday hours.
‘The mail will be carried from the factory to the Crewe Sorting Office in
the original 1907 Silver Ghost itself and it is hoped that press and TV will cover
the event.
‘Stamps purchased in the Crewe area that day will have a special pictorial cancel
in the shape of a Rolls-Royce radiator grille.
‘Said Des Measures “it’s a once in a lifetime opportunity, not only for employees
but for everyone, to buy a Rolls-Royce stamp and a unique cover.”’

HAS THE STAMP TURNED OUT
TO BE A GREAT INVESTMENT?
Back in 1982 you could have bought a
brand new Silver Spirit stamp for 29p or,
if you were quick, a first day cover for
£1. Rolls-Royce Motors
assured it’s staff that this
was ‘destined to become
a prized collectors’ item’
and now, 34 years later,
single unfranked stamps do
indeed change hands on eBay
for about £1.50 each, with first
day covers priced from about £5.
So that’s an increase of around
500% for both a single stamp and
the special cover.
However, when you take UK
inflation into account (using the
http://inflation.stephenmorley.org
calculator), you will see that £1 in 2016
was worth… exactly 29p in 1982!
So, in real terms, the stamps are
worth precisely the same as the original
purchasers paid for them.
Had you put that same £1 into a
bank account in October 1982 and left it
alone you would now have around £6.35
(according to http://swanlowpark.co.uk/
savingsinterestannual.jsp). Adjusted for
inflation that’s £1.84 in 1982 money – so
that’s slightly better than the return on
the stamp.
On the other hand, you could have
spent £55,240 on a new Silver Spirit
34 years ago, kept it in pristine condition,
and the car would now be worth, say,
£20,000 – or £5780 in 1982 prices.
Maybe the stamp collectors didn’t
make such a poor decision after all.

The Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ Club and the National Motor Museum both produced commemorative special covers for the Silver Spirit stamp
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Quality Interior and Exterior Car Care
Waxes, Sealants & Finishings

Presenting our most
advanced wax to date
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Angelwax is a small group of
industrial chemists who have
worked together for more than 25
years. ENIGMA is just one of a wide
range of Angelwax detailing products specially
formulated for unbeatable results. All our liquids
and waxes are made in small batches by hand and
then stringently tested to ensure that only the finest
quality products ever leave our premises.
Angelwax detailing waxes contain the
highest quality pharmaceutical grade
wax the world has to offer and, when
combined with our unique blend of
natural oils, they leave a finish that is
unsurpassed and has the durability to
outlast even the most expensive waxes
available elsewhere.

ENIGMA CERAMIC WAX
£45.00 (33ml) to £180.00 (250ml)
Angelwax ENIGMA is the ultimate hand-applied detailing wax.
It was created in our laboratory using only the finest natural
raw materials and the most technologically advanced
ceramic components.
Standard detailing wax is micro porous and the level of
protection tends to fade – however, the complex ceramic
molecules used in ENIGMA manipulate these micro pores,
making the surface completely smooth and less likely to be
compromised by the many substances in our environment.
The result is a wax that delivers significant self-cleaning
properties, outstanding gloss, spectacular durability and
astonishing ease of use.

THE SPIRIT

SZ car spotters’ quiz

Can you identify these SZs? Turn to p47 if you get stuck or need a clue
1
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* Offer valid for online orders until 31 May 2017 and applies to UK customers only

www.angelwax.co.uk
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Units
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G & H,
St, Renfrew,
Scotland
8SR
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Laboratory: 0141 886 6732 • Technical Sales: 07734 549741 • Email: info@angelwax.co.uk
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Born in
the USA

In 1996 Mulliner Park Ward built 27 Springfield edition Silver Spurs for
the US market to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the Rolls-Royce
factory that opened in 1921 in Springfield, Massachusetts
20
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Chrome surround to air intake
beneath front bumper
BY THE END OF THE 1920s, Rolls-Royce
had assembled almost 3000 Silver Ghosts
and Phantoms at its short-lived factory
in Massachusetts. The first Springfield car
was produced in 1921 – and 75 years later
a short series of commemorative North
American market Rolls-Royce Silver Spurs
left Crewe, bound for the USA. All were
left-hand drive.
Mechanically these cars were identical
to other 1996 model year North American
Silver Spurs but the two-tone coachwork
and diamond tufted leather interiors
harked back to the style of US luxury cars
from the 1920s.
The first owner of each Springfield
Silver Spur received a hand finished
rendering of their individual car. Each
picture was signed by one of the
designers, with an inscription that
included the owner’s name, town or city
and state, plus the month and year that
ownership commenced. The rendering
was also offered in a frame with madrona
veneer and cherry crossbanding to match
the wood inside the car, with other
pictures showing interior details of the
owner’s car also available.
There were five individually named
colour schemes available: Buckingham
(Black over Storm Grey); Pickwick (Black
over Racing Green); Canterbury (Black
over Ming Blue); Mayfair (Black over
Maroon); and Stratford (Magnolia over
Arctic White). These combinations
were chosen to reflect the colour
schemes of original Springfield cars and
each was offered with a choice of two
complementary interiors.
However, research by Marinus Rijkers
into the build sheets at The Hunt House
archive (see table opposite) reveals a wide
variation in the popularity of different
colours. For instance, there was only a
single black and blue Canterbury ever
delivered, while between five and nine
examples of all the other colour schemes
were completed.
There was an even wider disparity in
the interiors that were chosen. Despite it
being offered, not a single Buckingham >
22
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Smaller, traditional
formal-style rear window

R-R motif on front doors
and single fine line matches
colour of lower bodywork

Choice of five different two tone colour
schemes based on original US Brewster
bodied cars - each with two interior options

Whitewall
tyres

SPRINGFIELD SILVER SPUR COLOUR SCHEMES

Production data © Marinus Rijkers

PRODUCTION DATA

Name of
Colour Scheme

Upper
Exterior

Lower
Main trim
Exterior		

Top roll
Upper

Top roll
Under

Feature
Piping

Carpets

Bindings

Name of
Colour Scheme

Mayfair option A
Mayfair option B

Black
Black

Maroon
Maroon

Wine
Black

Black
Black

Wine
Wine

Black
Wine

Black
Maroon

Wine
Black

Mayfair option A
Mayfair option B

5
4

Buckingham option A
Buckingham option B

Black
Black

Storm Grey
Storm Grey

Slate
Black

Black
Black

Slate
Slate

Black
Slate

Black
Slate

Slate
Black

Buckingham option A
Buckingham option B

5
0

Canterbury option A
Canterbury option B

Black
Black

Ming Blue
Ming Blue

Royal Blue
Black

Black
Black

Royal Blue
Royal Blue

Black
Royal Blue

Black
Royal Blue

Royal Blue
Black

Canterbury option A
Canterbury option B

1
0

Pickwick option A
Pickwick option B

Black
Black

Racing Green
Racing Green

Spruce
Black

Black
Black

Spruce
Spruce

Black
Spruce

Black
Spruce

Spruce
Black

Pickwick option A
Pickwick option B

2
4

Stratford option A
Stratford option B

Magnolia
Magnolia

Arctic White
Arctic White

Parchment
White

Black
Black

White
White

White
Parchment

Portland Stone
Portland Stone

Parchment
White

Stratford option A
Stratford option B

6
0
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or Canterbury model was ordered with
black leather, and no Stratford was built
with white seats. Although the brochure
stated that the Mayfair was available
with Wine leather, all such models were
actually trimmed in Wildberry.
Other Mulliner Park-Ward exterior
enhancements included a reduced size
Hooper-style rear window, a chrome
surround to the air intake below the front
bumper and a coachbuilder’s plaque on
the driver’s treadplates.
Inside, the Springfield edition received
special treatment for both the woodwork
and the leather. To acknowledge the car’s
US heritage, madrona veneer from the
roots of the Arbutus menziesii tree, native
to the West Coast of North America and
Canada, was used extensively, with cherry
crossbanding and boxwood inlays.
An additional clock was fitted below
the rear air-con vents, where the audio
system remote control pouch would
usually be found (this was relocated to the
inside of the passenger side front seatback
pocket), and the dashboard instruments
were brightened by Mulliner-style chrome
bezels. An inlaid section on the centre
console commemorated the opening of
the Springfield factory in 1921. Although
the production run was limited, these
plaques were not individually numbered.
The heavily textured leather seats
were deeply buttoned like a Chesterfield
settee to evoke the style of a 1920’s
coachbuilder and this was extended to the
armrests and across the roof lining.
The original intention was to build just
21 Springfield special editions (to denote
the year 1921) but, in the end, total
production ran to 27 examples.

THE SPIRIT

Madrona veneer fascia with
cherry crossbanding and
boxwood inlay. Chrome bezels
surround instruments

Straight grain
cherry wood

Exclusive large format
16-page sales brochure

Clock
fitted to
rear side
of centre
console.
Chesterfield
style
buttoning to
all seats
and armrests
Buttoning
extends to
the roof lining

Cherry
crossbanding

Madrona veneer

Boxwood inlay

Piping around door inlay panel
and button finish to armrest

Pictures courtesy Rodd Sala of the
Park-Ward Motors Museum

75 years
commemorative
inlay on centre
console
24
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Illuminated rear
picnic tables
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Glory days
As the Springfield Spur celebrated 75 years
of Rolls-Royce in the USA, so the Brooklands
Trophy Edition commemorated 75 years since
Bentley took part in the 1922 Isle of Man TT

26

ON 22nd JUNE 1922 Bentley entered
three cars for the Isle of Man Tourist
Trophy race. One was driven by Douglas
Hawkes, one by Frank Clement (the only
professional racing driver employed by the
company) and the third by W O Bentley
himself. It was the first time that Bentley
had entered an official team in any race.
The weather was terrible and the three
white-liveried 3-litre Bentleys had wings
fitted to one side to keep the mud off the
driver – the mechanic on the other side of
the car, however, received no protection.
A Sunbeam driven by future Bentley Boy
Jean Chassagne won, but the Bentleys
came second, fourth and fifth. W O
finished fourth, despite the floorboards
of his car breaking up soon after the start
and driving for five hours with nothing but
air between the pedals and his seat.
The result was so unexpected the
organisers announced a team prize on
the spot, requisitioning a trophy formerly
used at a local farmers’ show. In his
autobiography W O revealed that the

three cars were then sold and “they went
in a flash, at very satisfactory figures.”
The 1997 Bentley Brooklands Trophy
Edition commemorates this race. Only
28 such cars were built, all for the North
American market – although the sales
brochure shows a right-hand drive car.
Priced at $158,925 US or $194,975
CDN, the limited edition Trophy included
a number of special features:
• Chromed 17-inch, five spoke alloys
• Colour keyed radiator vanes, headlamp
surrounds and mirror supports
• Triple fine lines (more often seen on
stretched limousines)
• Green lettering on all badges
• Commemorative front tread plates
• Dual tone sports seats with
embroidered headrests
• Colour keyed steering wheel rim
• Wrap around burr walnut waistrails
with cross banding to the lower edge
• Two golf umbrellas inside the boot

Headlamp surrounds, radiator vanes and
wing mirror mounts are all in body colour

Two-tone sports seats have wings in the main
trim colour embroidered on their headrests
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Pictures courtesy of Sneed Adams

Wheels are Turbo RT-style five spoke alloys
but are chrome plated rather than painted
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Wrap around burr walnut waistrails have a
strip of cross banding along the bottom edge

Twin Bentley golf umbrellas are held to the
underside of the boot lid with leather straps

All Brooklands Trophy badges feature green
lettering and surrounds to the Bentley ‘B’
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I had never sat in a Rolls-Royce
How Nick Simpson
came to swap his
Mercedes SL for a
Silver Spirit at Lymm
services on the M6,
300 miles from home
MY WIFE LIZ AND I had always rather
fancied a Rolls-Royce, for as number of
reasons. Not least, because we both have
more than a passing interest in cars and
have owned quite a few classics in the
past. These ranged from a 1946 Hudson
Super Six to a 1959 AC Aceca Bristol, with
a smattering of rarer MGs and Porsches
along the way.
Having recently retired I decided it was
time to finally get that car. For a few years
I had been day-dreaming about various
Silver Shadows, Spurs and Spirits. I had
tinkered with the idea of a Bentley
Mk VI but decided we wanted something

in which we could travel, in great comfort
and reasonable safety, for long distances
with reliability. So that had to be a
more recent Rolls-Royce. We wanted to
“waft” not tear about, so not a Bentley
for us. After a few years we came to the
conclusion that it had to be light blue
with magnolia leather. I also made my
mind up that it had to be fuel injected
with ABS, so that meant a post-1987
Silver Spirit or Spur.
All this was decided without ever having
driven one, or even been a passenger; we
didn’t know what they were really like.
But what we had read was always very
positive – with the possible exception
of the dreaded corrosion. But that was
an issue with most cars from the 80s
and with Rolls-Royce seemed to be
no exception. This made the hunt for
a well preserved, serviced and cared
for example a top priority.
While in our garage one day I
looked at our aquamarine bue
Mercedes SL with mushroom

leather and wished it could materialise
into the Rolls-Royce we wanted. The SL
had done its job, we’d had it for more
than three years and had a lot of fun in
the mountain passes of Switzerland and
Austria on our way to Prague. But it was
really time to move on. So I popped into
the house to have a browse through

The first time Nick Simpson and his wife Liz saw their Silver Spirit was when it drove into the car park of the Lymm services on the M6 (inset)
28
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before. It was love at first sight
the classic car websites and found what
seemed the perfect car.
It was the perfect colour (Larkspur
Blue), had a perfect service history (all
Rolls-Royce) and was located in Carlisle.
We live in Cornwall.
No matter, I got on the phone and
asked the seller, rather tongue in cheek,
if he would take the SL in part exchange
(not something I would normally do) and
to my surprise we struck a deal.
We had an appointment a week later in
Knaresborough and arranged to meet the
seller at Lymm services on the M6 on our
way home. All very exciting stuff. The first
time I saw the car was as it drove into the

car park. The old cliché ‘love at first sight’
worked for us. After a bit of paperwork,
we swapped cars (I had already taxed it
etc.) and there we were, sitting in our new
car not knowing quite what to expect. But
nothing ventured and all that.

“We decided to buy a
Rolls-Royce without ever
driving one, or even being a
passenger; we didn’t know
what they were really like”

We got in… heavy clunk of doors, the
heady smell of leather, sitting surprisingly
high on the seats… At the first turn of the
key, the engine started so silently and the
warning lights all went out. I was surprised
both by the lightness of the controls and
the most un-ergonomic dashboard layout
I had seen since the AC. The steering
weight reminded me of my father’s
XJ6L in the 1980s, as did the lovely thin
steering wheel. The movement of the gear
selector had a lovely fluid feel. Find the
handbrake release… I knew I was going
to like this.
We set off for our next destination – a
200-yard journey to the petrol station. >

The thin steering wheel and light steering were a delight. The dashboard ergonomics, however, were on a par with Nick’s old 1959 AC Aceca
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Self Catering Holiday Cottages
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PE82017
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We moored it alongside a pump and
switched off. Liz and I looked at each
other and I said: “well, that is the furthest
I have ever driven a Rolls-Royce!”
After filling the tank to the brim we
set off down the slip road and joined a
13-mile traffic jam. Perfect! What a way
to get acquainted with our new car in
stop-start traffic, this was not the best of
starts. Eventually we managed to get up
to 70mph and engage the cruise control.
So there we were, wafting serenely
along the M6, and onto the M5, trying not
to over-steer (as opposed to ‘oversteer’,
as anyone who has driven a Silver Spirit
will understand). After 200 more miles
we stopped for fuel near Exeter. Brimming
the tank again I calculated the car had
achieved exactly 17.5mpg. I was amazed
that it was so economical, really. A friend
with a Rover 3500 is lucky to get 18mpg.

“Brimming the tank again
I calculated the car had
acheived exactly 17.5mpg.
I was amazed that it was so
economical, really”
Eventually we got home and tucked
the car up into its new heated and
dehumidified home. Everything worked,
although the fuel pump seemed a little
noisy, so that’s on the ‘to do’ list.
Now the fun started. I love finding
out about our newly-acquired cars,
researching their history and how the
cars came to be. I have bought a set of
Rolls-Royce factory workshop manuals
because so many mechanical features

are not shared by other cars, the braking
system for example. I have also taken
advantage of the RREC records and have
copies of the build sheets and early
service data from the factory. Apparently
it had a minor accident when only three
years old, that was fixed back at Crewe.
I am considering various club seminars
on the Silver Shadow and Silver Spirit to
help me become more familiar with the
car and to meet fellow enthusiasts.
We are going to use the car for outings
to the Goodwood Revival, VSCC Prescott
and Wiscombe Park, taking friends and
family out and about for National Trust
visits, picnics etc. As I am now retired I
may have time for the occasional wedding
booking to help with maintenance costs
and generally put a smile on people’s
faces. Sharing is what it’s all about, really.
And having fun!

www.rivernenecottages.co.uk
OF THE ROLLS-ROYCE ENTHUSIASTS’ CLUB SZ

+44 (0) 1733 230 628
+44 (0) 7778 625 166
info@rivernenecottages.co.uk
REGISTER

Now it’s time to get out and enjoy the Silver Spirit and perhaps take the occasional wedding booking with its new cherished registration
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The front was
starting to lift as
we hit 110mph…
…
e
r
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High speed front lift experienced by
the Bentley Mulsanne Turbo during tyre
tests at Nardò. This was cured, following
tests in the MIRA wind tunnel, before
Turbo R production began by extending
the front air dam

In an extract from his forthcoming book Rolls-Royce and Bentley
Motor Car Engineer, Peter Hill tells the story of testing the prototype
Avon 255/65 VR 15 Turbosteels around the Nardò test track in 1984
THE MULSANNE TURBO was fitted
with Avon 70 series Turbosteel tyres on
6-inch rims but the Turbo R was to have
7.5-inch rims and would require wider,
lower profile tyres with the same rolling
radius. Avon wished to supply us with an
alternative to the Pirelli P7R and, as soon
32
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as a prototype 255/65 VR 15 Turbosteel
tyre was available, we wanted to evaluate
it but required a further set of sand-cast
wheels. Therefore, Bob Bailey, the ‘Experi’
tyre fitter (as those in the Experimental
workforce were known) drove to the
Ronal factory in Germany to collect a

set. Once these arrangements were
made and 13 days after the programme
began, I then flew to Salzburg and was
collected by tester Jack Edwards in the
experimental Bentley Mulsanne Turbo
(chassis ECH08195). We drove to our
hotel in Fuschl and enjoyed an evening
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at a local hostelry with the brake team.
The following morning Jack and I set
off for Italy. Although it was June, as
we ascended the Grossglockner Pass in
Austria we passed through a snowstorm.
As Jack drove along the winding
mountainous road in a right-hand drive
car he could clearly see the near vertical
drop to the valley below. With his
characteristic wit he commented that,
if we drove over the edge, our clothes
would be out of fashion before we hit
the bottom of the valley. After passing
the Winter Olympic centre at Cortina we
stopped overnight in Padova. The next
day we drove along the Autostrada del
Sol, a stretch of motorway used by Italian
manufacturers to assess high speed
performance, and down the Adriatic coast
to Pescara, a Grand Prix venue in the ’50s.
From Rome we headed north through
Florence and Pisa, where we stopped to
view the Leaning Tower as we cooled
ourselves with soft drinks, on the Super
Stradale roads (abbreviated to SS and the
equivalent to “A” roads in the UK) to La
Spezia on the Mediterranean Coast.
On the next day we drove down the
centre of Italy on superb fast but winding
roads and enjoyed the performance
and handling of the BZ (TH) package
(see overleaf). I observed that we were
rarely out of sight of skid marks, some
indicating spins of 360º. I decided that we
now had an opportunity to calibrate the
speedometer on Autostrada A1, by using a
clockwork stopwatch to record the time it
took to cover two kilometres (see table).
The increasing speedometer error
with speed was typical of the optimistic
speedometer calibration prior to the
1990s. The ratio of engine to road speed
was lower than the theoretical value of
28.6mph per 1000rpm. This was probably
due to torque converter slip, errors in the
distance between kilometre posts, timing
errors and the difficulty in maintaining a
constant speed on public roads with other
and slower moving traffic and gradients.
It was not possible to hold our
maximum indicated speed of 131mph for

SPEED AS CALCULATED ON AUTOSTRADA A1 TO CALIBRATE THE SPEEDOMETER
Indicated
Actual
Error
Engine Speed
Speed (mph)
Speed (mph)
Speed (mph)
%
(rpm)
per 1000 rpm
80
100
110
120
131

80.1
0		
97.6
2.5		
106
3.8
3730
115
4.3
4100
126*		
4500

28.42
28.05

* calculated from engine speed
one kilometre due to traffic on a two-lane
road. Eventually we were running short
of fuel and since petrol stations were few
and far between, we left the SS roads and
headed for a small town in the hills.
We found one with streets so narrow
that we had to drive over doorsteps
to reach the town square and a filling
station. Unfortunately it was closed in
mid-afternoon and realising that it was
siesta time we had to wait for the town
to re-awaken. This was probably the
first time that the inhabitants had seen
a Bentley and we became the centre of
attention and felt somewhat vulnerable.
Nevertheless we refuelled after enjoying
a cup of coffee and continued on our way
to Naples. After an overnight stay we
continued to Porto Cesareo.
We had covered almost 1800 miles of
driving on demanding roads over a wide
range of altitudes and had found the
handling and performance to be highly
acceptable. In summary, we had
produced a motor car that enshrined the
qualities of a pre-1930 Bentley and built
on the foundations of the Bentley R Type

Continental of the 1950s. This car
epitomised the values of the frequently
incorrectly used Grand Touring car title.
After checking into the hotel we drove
to Societa Autopiste Sperimentali di
Nardò (SASN) and booked in at the track.
On the following morning, we met the
Pirelli UK test engineer and Bob Bailey
who had arrived with the test tyres. Our
first job was to settle into our garage
and to carry out a safety inspection of
8195 and to fit the new Pirelli P7R test
assemblies. We then needed to weigh
and ballast the car to various loading
conditions. Unfortunately we had neither
scales nor ballast in our garage. However
after contacting the circuit management
we were able to borrow ballast from the
Fiat workshops and to weigh the car on
scales, borrowed from Goodyear, at each
of the loading configurations at which we
wished to test the tyres.
Finance was always limited at the Car
Division. This meant that Rolls-Royce
engineers had to devise ingenious and
novel solutions to successfully complete
under-funded projects. Although I
>

Who is…?

PETER HILL

1958-1962 Engineering apprentice at Pyms Lane
1962-1965 Cooling and air conditioning development engineer
1965-1968 Technical teacher
1968-1972 Transmission, fuel system and performance testing development engineer;
Performance prediction engineer
1972-1992 SZ/BZ and derivatives suspension, tyre and wheel development engineer;
Future projects suspension development engineer
1992-1999 Bespoke vehicle project engineer inc. Continental T prototype engineer;
Rolls-Royce Silver Seraph/Bentley Arnage chassis development manager
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“Finance was always limited
at the Car Division. This
meant that engineers had
to devise ingenious and
novel solutions”
The procedure was as follows:
• A test distance of four laps (31 miles)
at each test speed to allow the tyre
temperatures to stabilise
• Test speeds of 90, 100, 110, 120mph
and maximum speed in the most
appropriate lane i.e. that which
minimised side force on the tyres to
simulate running on a level road
• Speedometer readings were corrected
according to the calibration I had made.
However I timed laps to ensure that
the average speed was close to the
specified test speed. I was surprised
to learn that the track climbed and
34
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THE PERFECTLY CIRCULAR NARDO TEST TRACK
Built by Fiat in 1975, the huge Nardò test track was initially operated by an
independent company – the Societa Autopiste Sperimentali di Nardò, or SASN. It
was bought by Porsche in 2012 and renamed the Nardò Technical Centre but remains
available to other vehicle or tyre manufacturers for high-speed testing. The 7.8mile (12.6km) circular track has four, 4m wide, lanes for cars and was designed for
a different ‘neutral speed’ in each, ranging from 62mph for the inside lane (banked
at a little under two
degrees) to 149mph
on the 12-degree outer
banking. When driving
at the neutral speed,
there is no need to
apply pressure to the
steering – the banking
compensates for the
centrifugal force to give
the sensation of driving
in a straight lane.

PORSCHE AG

enjoyed these challenges, I doubted that
the company’s financial controllers and
indeed senior engineering managers, who
had not risen through the engineering
ranks, appreciated our contribution to
reducing research and development costs
and in some cases project timescales.
Ironically in this case, the small
manufacturer of large expensive cars was
relying on the large manufacturer of small
inexpensive cars to maintain the viability
of its engineering programme.
Jack and I then familiarised ourselves
with the track as we ran-in the first set of
Pirelli tyres for 200 miles.
On the next day we ballasted the car to
half-payload with a weight distribution of
48% front, 52% rear. We were joined by
a senior Pirelli engineer from Milan who
confidently told me that the tests were
a formality since he had tested the same
tyres on a Ferrari at far higher speeds. Our
handling tests had led to a choice of tyre
pressures of 28lb f/sq inch front, 35lb f/
sq inch rear and Pirelli were happy for the
tests to be carried out at these pressures.

THE SPIRIT

fell whilst retaining a uniform angle
of banking. During the first lap at
maximum power, the mean lap
speed was 126mph with the lowest
and highest speedometer readings
of 122 and 136mph respectively,
corresponding to actual speeds of 117
and 131mph
• When four laps of the track had been
completed we drove onto the
emergency lane and the tyre engineer
measured the temperatures at the
interface between the tread and the
carcase. He used a needle shaped
thermometer probe, which had to
be plunged into the tread with great

care to avoid puncturing the tyre.
Temperatures were measured on the
inner and outer shoulders and in the
centre of the tread. As I recorded the
temperatures, I also measured the tyre
pressures. It was essential to do this
as quickly as possible before the tyres
cooled appreciably. The routine had to
be well managed because there were
only two of us compared with the 12 or
more mechanics required to change a
set of four wheels in Formula 1 Grand
Prix races in later years
• Tests were carried out in the half-laden
48% front, 52% rear and the fully-laden
46% front, 54% rear conditions

BZ (TH) HANDLING PACKAGE

The Pirelli tests were carried out in an
ambient temperature of 26º to 28ºC.
At the conclusion of the fully laden test
culminating in 31 miles at an average
speed of 127mph, the maximum
temperature was 94ºC at the centre of the
tread and the pressures rose to 38F, 46R.
At speeds above 110mph in the fully
laden condition, we experienced a slight
loss of stability so I asked Jack to lap
at maximum speed whilst I observed
and photographed the car. This showed
that the front of the car was high due to

The roadholding package being
assessed for the Turbo R included:
• Stiffer anti-roll bars and dampers
• Stiffer subframe mountings
• Panhard rod added to rear subframe
• Modified Suspension levelling
• Reduced Steering assistance
• 7.5-inch wide alloy wheels to replace
6-inch steel wheels
• 275/55 x 15 or 255/65 x 15 tyres to
replace 235/70 x 15 tyres
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aerodynamic lift. Although Jack and I felt
that the handling was safe enough to
continue our tight tyre testing schedule,
I contacted Hdg/AJL (the steering and
handling development engineer and a
talented high speed driver) at the factory
to forewarn him that he would need to
carry out some changes to the front air
dam when he commenced his stability
testing at Nardò in nine days time.
The Pirelli engineers approved the
results of the temperature tests but
wished to carry out a durability exercise.
This involved driving non-stop, except for
fuel stops for 10 hours at 120mph with a
two front passenger load i.e. 52% front,
48% rear. The test procedure was:
• Fit new tyres and inflate to
28lb f/sq inch front, 35lb f/sq inch rear
• Run-in tyres for one hour at 120mph
• Measure tyre temperatures and
pressures
• Measure tread depths at five points
across the tyre
• Drive for 10 hours at 120mph
Jack drove for the first hour and a half
after which, at a fuel consumption of
about 8.5 mpg, it was necessary to refuel
the 24 gallon tank. Jack continued for
a further two sessions and then I took
over to enable him to take his lunch
break. Since the air conditioner unit had
now failed again the interior became
unpleasantly hot. Additionally, it was not
possible to receive any English language
radio programmes.

Peter Hill pauses with DCH08195 on a snowy Grossglockner Pass in Austria en route to the
Nardò test track in Italy for tyre testing in 1984: note the non-standard LWB wheel trims
After half an hour the tedium of
driving a self-steering car in a bowl with
virtually no landmarks visible made it
difficult to remain alert, even with the
driver’s door window open, and I decided
that it was not safe for me to drive for
more than an hour. Jack completed the
remaining four and a half hours and
earned my admiration for his ability
(gained, he believed by enduring long
periods of guard duty in the army during
his National Service in Malaya) to
maintain his concentration for so long.
The tread depths had reduced by 15%
in the centre but by as little as 4% in the
other areas of the rear tyres. The only areas

of the front tyres to have worn appreciably,
by 5%, were the shoulders. The centre
tread wear at the rear was typical on a tyre
transmitting high torque, especially when
heated by high speed running.
To utilise the tread most efficiently, we
would have to change the tyres front to
rear on a frequent basis. Pirelli approved
the P7R’s high speed durability for the BZ
(TH) but I was concerned about tread life.
On the following day our only scheduled
task was to run-in the test tyres at 80mph
for three and a half hours.
On the next day, Paul Sketchley, the
Avon tyre engineer arrived and we fitted a
set of the new Avon Turbosteel 255/65 >

ECH08195

AT A GLANCE

ECH08195 was
registered to the
Experimental Dept

This was the experimental car used
for evaluating the prototype Avon
255/65 VR 15 Turbosteel tyres and
the first dedicated BZ (TH) prototype
used for developing the Turbo R
handling package. It was a righthand drive Bentley Mulsanne Turbo
standard saloon, originally registered
A97 SMA.
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• 1954 Rolls-Royce Silver
Dawn in Black £45,000
• 1998 Bentley Brooklands R
Mulliner, Sherwood Green,
26,000 miles £29,500
• 1996 Bentley Brooklands in
Red Pearl £14,000
• 1995 Bentley Brooklands in
Carmine Red, 59,000 miles
£14,000

www.specialistcars-southwest.co.uk
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VR 15 tyres. We had no spare alloy wheels
in the UK so the Avons had been fitted
to 7½ x 15 steel wheels, which I deemed
acceptable for initial tyre testing.
The tyre temperature test procedure
was similar to that adopted for the Pirellis.
However, since the rolling circumference
of the Avon tyre was 4% greater than
that of the Pirelli, I asked Jack to maintain
a constant speed for each test and
measured the lap time. This showed
that the actual speed matched the
speedometer reading up to 110mph with
a 1.6% error at 120 indicated and 3.2%
at 131 indicated. The average lap speed
at full throttle was an actual 127mph
compared with 126mph for the Pirellis i.e.
there was little gain in top speed due to
the change in effective gear ratio. This was
mainly due to:
• Small differences in power
consumption between the two tyres
• Driving at the peak of the power curve
• Experimental error in measuring speed
However the Avons reduced engine speed
by 4% giving the potential for greater
economy and improved refinement
at the expense of a slight reduction in
acceleration. At the completion of the
last four laps at full throttle in an ambient
temperature of 28ºC, the highest tread
temperature measured was 82ºC in the
centre of the rear tyres and the pressures
had risen to 36F 45R.
On one occasion, as we pulled onto the
emergency lane, Paul opened the offside
rear door and was narrowly missed by a
Lancia, which had suddenly descended
the banking. In spite of narrowly escaping
injury, Paul in his laconic West Midlands
accent, calmly observed, “Luigi has drunk
too much vino with his lunch,” as the
Lancia accelerated back into its original
lane. This epitomised the difference
between the unflappable Englishman and
the more hedonistic Italian.
Having demonstrated the satisfactory
high speed performance of the new tyre,
Paul wished to investigate the benefit of
the Pirelli solid centre rib as opposed to
the Avon preference for a grooved rib.

The banking on the circular Nardò test
track allows a constant high speed to be
maintained without the need to steer
The first Avons had been moulded with
a solid rib and Paul asked me to evaluate
their dry road handling. We needed a
straight flat road for our tests, for which
a toll Autostrada appeared to fit the bill.
However, we were warned that it was
possible for the average speed between
toll stations to be calculated and since
we would be driving at 50mph above the
speed limit we decided that we would
have to test on a non-toll road to avoid
being prosecuted for speeding.
Fortunately we found a section of
Autostrada without a toll station that was
long enough for our tests. We were able to
complete our test before we reached the
tolled section, whereupon we executed a
U-turn and continued our testing on the
opposite carriageway. Our procedure was:
• Two front passenger loading condition
with the previously used 28, 35
pressures. Cornering and lane change
performance up to 125mph were good
and equal to the P7Rs
• After ballasting to the fully laden
condition I was concerned by the
tail swing when changing lane above
100mph. To improve this we raised the
rear pressures to 39lb f/sq inch. This
rectified the tail swing but introduced a
front end wander when exiting from a
corner or a lane change.
• Front pressures were increased to
32lb f/sq inch. Overall handling now
comparable with the P7Rs up to an
indicated speed of 130mph. Although

the increase in the front pressures
reduced ride comfort it was still better
than on the P7Rs. Some loss of steering
feel on bumpy surfaces at over 100mph
was experienced, probably due to a
combination of higher front pressures
and aerodynamic lift
• In spite of parking on hot tyres,
no flatting was experienced and the
uniformity standard was judged to be
better than that of the P7Rs
• There was a concern that the Avon
tyres, especially on fabricated steel
wheels, may rotate on the rims. We
had therefore marked the tyre positions
relative to the rims. This indicated that,
during the track tests, circumferential
movement of up to 75mm had occurred
and after the first road tests this
increased to 105mm. This was probably
due in part to using anti-lock braking,
when a local driver drifted from a
slower lane into our path. Jack applied
the brakes heavily enough to cause the
ABS system to cycle violently. I believe
that this was one of the first, if not the
first, occasion when ABS prevented a
collision involving a Rolls-Royce car.
We then parked in our workshop, which,
complying with our usual make do and
mend philosophy, was a convenient
lay-by, and as Jack and I removed the
wheels Paul used his mobile tread cutting
tool to cut a groove in the centre rib
of the tyres. We repeated the tests in
the fully laden condition with 32F, 39R
pressures with the following results:
• Lane change performance unacceptable
above 110mph
• On-centre steering feel was rubbery
and more concentration was required
to maintain a straight course on steeply
cambered roads
Although slightly surprised by these
results, Avon agreed to produce
production tyres with a solid centre
rib. We had now completed the Avon
prototype tests and would be returning to
Nardò in the following year to validate the
production specification tyres.
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What are
my options?

THE SPIRIT

Tailored for Individualists

Soon after launch, there were just 11 options on the Silver Spirit price list.
Things had changed by 1988 when Rolls-Royce issued a supplement
detailing 80 bespoke features – with the promise of even more to come
THE PRICE OF A Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit
rose from £49,269 at launch in 1980 to
£77,827 in 1988 – and the number of
options officially listed increased even
more dramatically.
Given a free rein with the options list
in the late 80s, a new owner could easily
add £35,000 to the price of a Silver Spirit.
Starting modestly at £86.25 for extending
the seat travel for one front seat, before
breaking the thousand pound barrier for a
set of watermark curtains (silk ones cost
a little more), the price list reached its
zenith at £11,735.75 for a Blaupunkt Berlin
audio system with a TV and video player
for rear seat passengers.
Many options needed to be retro-fitted
once the car was registered in order to
comply with Type Approval restrictions
– bizarrely this included popping the
handbook into a leather wallet.
Perfect for a game of fantasy car
buying, the following
pages illustrate the
1981 Rolls-Royce
price list and a
facsimile of the 1988
options list followed
by some of the pictures,
captions and comments
contained in it.
>
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Early SZ price lists alluded to the availablity of special equipment but were very plain;
they suggested that the cars were well equipped as standard and included details of
only the most mundane items such as rubber floor mats and self adhesive GB letters
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By the end of the 1980s bespoke options were being marketed much more aggressively by Rolls-Royce and Bentley. This colour brochure
was issued in 1988 containing detailed information and comprehensive price lists. Many of the in-house special order items from Crewe
bore a striking resemblance to those that were being offered at the time by coachbuilder Hooper
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Price List - July 1988
IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT

INTERIOR FEATURES

BASIC CAR
VAT RETAIL
PRICE TAX		 PRICE

£

£

£

3125.00
2860.00
350.00
2140.00
910.00
3330.00
2410.00

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

468.75
429.00
54.00
361.50
136.50
499.50
361.50

3593.75*
3289.00*
414.00*
2771.50*
1046.50*
3829.50*
2771.50*

Graphic Equaliser BEA 80.
795.00
Blaupunkt CD player and graphic equaliser with amplifiers and uprated speakers
2785.00
Pioneer Centrate System, including radio-cassette player, CD player, amplifiers, uprated speakers. 3575.00
Alpine 7385L radio-cassette player with 5905 CD player, amplifiers, uprated speakers.
3575.00

.00
.00
.00
.00

119.25
417.75
536.25
536.25

914.25*
3203.75*
4111.25*
4111.25*

.00
.00
.00

262.50
551.25
672.75

2012.50*
4226.25*
5157.75*

.00
.00

741.75
700.50

5686.75*
5370.50*

.00

1530.75

11735.75*

495.00

.00

74.25

569.25*

2600.00

.00

390.00

2990.00*

3575.00

.00

536.25

4111.25*

3710.00

.00

556.50

4266.50*

4035.00

.00

605.25

4640.25*

3495.00
660.00
455.00
5010.00
5540.00

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

524.25
99.00
68.25
751.50
831.00

4019.25*
759.00*
523.25*
5761.50*
6731.00*

Alpine remote cassette, with 3 amplifiers, uprated speakers, sub-woofer to parcel shelf.
Pioneer centrate radio-cassette, GE5 tuner, uprated speakers, amplifiers, remote control.
Blaupunkt New York radio-cassette player, with uprated speakers.
Blaupunkt Berlin radio-cassette player, with amplifier and uprated speakers.
Blaupunkt Bamberg to rear compartment.
Sony Disc Jockey CD stacker with tuner, amplifiers and uprated speakers.
Alpine 7902F combined CD Player/Tuner with uprated speakers.

Mini console installations

Through console installations (available only on non-console models)

Graphic Equaliser BEA 80.
1750.00
Blaupunkt CD player and graphic equaliser with amplifiers and uprated speakers.
3675.00
Pioneer Centrate System including radio-cassette player, CD player, amplifiers, uprated speakers. 4485.00
Alpine 7385L radio-cassette player, with 5700 Digital Audio Tape player, amplifiers and
uprated speakers.
4945.00
Blaupunkt Berlin radio-cassette player and CD player with amplifiers and uprated speakers. 4670.00
Blaupunkt Berlin radio-cassette player and CD player with fixed armrest
featuring Blaupunkt TV receiver to rear, and Blaupunkt video player to rear parcel shelf.
10205.00

Turbo console installations

Graphic Equaliser BEA 80 in ashtray/cigar lighter position.
Blaupunkt CD player, graphic equaliser, amplifiers and uprated speakers.
(NB No clock, outside temperature gauge, voltmeter).
Pioneer Centrate system including radio-cassette player, CD player, amplifiers,
uprated speakers (NB no clock, outside temperature gauge, voltmeter).
Alpine 7385L radio-cassette player with 5950 CD remote changer stacking system,
amplifiers and updated speakers.
Alpine 7385L radio-cassette player with 5700 Digital Audio Tape player, amplifiers,
and uprated speakers (NB no clock, outside temperature gauge, voltmeter).
Blaupunkt Berlin radio-cassette player and CD player with amplifiers, and
uprated speakers (NB no clock, outside temperature gauge, voltmeter).
Re-located clock and outside temperature gauge in roof-header nacelle.
Re-located clock, outside temperature gauge and voltmeter in Turbo console.
Blaupunkt TV monitor in rear compartment console, video player to rear parcel shelf.
Blaupunkt TV receiver in rear compartment console, video player to rear parcel shelf.

£

Veneered door panels to rear doors.
Veneered door panels to all four doors.
Silver inlay to waistrails.
Veneered writing table (removable) with leather stowage wallet.
Link-console with veneered lid and stowage area.
Telephone link-console.
Veneered lid and lock bar to centre-console.
Console to rear compartment containing 3 Thermos flasks and sugar bowl with lid.
Stowage box to centre section of rear seat cushion.
Stowage box to centre section of rear seat cushion containing 2 hand-made solid silver flasks
and 4 nip glasses.
Leather-backed cocktail cabinets to rear of front seats with decanters and glasses.
Veneer-backed cocktail cabinets to rear of front seats with decanters and glasses.
Refrigerated cool box to rear compartment.
Veneer-backed picnic tables.
Electrically heated seats to front and rear.
Electrically heated rear seat cushion and squab.
Electrically heated front seats only.
Extended front seat cushions.
Front seat cushions lowered by 1.25”.
Lowered seat armrest to suit lowered cushion.
Repositioned door armrest to suit lowered seat cushion.
Extended seat travel. Price per seat.
Silk curtains to all 3 rear windows.
Silk curtains to rear side windows only.
Watermark curtains to all 3 rear windows.
Watermark curtains rear side windows only.
Twin rear window blind.
Seat switch surround in hide.
Leather handbook wallet.
Leather handbook wallet with piping.
Silver mirror in rear seat armrest lid.
Vanity set to opening rear armrest, comprising mirror, comb, hairbrush and clothesbrush.
Redesigned rear headrestraints.
Hide covered instrument board.
Silver Shadow style large footrests.
2 Hella QH reading lights to rear compartment.
Digital 3-in-1 instruments to Turbo dashboard.
Digital 3-in-1 instruments to non-Turbo dashboard.
2 instruments in roof-header nacelle.
Ignition cut-out switch.
Side-light/key warning.
Rear window demist switch in knee roll.
Compass.
Charging plug socket.
First-aid kit and case.
Refrigerator to boot.

BASIC CAR
VAT RETAIL
PRICE TAX		 PRICE

£

430.00
850.00
1125.00
384.00
605.00
395.00
355.00
1055.00
725.00

£

£

£

35.82
70.81
93.71
.00
.00
.00
29.57
.00
60.39

69.87
138.12
182.81
57.60
90.75
59.25
57.69
158.25
117.81

535.69
1058.93
1401.52
441.60*
695.75*
454.25*
442.26
1213.25*
903.20

1265.00 105.37
1665.00
.00
1885.00
.00
1755.00
.00
280.00
.00
965.00 80.38
510.00 42.48
510.00 42.48
145.00 12.08
145.00 12.08
140.00 11.66
100.00
8.33
75.00
.00
1000.00 83.30
780.00 64.97
835.00 69.56
615.00 51.23
140.00 11.66
70.00
5.83
90.00
.00
105.00
.00
355.00 29.57
735.00 61.23
385.00 32.07
550.00 45.82
175.00
.00
90.00
.00
335.00 27.91
280.00 23.32
660.00
.00
120.00 10.00
155.00 12.91
85.00
7.08
365.00
.00
110.00
9.16
105.00
8.75
440.00 36.65

205.56
249.75
282.75
263.25
42.00
156.81
82.87
82.87
23.56
23.56
22.75
16.25
11.25
162.50
126.75
135.68
99.93
22.75
11.37
13.50
15.75
57.69
119.43
62.56
89.37
26.25
13.50
54.44
45.50
99.00
19.50
25.19
13.81
54.75
17.87
17.06
71.50

1575.93
1914.75*
2167.75*
2018.25*
322.00*
1202.19
635.36
635.36
180.64
180.64
174.41
124.58
86.25*
1245.80
971.72
1040.24
788.16
174.41
87.21
103.50*
120.75*
442.26
915.65
479.63
685.19
201.25*
103.50*
417.35
348.82
759.00*
149.50
193.10
105.89
419.75*
137.04
130.81
548.15

3280.00 273.22

532.98

4086.21

3875.00 322.79
495.00 41.23
25.00
.00
80.00
6.66
120.00 10.00

629.67
80.44
3.75
13.00
19.50

4827.46
616.67
28.75*
99.66
149.50

EXTERIOR FEATURES

Electrically operated sunroof (glass or metal) to either front or rear compartment
with cloth headlining.
Electrically operated sunroof (glass or metal) to either front or rear compartment
with hide headlining.
Full car anti-theft device.
Extra transmitter for anti-theft device.
Flag mast.
Roof mounted wave radio-telephone aerial.

* Due to Type Approval restrictions, work can only be undertaken after the car is registered.
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A

s is appropriate for the finest cars
in the world, every Rolls-Royce
and Bentley motor car has a very
comprehensive standard specification.
But Rolls-Royce Motor Cars have
long recognised the great value placed on
exclusivity and individuality by Rolls-Royce
and Bentley owners.
That is why they are offered such an
extensive choice in colours, finishes and trims.
And also why a wide range of special
features has now been developed by RollsRoyce Motor Cars engineers for all four door
saloon models.
Features are incorporated in the best
tradition of English bespoke coachbuilding,
that tradition which brings together the finest
materials, the highest quality equipment, and
craftsman’s skills of hand and eye to meet
an owner’s specific requirements and to give
perfect expression to his or her personality
and good taste.
Rolls-Royce and Bentley special features
are items of additional equipment or
alternative appointment which are designed
to be fully integrated with the motor car in
terms of both function and appearance. They
are usually specified at the time a new car is
ordered, so the provision for them is made at
the earliest stages of the build sequence, and
any wood or hide trim is exactly matched.

Cocktail requisites the space

In-car entertainment a component system with compact disc player. The link console
houses a graphic equaliser and disc storage area

Handbook cover a handmade leather pouch for the motor car’s handbook can be made
to match the interior colour or made to any hide colour in the standard range

between the rear seat cushions of this
Silver Spur have been adapted to install
cocktail requisites. The padded cover
enables the centre armrest to be used as
an occassional third seat. The cover’s
underside is veneered and serves as a
level drinks table when reversed

There are more than eighty special features
on the current list.
But it is recognised that more yet have to
be added. Including those that are so special
that they are, for the moment, no more than a
developing need or the germ of an idea taking
shape in the mind of a prospective owner.
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars and the
company’s distributors are always happy to
discuss ways in which any such idea might
be realised so long as, of course, neither
local safety legislation nor the engineering
integrity of the motor car is compromised as
a result.
It’s all part of the special features facility.
A Rolls-Royce Motor Cars opportunity for
individualists.
For further information consult your
official Rolls-Royce and Bentley dealer.
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Door panels polished burr walnut door

panels exemplify the Rolls-Royce tradition
of superlative hnd craftsmanship in this
Silver Spur

Video equipment the video monitor is built into a through console. Space between
the rear seat cushions had been modified to incorporate tape storage, the installation of the
player on the rear parcel shelf makes operation convenient. Similar installations to the one
in this Camargue can be produced for Silver Spirit or Silver Spur models

THE MAGA ZINE OF THE ROLLS-ROYCE ENTHUSIASTS’ CLUB SZ REGISTER

Writing desk polished burr walnut veneer folding writing desk in the rear passenger
compartment of a Silver Spur. This beautiful and practical addition is stored in its own
handmade Connolly leather case
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Red letter days
It’s not every day you see a Corniche S. There were only 25 of these
red-badged, turbo convertibles built – and all were destined for the USA
– but Marinus Rijkers has spotted one at the Annual Rally a few times

Corniche S

AT A GLANCE
• The Corniche S has the same turbo engine as the Rolls-Royce Flying Spur that was
launched in 1994. It formed a final batch of 25 special edition Corniche IVs for the
American market.
• Deliveries of the Corniche S were made from December 1994 to January 1996.
• All Corniche S motor cars were built at Crewe, not in Willesden where previous
examples of the Corniche had been assembled.
• This model was only built for US customers and was never sold new in Europe.
Yet one example, belonging to a Swedish owner, has been seen at the RREC Annual
Rally and another example is believed to have been purchased in Monaco in 2016.
• The Corniche S and the corresponding Bentley Continental Turbo (eight examples
built) are the only convertibles with a turbocharged engine.
• Red badges on the radiator grille, headlamp surrounds and boot, a red identification
plate, and a numbered plaque on the dashboard distinguish the Corniche S.
• Of the 25 built, more than 60% were either black or white (10 white and six black).
• Three cars had a black interior, two had white leather, one was grey and all the
others had a shade of beige (parchment, sandstone, soft tan and magnolia).
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www.hanwells.com email: sales@hanwells.com
Established since 1975, we offer the finest facilities for the sale and service, body repairs and painting, trimming and restoration of
Rolls Royce and Bentley Motor Cars. Worldwide export facility. Licensed credit brokers

Car spotters’ cheat sheet
Help with the quiz on p19 for those who are not yet fully fledged anoraks

1989 G Rolls Royce Silver Spirit ABS EFI. Finished in
Graphite with Silver Stone interior. Walnut veneer inlays.
This
magnificent
exampleT
is not
to be missed.
Known to
2009/59
Bentley
Arnage
Mulliner.
Almost
ourselves for many years. Full Service History. Immaculate
the lastandmodel
in value
thisat range.
Only 10,000
outstanding
only £14,950

miles from new. Finished in Silver Tempest
with Flying B and electric sunroof. Magnolia
interior with Piano Black veneers and turned
alloy dash and door cappings. Very rare and
like new
£79,750

1995 M Rolls Royce Silver Spirit MK III. Finished in
Tudor Red with whitewall tyres and Magnolia interior piped
in St James, with St James carpets piped in Magnolia. Only
2 owners with just 83,000 miles and FSH. Known to
ourselves for last 3 years. This car is in stunning condition
throughout. Only £18,950

2005/05 Bentley Arnage RL (LWB).
Burgundy over Diamond Black, Cotswold
interior piped in Burgundy, picnic tables and
Bentley emblems to waist rails. Only 44,000
miles, with FSH. Known to us for 4 years.
Totally unmarked throughout
£49,950

1987 D Rolls Royce Silver Spur ABS EFI. One owner.
Finished in Redwood Metallic with Magnolia interior piped
in St
James, with
St JamesArnage
carpets piped
in Magnolia.Level
Only II.
2008/58
Bentley
T Mulliner
42,000 miles with Full Service History. Totally unmarked
Finished
in Beluga
diamond cut alloys.
condition
throughout.
Must be with
seen £19,950

Soft Black interior with contrasting White
stitching. Piano Black veneers with turned
alloy dash and waist rails. Only 39,000 miles
with FSH. Immaculate condition throughout.
Outstanding value
£53,950

1989 F Rolls Royce Silver Spirit ABS EFI. Finished in very
rare Balmoral Green with Magnolia interior piped in Spruce
Green and Spruce Green carpets piped in Magnolia. Only
60,000 miles with Full Service History. Known to ourselves
for last few years and is in outstanding condition, must be
seen £15,950

2004/54 Bentley Continental GT. Finished
in Neptune Blue with 19 inch split rim alloys
and Saffron interior, Nautic secondary hide
and Walnut veneers. Only 65,000 miles
with FSH and only 3 owners. Immaculate
condition
£32,950

1997 R Rolls Royce Silver Dawn. Finished in Ocean Blue
Mica with Magnolia interior piped in Surf Blue, with Surf
Blue carpets piped
in Magnolia
and Walnut
veneers.
Only
2001
Y Bentley
Azure.
Finished
in Peacock
72,000 miles with Full Service History. Known to ourselves
with condition
Dark Blue
hood,£26,950
20 inch alloys and
for last 5 years.Blue
Immaculate
throughout

park sensors. Cotswold interior piped in French
Navy and 2 tone steering wheel, with French
Navy carpets piped in Cotswold. Only 47,000
miles with FSH. Known to us for 14 years.
Immaculate throughout
£64,950

1992 J Rolls Royce Silver Spirit MK II Active Ride.
Finished in Rhapsody Blue with Magnolia fine lines and
Magnolia interior piped in French Blue, with French Blue
carpets piped in Magnolia. One family owner and just 29,000
miles with history. Immaculate condition throughout and
not to be missed at only £22,950

1997 R Bentley Turbo RT. Limited Edition of
252. Finished in special order Graphite Grey
Mica with Fawnesse (Cream) interior piped in
Graphite, Graphite carpets. Only one family
owner. Only 17,150 miles, 12 services at a main
agent. Truly as new
£39,950

1995
Bentley
Finished
in Acrylic
a Black
hood,
1997 R 1995
Bentley
Turbo
Finished
inWhite
Masons
orderRL
Soft
R Bentley
Turbo RT.White
Limitedwith
Edition
of 252. One
of 17 inch alloys
1997 Pspecial
Bentley Turbo
MK IV. Only
oneNowner
from Azure.1997
N Bentley
Azure.RT.
Finished
in Acrylic
with a Black with
last true
Bentleys.
Finished
in special
order
Graphite
Grey and Black
new. Finished
in Black Emerald
Cotswold
interior, radiator.theSoft
Black hood,
17 Walnut
inch alloysveneer.
and a chrome
radiator.
Soft Black
a chrome
Black
interior
with
Piano
Black
veneers
Black interior,
with
Slightly
above
average mileage
at 96,000.
Full with and
Mica with Fawnesse (Cream) interior piped in Graphite and
with Emerald carpets. Only 87,000 miles with Full Service
interior with Piano Black veneers and Black carpets. Only
carpets.
Only 28,000 miles
with
Full One
Service
Knownregardless
to ourselves for many
Service 28,000
History.
twoService
owners
andKnown
maintained
regardless
of Immaculate
cost. A stunning
Graphite
carpets.
familyHistory.
owner, maintained
History.
condition throughout
£17,950
milesOnly
with Full
History.
to ourselves
many years. Last owner for 15 years. Immaculate
cost. Only
17,150 miles condition
and 12 main throughout
agent services. Truly
years. Last owner for 15of years.
Immaculate
£59,950
examplefor
£18,950
as new £39,950
condition throughout £59,950
1997 Model P Bentley Turbo RL MK IV. Finished in Racing Green with Cotswold
interior, with Spruce piping and Spruce carpets. Known to ourselves for five years,
with only 68,000 miles and Full Service History. Totally immaculate condition
throughout
£17,950

2005/55 Bentley Flying Spur. Finished in Silver Tempest with 19 inch alloys and
Beluga interior with heated and cooling seats front and rear. Only 32,000 miles
with Full Service History and just one owner. Outstanding value at
£35,950

2005/54 Bentley Arnage T Mulliner. Finished in Beluga, electric sunroof, Le Mans
wing vents, quad exhausts, rear parking camera. Magnolia interior, Black stitching,
Flying B’s to seats and waist rails. Rear screens and Bluetooth. Only 28,000 miles with
FSH. Known to ourselves for last 3 years. Unmarked throughout
£41,950

2006/06 Bentley Arnage T Mulliner. Finished in Silver Storm with Soft Black
interior, with Linen stitching and embossed Flying B’s. Piano Black veneers with
turned alloy dash and waistrails. Fully electric rear seats. Only 54,000 miles with
FSH. Immaculate condition throughout
£38,950

1990 G Bentley Mulsanne S. Finished in Balmoral Green
with Parchment Sports interior, with Spruce piping and
Spruce
carpets piped
Parchment.
miles,
All vehicles
soldinhave
a 100 Only
point37,000
check,
plus a full
maintained regardless of cost with Full Service History. This
car is immaculate throughout £14,250

1997 Model P Bentley Turbo RL MK IV. Finished in
1997 R Bentley Brooklands R Turbo. Finished in Peacock
Racing Green with Cotswold interior, with Spruce piping and
Blue with Limited Edition 17 inch alloys and matrix grilles.
Spruce carpets.
Known towith
ourselves
five years,
with
only6 month
Parchment
interior
with French
and5French
service
and provided
a 12for
month
MOT
and
road tax.
Together
withNavy
a 24piping
month
star warranty*
68,000
milesand
andlabour
Full Service
History.
carpets with Parchment piping, with Walnut veneers.
(*Parts
on all
cars Totally
pricedimmaculate
over £10,000). Navy
condition throughout £17,950
Only 67,000 miles with history. Totally immaculate.
Outstanding value at only £18,950

Always in stock selection of 55 cars. For further information and a complete stock list please contact us by telephone or email. Please also visit our website to view our extensive range.
We are also always interested in buying good quality Rolls Royce and Bentley Motor cars.

2001 Y Bentley Azure. Finished in Peacock Blue with a Dark
Blue hood, 20 inch alloys and park sensors. Cotswold interior
piped in French Navy with 2 tone steering wheel. French
Navy carpets piped in Cotswold. Fitted with navigation. Only
47,000 miles with FSH. Known us for 14 years. Immaculate
throughou £64,950

1995 M Bentley Turbo R MK III. Finished in very sought
after Racing Green, colour coded bumpers and grille,
racing matrix grille and 16 inch alloys. Magnolia interior
with Spruce Green piping and Spruce Green carpets with
Magnolia piping. Known to us for 16 years, FSH and only
3 owners. Unmarked condition throughout £15,950

1997 P Bentley Brooklands Turbo. Finished in Sherwood
Green Mica with Parchment interior piped in Spruce Green.
Only one owner and just 40,000 miles with Full Service
History. Immaculate throughout. Not to be missed £20,995

All vehicles sold have a full service, 100 point check, 12 months MOT and 6 months road tax, together with our 24 month 5 star warranty (Parts and labour on all cars priced over £10,000)
Always in stock, a selection of 55 cars. For further informatiom and a complete stock list please contact us by telephone or email. Please also visit our website to view our extensive range.
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1. Rolls-Royce Silver Spur II Jankel
converted 72-inch extended Limousine.
In 1992 this was the longest Rolls-Royce
limousine Robert Jankel Design had ever
built. The company used it’s Duo-Floor
stiffening technique to maintain rigidity
and recommended the fitment of personal
protection glass. Interior configurations
from five to nine seats were offered.
2. Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Centenary
Replica. The original 1985 Centenary
Spur and 25 replicas were built to
commemorate 100 years of the British
motor industry. The storage compartment
between the front seats (referred to on
the build sheet as a litter bin) contained
four nip glasses and two silver flasks.
3. Bentley Turbo RT Olympian. Based
on the Turbo RT, four Bentley Olympians
were built for Jack Barclay and HR Owen.
All such Bentley cars were trimmed in
rouched dark blue leather with St James
red piping. There were also two RollsRoyce Silver Spur Olympians built with
champagne hide trimmed in black garnet.

6. Hooper Empress II Coupé. Launched
in 1985 as ‘the most expensive motor car
ever produced for private sale’, in 1987
the Empress II cost £275,000 – about
£170,000 more than the Turbo R donor.
7. Bentley Turbo S. The use of a Garrett
AirResearch turbocharger altered the
look of the individually numbered engine
and increased the power to more than
400bhp, making the 1995 Turbo S the
most powerful Bentley the company had
built up to that time. The interior featured
dark veneers with silver inlaid Bentley
logos and bodywork enhancements were
incorporated into 1996 model year cars.
8. Rolls-Royce Mulliner Spur. One of
the green baize-lined picnic tables of the
1990-91 special edition Mulliner Spur has
two compartments for writing materials,
the other table contains a smoker’s
companion comprising humidor, cedarlined cigar compartment and Dunhill
silver-plated cigar cutter. The sliding table
tops are made from veneered aluminium.

4. Rolls-Royce Flying Spur. Essentially a
Silver Spur III fitted with the engine from
a Bentley Turbo R, 134 cars were built
for different worldwide markets. Cars for
each market carried a plaque numbering
the car out of 50, resulting in duplicate
numbers being issued for cars destined for
different parts of the world.

9. Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Lauderdale
Edition. The passenger airbag panel and
door cappings of the US-specification
1997 Silver Spur Lauderdale Edition
included silver RR logo inlays. Other
interior enhancements included a
Bentley-style centre console and
gear selector with wooden knob, and
embroidered headrests.

5. Bentley Continental SC. Built between
model years 1998 and 2000, the Sedanca
Coupé had two removable glass panels
above the front seats and a fixed glass
panel above the rear. It was mechanically
similar to the Continental T but with
subtle changes to the suspension.

10. Rolls-Royce Corniche II/III/IV.
Corniche high level brake light – although
bearing a strong similarity to the Silver
Shadow, every post-1982 Corniche
and Bentley Continental has a Z in the
fourth position of its chassis number and
therefore qualifies as an SZ.

11. Bentley Mulsanne LWB. The alloy
wheels are an aftermarket update but the
slightly reduced size of the rear window
shows the car is from 1981. This small
window was current for that year only and
was deleted after only 232 Silver Spurs
and LWB Mulsannes had been built.
12. Bentley Continental R Le Mans.
Bentley launched two limited editions
to celebrate its return to Le Mans – 46
Continental Rs and 154 Arnages. The
dashboard of the 420bhp Continental R
was differentiated by straight grain walnut
and green tinted dials. The speedo and rev
counter had ‘Le Mans Series’ printed on
their faces. In addition, five Continental T
Le Mans and four Bentley Azure Le Mans
were built.
13. Rolls-Royce Corniche Final Series.
Rolls-Royce marked the end of Corniche
production in model year 2002 with a
run of Final Series cars. There were 56
examples planned, to commemorate 56
years of production at Crewe, but only 45
were produced, each one bearing a special
badge on the front wings.
14. Bentley Eight. Launched in 1984,
the original Bentley Eight dashboard
used straight grain veneer in place of burr
walnut and reinstated analogue clock and
outside temperature gauges in the style of
the Silver Shadow II/Bentley T2 in place of
the digital display of other 1980s SZs.
15. Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit/Spur. The
fourth generation cars were launched in
1996. There was a new facia and centre
console with detail alterations including
the option of cup holders for front seat
passengers – a first for Rolls-Royce and
one that few customers ordered.
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Life in the fast lane
Peter Dron remembers
a marathon dash
around Europe in a
Bentley Mulsanne
Turbo for Fast Lane
magazine in 1984
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ON 20 MAY 1984 Fast Lane editor
Peter Dron, Garage & Transport editor
Richard Gadeselli, Rolls-Royce service
engineer Dave Thomas and Avon tyres
representative John Wells set off from
Rolls-Royce’s premises in Conduit Street
in a brand new Bentley Mulsanne Turbo.
The mission was simple: to vist all 10
capitals of the then European Economic
Community in as short a time as possible.
155 hours and 34 minutes later, four

weary drivers, and their even dirtier car,
were back in London only a few hours
behind schedule, having covered 6243.8
miles at an average speed of 40.1mph
(running average 70mph) during which
the Bentley drunk it’s way through 523.6
gallons of four star (11.7 mpg). It was an
epic trip but not without incident, as Peter
Dron remembers.
“That’s Dave Thomas in trainers under
the car on the side of the autostrada in

THE MAGA ZINE OF THE ROLLS-ROYCE ENTHUSIASTS’ CLUB SZ REGISTER

the picture. He burnt his hands and wrists
in Bologna and again in Athens trying
to sort out a problem with the power
steering pump which had been fried by
proximity to the hot turbo. We ended
up doing more than 3900 miles without
power assistance.
“We had been tanking along at top
speed for a considerable distance and
we were comfortably ahead of schedule
at that point. Richard (Gadeselli) was at

the wheel and he pulled onto the hard
shoulder because he saw a dark cloud
in the rearview mirror. That was all the
boiled power steering fluid polluting the
atmosphere of Emilia Romagna, which of
course is normally as fresh as anything
you can imagine.
“At least the car did not actually fail to
proceed. It was just a lot of effort from
then on, shoulders as well as forearms. It
took a few weeks to wind down after all
that – and I was young and fit then.
“Dave Thomas and a skilled Italian
mechanic tried to sort out the problem in
a well-equipped garage in Bologna. The
place was full of old Ferraris and so on.
When they gave up we were well behind
schedule. Rolls-Royce flew out another
mechanic/engineer to Athens and he and
Dave tried to sort it out while the rest of
us had a nice lunch. Again to no avail.
This all turned out to be a useful
development test programme for the
Mulsanne Turbo but for Richard and me it
was very frustrating.
“The major problem of the car at
that stage in its development, which
our driving exercise exposed, was that
plenty of air could get into the engine
compartment but it was then stuck
there and superheated by the big turbo.
So it was not simply a question of the
power steering pump being too close to
the turbo. Dave Thomas was fully aware
of that and always rushed to open the
bonnet during fuel stops. It took quite a
lot of engineering work to solve.
“The section of the trip I remember
most was Bologna to Brindisi. Dave
Thomas and I drove really hard all the
way, mostly in heavy rain, at an average
speed of over 90mph. We arrived, after
dark, just in time to see our ferry to
Greece leaving the harbour.
The man looking worried on the grass
verge is Richard Gadeselli who said, on
seeing the picture for the first time in 30
years: “Looks like I’m about to call for help
on my mobile. Now I think of it, in 1984
that would be a telex. Nice to see that I’m
still using the same gentlemen’s barber…”

WHAT DRON WROTE ABOUT THE
INCIDENT IN FAST LANE IN 1984

Tuesday 23 May, 1.25pm: Disaster!
Richard Gadeselli, at the wheel, notices
smoke pouring from the rear of the car.
We cruise to a halt near Rolo-Reggiolo,
36 miles north of Bologna.
Almost before I’ve changed the
film in my camera, Dave has the front
passenger side of the car up on a
trolley jack with the wheel removed,
and soon tracks down the source of
the smoke – power steering fluid. The
union from the pump has fractured and
we don’t have a spare pipe.
We struggle on to Bologna where
there is a Rolls-Royce agent. The
smokescreen does not last for long but
the steering has become very heavy
indeed… At Autofficinia Sauro the
Bentley was instantly on the lift, with
Thomas and Sauro’s men working on
the hydraulic pump. This is a tricky job
as a seething hot exhaust pipe passes
close to it, and the pump is well buried
down at the front of the engine.
At a few minutes past 5pm, Dave
Thomas gives up and we decide to
hack on down to Brindisi. The Italians
all assure us that we cannot make the
journey in a Bentley, with or without
power assistance, in less than seven
hours. In a Ferrari, maybe we could do
it in five and a half they say, but that
would be pushing it, and it’s raining…
11.10pm: Brindisi. We’ve missed our
ferry. Dave and I drove like fury… and
we aren’t consoled by the fact that
we missed it by only 10 minutes. And
there’s only one car ferry to Greece
every 24 hours at this time of year.
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Netherlands once,
then home via Italy

Monaco twice,
and Mont Blanc

It’s all in a year’s motoring for Peter Caton and his 34-year-old Silver Spirit,

despite a few nervous moments and makeshift repairs along the way

MY 1983 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver Spirit
is now well known to a number of SZ
Register members, thanks to reading
about my 2015 trip from Plymouth to
Monaco with Nicolas Gravel in The Spirit
issue 3, during which we covered about
2500 miles in seven days.
After that epic, 2016 was looking likely
to be another year with the spirit of
adventure in the air – the question was,
where to go and when?

FIRST STOP, THE NETHERLANDS
Early in 2016 I received an invitation from
Rob Geelen and Christiaan Van Nispen
to join them in Zeist, Netherlands, for
the Bentley Drivers Club spring rally in
early April; after a quick look at the map
I accepted the invitation and started
planning. Firstly I had to work out a route
to the Netherlands, calculate the distance
to Zeist and my total travel time. Over the
coming weeks I planned a suitable route
and booked the ferry crossing to Calais
with priority boarding and the VIP lounge.
Well, one cannot be expected to queue in
a Rolls-Royce.
As the date approached I turned my
attention to vehicle preparation which
involved an under-bonnet service, the
replacement of both rear suspension
spheres and a general inspection of the
car. Next came an onboard equipment
check to ensure I complied with European
regulations. Reflective hi-visibility tops,
breathalyser kit, headlight converters,
warning triangle and a selection of
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additional tools and a good torch.
An old Army chum of mine (Michael
Phillips) heard about my adventure to the
Netherlands and asked if he could join
me on the road trip. Before we knew it,
the day of travel had arrived. We set off
on the 1200-mile round trip and arrived
at the port of Dover around 01:30 in the
morning. We had managed to achieve
300 miles on the first tank of fuel, which
was encouraging for the trip ahead.
The weather during the previous few
days had been unseasonably warm and
the forecast for France, Belgium and the
Netherlands was looking to be the same

“The Silver Spirit managed
to achieve 300 miles
on the first tank of fuel ,
which was encouraging
for the trip ahead”
for the weekend. We boarded the ferry
and made ourselves comfortable in the
empty VIP lounge and enjoyed a nice cup
of tea followed by a nap for an hour in one
of the chairs. A few hours later and still in
darkness we arrived at the port of Calais
and could not but wonder if we were likely
to run in to problems along the road. This
was at the height of the troubles with the
migrant camp and there had been reports
of vehicles being ambushed along the
route during the hours of darkness.

Thankfully our departure from the ferry
port was uneventful and soon we were
cruising along the motorway towards
Belgium with a magnificent sunrise
appearing before us. The Silver Spirit was
performing well and covering the many
miles with ease while we enjoyed the
passing scenery from the comfort of the
Connolly leather seats.
Very soon we were heading through
Belgium and fast approaching the
Netherlands border. We decided to refuel
near the border because I was unsure
whether we would get caught up in the
rush hour traffic as we headed further into
the Netherlands.
Dutch motorways tend to be quite
congested near the cities and larger
towns but, as we headed out into the
countryside, the traffic was lighter and
the scenery was spectacular. The land is so
noticeably flat that you can see for miles.
Upon arrival at our hotel/conference
centre, The Woudschoten, which is set in
woodlands and a well-maintained garden,
we were treated to a free breakfast
of traditional Dutch foods before the
other members of the group started to
arrive from Belgium, France, Germany,
Switzerland and even one person flying in
from Dallas, Texas for the weekend.
A friend of mine, Alain Schenkels, was
one of the first to arrive in his wonderful
1981 red Silver Spirit which he had just
driven from Brussels. It wasn’t long before
the drop off area in front of the hotel was
full of Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars,
>
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The Netherlands trip: magnificent sunrise as we leave Calais; much of the
tour was in the company of Alain Schenkels and his red Silver Spirit; waiting to set off after
breakfast at The Woudschoten; we couldn’t resist sneaking onto the Dunkirk seafront for a photo
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much to the delight of people leaving the
conference centre.
After chatting for a short time to friends
and other members of the group, we
headed off to the Bentley main dealership
to see the Bentayga 4x4 and a selection
of other new Bentley cars.
The following morning everyone
was up early, either tinkering under the
bonnet or adding that extra last coat of
wax before heading out into the Dutch
countryside. We were all provided with a
cryptic map to follow in order to arrive at
given locations for cups of tea and lunch.
Somehow we all managed to arrive at the
locations at more or less the same time
– more often than not via some obscure
route which was not on the map.
We spent a lot of time in convoy with
Alain and his red Silver Spirit and Max
with his delightful Bentley Continental
and most certainly had a much longer
and more varied sightseeing tour of the
Netherlands than we were meant too.
Some delightful little villages, vast flat
green spaces, streams, rivers and, of
course, those famous Dutch windmills.
Before we knew it, we had covered many
faultless miles and the day was drawing
to an end. Later that evening everybody
gathered at a nearby hotel for a splendid

à la carte meal with conversations about
the weekend rally and our cars.
The following morning Alain noticed
that my rear brake lights were not
working. I checked the bulbs which
appeared to be in serviceable condition;
then the fuse box, where I noticed that
one fuse had blown, so this was promptly
replaced. Lights checked and all appeared
to be good again. A final check of the
lights before setting off and, again, no
brake lights. The fuse had blown once
more, so this was replaced and all seemed
well – on arrival home, and upon further
investigation, this fault was identified as a
wire shorting against the boot lid hinge.
We set off taking in the scenery along
the way, the weather still unseasonably
warm with clear blue skies and brilliant
sunshine and, before long, we were once
again travelling through Belgium, heading
towards the coast with the border to
France fast approaching.
Both being military veterans, we
decided to head to the beaches of Dunkirk
and the location of the famous evacuation
of allied troops by the Royal Navy and
the many small boats that had been
acquisitioned. We were surprised by just
how far the beach stretched out before us
with its fine golden sands.

THE SPIRIT

The seafront is normally closed to
through traffic, however someone had left
the barrier up and we could not resist the
opportunity to get some photos of the
Silver Spirit with those golden sands as a
back drop. Remarkably, no one questioned
why a Rolls-Royce was parked in a
restricted zone.
Time flew and we had to make a mad
dash through the heavy traffic to the port
of Dunkirk for our return crossing. It
never ceases to amaze me how relaxed
one feels when travelling in a Rolls-Royce
or Bentley, no matter how vast the
distance covered.

THE COTE IS CALLING
I had not been home for more than a few
weeks when the spirit of adventure was
once again calling for another road trip.
It had been almost a year since Nicolas
Gravel and I had travelled to the CÔte
d’Azur and Monaco in my pearl silver
over royal blue Silver Spirit, a trip which
covered some 2500 miles and required
about 190 gallons of petrol.
I remembered the sun glimmering off
the paintwork between the dappled shade
of palm trees, the clear blue backdrop of
the Mediterranean Sea. That’s it, I thought
– my next road trip. So it was back under

the bonnet of my then 33-year-old SZ,
checking the levels and ensuring she was
up to another long Continental road trip.
That’s how, on evening of the 30 June
2016, my wife Deborah and I found
ourselves in the queue waiting to clear
customs at the Brittany Ferries port in
Plymouth. Sitting there in the comfort
of our car we could not help but notice
the delightful summer evening and the
gleaming white flagship ferry, the PontAven, docked at the quayside ahead of us.
Upon boarding, we made our way to our
Commodore class cabin and unpacked
before going out onto our private balcony

and sipping champagne as the ferry
headed out to sea. As a Rolls-Royce
owner, you feel obliged to live the life.
The following morning we were greeted
by a rather damp cloudy day in the French
port of Roscoff before heading south to
our destination some 900 miles away in
the CÔte d’Azur. Within a couple of hours
we were travelling along the A10 towards
Bordeaux, with the burble of the 6.75-litre
V8 as a soundtrack. Those clear blue skies
beckoned as we passed Bordeaux and
headed south east towards Toulouse.
With the outside temperature gradually
increasing to around 30°C I made a
>

Our Silver Spirit languished on the car deck while we lived it up in Commodore class; the
scenery and weather improved as we approached St Tropez, Cannes, Antibes and Monaco
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quick glance down at the instrument
panel to check all the gauges were reading
as intended, while we cruised at a steady
130 kph (81mph). By 21:00 we had
covered just over 600 miles and decided
to stop for the night at Relais Fasthotel,
Avignonet Lauragais which is a pleasant
small hotel with a swimming pool right
by the services on the E80/A61 (for dog
owners the hotel allows pets in the
rooms and there is even a free securely
enclosed dog agility course to exercise
your pet).
The following morning we enjoyed
a typical French breakfast followed
by a stroll around the lake before
continuing towards Narbonne and the
Mediterranean. From Narbonne we
headed towards Avignon and with the
outside temperature now at a glorious
38°C Deborah was enjoying the fabulous
weather and that typical Mediterranean
view outside with palm trees and
Oleander bushes providing an abundance
of colour along the sides of the roads.
As we grew ever closer to the CÔte
and the millionaires’ playground, with
the Rolls-Royce wafting along with
ease and her V8 not missing a beat in
the sweltering heat of a Mediterranean
summer, I could not help but feel how
privileged we are to be able to travel by
Rolls-Royce to some of the most exotic
and desirable locations in Europe.
We arrived at our accommodation and
decided to take it easy for the rest of the
afternoon and evening before hitting the
road again in the morning to visit a small
local car show up in the mountains with
Charles Bondaz of the Rolls Azur Club of
Monaco.
We spent the next five days cruising
around the South of France visiting places
such as Frejus, St Tropez, Cannes, Antibes,
Monaco and Menton. One of the biggest
issues we had up in the mountains and
around Monaco is the lack of GPS signal –
not just because of all the tunnels but also
the mountains seem to deflect the signal
although it did help that we had been
there before.
54
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TAKE THE LONG WAY HOME
For our trip home we decided to go the
long way, via Italy and over the Alps
towards Switzerland, so it was up with
the bonnet again to inspect all the levels.
I decided to wait until we were in Italy
to fill the tank, thinking fuel would be
cheaper there. Wrong! Surprisingly it was
around €1.85 a litre but what I did notice
was 100 octane unleaded at around €2.00
a litre. You can guess which one I put in
the tank.
With the car filled to the brim with
100 octane fuel we set off along the
Mediterranean coast towards Genoa, then
inland via Turin and up into the Alps.
Along the way we were surprised to see
people working in paddy fields – not the
sort of thing you expect to see in Italy.
As we headed ever higher into the Alps,
the views were breathtaking and the air
seemed so pure. Then we became a little
concerned as signs appeared advising that
the Mont Blanc tunnel was closed.
We scanned the radio trying to find
a traffic announcement in English but
to no avail. As we continued along the
motorway towards Mont Blanc, with no
apparent alternative route, we noticed
the traffic was becoming increasingly
lighter with almost nothing coming from
the opposite direction. Looking down
at the fuel gauge I started to become
a little nervous. We had sufficient fuel
for the planned route, but not if we
had to go right over the top on winding
mountain roads. As we continued along
the motorway we found ourselves almost
alone, then that sinking feeling really hit.
Sign after sign proclaimed Mont Blanc
closed, we had no option but to continue
– surely there must be a diversion?
The road grew ever steeper and more
isolated, then suddenly ahead of us was
stationary traffic with people standing
around in the road and sitting on the
walls. As we drew to a halt I took another
glance at that ever dipping petrol gauge. It
seemed as though people had been there
for a while, so it was off with the engine
to conserve fuel.

We brimmed the tank in Italy before
heading for Mont Blanc; as the road climbed
higher, the fuel gauge fell lower and our
stress levels soared. The journey back across
France was completed with a makeshift
repair to the power steering pump
Okay, we had plenty of food and iced
tea in the car but how long were we going
to be there? If the tunnel was closed did
that mean we would be stuck overnight?
About 200 meters ahead the road made
a sharp turn to the left so we had no way
of knowing if the tunnel entrance was just
around the corner or miles away. There
was no option but to sit it out and enjoy
the mountain views.
After about 30 minutes, without
warning the traffic started to move,
people scrambled to their cars, vans and
coaches and we were under way, albeit
very slowly. Within half a mile we could
see the entrance to the tunnel and traffic
flowing in the opposite direction. Over
the next 15 to 20 minutes we inched ever
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closer to the toll booth and before long
we were winding our way down through
the Mont Blanc tunnel for what seemed
an eternity, but still took the time to
appreciate that echoing exhaust note.
We exited the tunnel into France, not
far from Chamonix and were greeted
by spectacular views of snow-capped
mountains and a strong cool wind. Even
more welcome was the sight of a petrol
station where we stopped for fuel and a
bite to eat.
There were no issues with the engine
temperature but I decided to point the old
girl’s nose into the cool breeze to give her
some relief from the constant heat under
the bonnet. After about 30 minutes we
were on our way, covering just over 600

miles that day before we found a small
hotel with a secure gated compound just
off the motorway to spend the night.
Early the next morning, we headed
back towards the motorway and that’s
when things didn’t sound right under
the bonnet. Pulling over to examine the
engine bay I noticed a broken bracket
on the power steering pump. There were
a number of loose bolts and one was
missing altogether. So that’s what caused
the thud under the car yesterday!
Now the pressure was on as we still had
about 285 miles to go and a ferry to catch
by 4pm. I tightened the remaining bolts
on the power steering pump and braced
the broken bracket with a nut and bolt
and two washers. Unfortunately, I only

had one spare nut and bolt and no large
washers, so we headed off in search of a
garage which might be able to help.
We found a small village garage that
was open and they soon fitted a larger
nut and bolt and two large washers to
brace the broken bracket. It was hard
work explaining to the mechanic in broken
French what I wanted him to do but at
least this temporary repair lasted until we
arrived home and the new replacement
bracket was ordered and fitted.
For a car that was then 33 years old,
the Silver Spirit had done well to travel to
the South of France and Monaco twice, go
over the Italian Alps and also make a trip
to the Netherlands and back all within a
12-month period.
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Music to the ears
in the grandest
tourer of them all

Swiss baritone Bruno von Nünlist
invites you on a journey between
the Vatican, the Portuguese Royal
Palace and the opera behind the
wheel of his Bentley Continental R
000
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THE UNMISTAKABLE STYLING played a
part, of course, but opera singer Bruno
von Nünlist really fell under the spell of
his Continental R while drinking in the
seductive lines from the Bentley sales
brochure – rather surprising, he says,
for a man who usually pays little or no
attention to advertising.
The brochure entices the reader in:
“Evening falls on one of France’s seemingly
endless, tree-lined arcades. The route
nationale unrolls beneath your wheels.
The Continental R glides soundlessly
forward. Only the needle bounding
around the rev-counter and the ease
with which you slip past other cars and
trucks gives an impression of the speed
with which you are silently devouring the
landscape. The softly lit dials that nestle
in the hand-polished burr-walnut indicate
no cause for concern.”
This is what driving the Continental R
is all about and, unlike the dashboards
of cars with modern SatNav systems,
the Bentley instruments do not blaze so
brightly as to require absurdly powerful
headlamps to compensate for one’s
inability to otherwise make out the road
ahead, while the gentle susserance of the
exhaust bares no resemblance to the roar
that emerges from today’s VW-Bentleys,
says von Nünlist.
A journalist wrote of him a few years
ago: “Driving along the Hallwilersee,
where the opera singer, cultural manager,
author and epicure has his residence, only
serves to confirm every prejudice that an
urban Swiss may entertain about life in
provincial Aargau: the uncompromising
rusticality, the mercilessly petit-bourgeois
architecture of the latest in low-energy
family homes… And yet, seen from
the interior of a Bentley Continental R
and in the company of the gentleman
who guides this noble conveyance with
such assurance through the banalities
of postmodern reality, even such things
bring pleasure.
“Clad with unassuming Englishness
– tweed cap and Dunhill pipe in the
corner of the mouth serve to heighten
58
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Left: the Continental R outside the von
Nünlist Swiss lakeside residence, dating
from 1658
Below: Bruno von Nünlist with his 1948
Freestone & Webb coachbuilt Bentley
takes part in The Queen’s Golden Jubilee
celebrations in 2002

the effect – von Nünlist, in his role as
cultivated dandy, is an equally elegant
conversationalist. The aromatic scent
of English tobacco belies the dictates
of those health apostles who only see
smoking as a possibly fatal vice.
“In the meantime, shortly after passing
the Count of Hallwyl’s moated castle,
the heavy vehicle turns off towards the
lakeside. Conversation falters in the
presence of such overwhelming charm:
flowering cherry trees decorate the
shoreline. Rich green meadows frame the
dark blue mirror of the lake, whose banks
slope gently down to kiss the water. Here
and there, subaqueous islands of emerald
plants rise from the depths.
“The Bentley swings into a steep
driveway and comes to a halt in front of
a stately farmhouse from 1658. In the
low entrance of the apartment occupied
by our host, and owner of these ancient
walls, we are greeted by the enthusiastic
tail of Sir Archibald, the Basset hound,
who seems as much imbued with the
atmosphere of Arthur Conan-Doyle novels
as his master.”
In these and similar tones, the magazine
article, titled Cosmopolitan on the
Hallwilersee, describes Bruno von Nünlist.
The concert baritone was fortunate to
receive vocal training not only from opera
diva, Dame Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, but
also, and more significantly, the Swiss

lyric-soprano and Mozart interpreter
Maria Stader, the Austrian soprano
kammersängerin Gundula Janowitz, and
the eminent Belgian bass-baritone Baron
José van Dam.
As an art manager, Nünlist has just
published his latest book, with the
intriguing title From 9/11 to 11/9 – and
afterwards? and his book, ZEN in the art
of singing? is now in its seventh edition,
with a foreword by world famous baritone
Klaus Mertens. A thriller, Death in the
Vatican, is currently underway too. There
the singer has an inside track, so to speak,
having spent much of his childhood in
the shadow of St. Peter’s as part of the
Holy Roman Empire’s western legacy.
An understanding of the secrets of the
Vatican was part of his birthright: his
grandfather served under three Popes as
Head of the Swiss Guard and Switzerland’s
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ambassador to the Holy See from 1957 to
1972. In recognition of his service, he was
ennobled several times and his grandson
has been recently raised to the rank of
Knight Grand Cross by the head of the
Portuguese Royal House, Dom Duarte Pio,
Duke of Braganza, a title that would merit
being addressed as “Sir” in England.
A fitting title since, in 2002, Bruno
von Nünlist took part in the parade to
celebrate Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II’s
Golden Jubilee, driving his 1948 Freestone
& Webb Bentley. He presented The Queen
with a CD of his rendering of songs by
John Dowland, for which he received a
letter of thanks. He remains proud of this.
The Freestone & Webb Bentley has
since been replaced by the more recent
Continental R in his affections – a car that
retains the charm and tradition evoked
by the continuing story in the brochure:

“Your passengers slumber deeply,
unimpressed by your swift progress,
behind them, two crates of Burgundy are
safely stowed away with the luggage. You
look out eagerly into the night, where the
bright wedges of the headlamps graze
the closed shutters of a sleeping village
somewhere on the road northwards, and
ask yourself where this wild idea came
from, to drive through the night and catch
the late ferry back to England?
“Was it the temptation of an extra day
at home, freed from the constraints that
will all too soon close in on you again?
Was it the chance to drive one of the
world’s most exclusive performance cars
on empty roads? Maybe, but perhaps it
was simply the urge to speed through the
awakening day across the hallowed tarmac
of the Le Mans’ straight, Les Hunaudières.
Majestically, the Continental R glides with

effortless, whisper-quiet velocity down
that pale strip of asphalt.”
This passage, says von Nünlist,
illustrates the difference in philosophy
between the former Rolls-Royce and
Bentley motor cars and the current firms’
products. By the end of the 1990s the
cars were becoming more opulent, more
garish and, dare one say, starting to smell
distinctly of new money, Nünlist reckons,
and had lost their appeal.
Hardly surprising, then, that the
baritone not only owns this noble Bentley,
but also a very special, right-hand drive
1955 Mercedes-Benz 180, which he
bought from its first owner with a mere
100,000km on the clock. The Dutch
Internet magazine channel CineCars.nl
made a documentary about him – called
Die Entdeckung der Langsamkeit (The
Discovery of Slowness) – which features
that vehicle. “The singer’s radiant, velvet
voice leaves us with the firm opinion that
we should under no circumstances miss
his next performance,” said the magazine.
Nowadays, however, the baritone with
the Grand Tourer has been cutting back
on his appearances, preferring to collect
English vintage cars and sell them to
carefully selected connoisseurs. Nothing
hurts his sensibilities more than to see one
of his treasured classics in the uncaring
hands of someone who only uses it to
enhance his own prestige.
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AUTO.SPARES@ROCKETMAIL.COM
WWW.WESTMINSTERAUTOSPARES.CO.UK

Worldwide shipping
NEW ARRIVALS WEEKLY
Scrap/damaged cars bought
MANY OF OUR RECYCLED PARTS ARE
AVAILABLE TO BUY ONLINE INSTANTLY

TEL: 01977 684509
CARL: 07501 615748
ANDY: 07942 462650

Next day courier service available
OVER 35 YEARS COMBINED EXPERIENCE
We distribute both in the UK and overseas
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SHERBURN IN ELMET
LEEDS
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Fifty shades of grain

Don Stott looks back to the 1980s when the artisans at Hooper & Co
could transform a car with hand-finished veneer of the owners choice
WOODWORKING SKILLS always formed
the backbone of the Hooper & Co
(Coachbuilders) Ltd business – established
in 1807 and associated with Rolls-Royce
since 1909. In fact, very few Rolls-Royce
or Bentley interiors were ever specified
without any visible woodwork – the rare
exceptions being hide-covered, painted,
polished or turned metal surfaces.
Veneered surfaces are what give
these motorcars their beautiful, unique
fingerprint; no two being identical.
The type of wood, colour and grain
has a dramatic appearance that may
complement or contrast with the interior.
In the early 1980s, following the
launch of the SZ series, Hooper & Co
(Coachbuilders) owner Colin Hyams saw
the opportunity to supply a niche market
with personalised fittings, leading later to
full custom coachwork.
62
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Hooper wood polisher Alan Willis at work
J Crispin & Sons, founded in 1900,
supplied the veneers to Hooper & Co
and great care went into hand selecting
samples of superb quality with distinct
identifying characteristics.

Wood forms were constructed, over
which the veneers, many with cross
banding or marquetry, were glued, taped
and then placed into an autoclave, heated
to bond the veneer to the base form.
Once the glue cured, the pieces were
removed and sanded smooth before stain
and clear coat were applied. Until the late
1970s French polishing was still in use.
Hooper & Co was well known for its
unique colour co-ordination of wood
veneers to match the exterior paint or the
interior leather colour – a tinting process
that worked particularly well on bird’s
eye maple. Coloured stain or ‘rag-rolling’
combinations of colours such as black
and red, gave the veneers extra depth and
added character. For royal requests gold
leaf and silver leaf were used.
Marquetry still features in some of
today’s luxury cars but the fit and finish

now benefits from computer design and
laser cutting. For the SZ cars, skilled
craftsmen at Hooper & Co produced
marquetry designs by hand.
The combinations of colour and grain
were assembled into a pattern; the play

of light and dark, and the direction of the
grain influencing the result. An artisan
could make a two dimensional piece
appear 3D; a true work of art.
The marquetry sample shown above
left was constructed by Hooper veneerer,

polisher and cabinet maker Malcolm Hall.
It was used on the Hooper & Co. stand
at Geneva in 1985 and was hung on a
partition along with Connolly leather
sample books made specifically to show
clients the bespoke possibilities.
The Hooper & Co options lists feature
numerous items enhanced with special
veneered surfaces. The popular centre
console option, sweeping from the
dashboard down between the front seats
and, in many instances, through to the
rear seating, for example, was finished
with a full veneer centre panel and rolltop to the storage area.
Other options often specified included
matching veneered panels for all doors >
Left: Hooper owner Colin Hyams and
cabinet maker Malcolm Hall show a full
length console to HRH Prince Michael
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or veneered map pockets for the front
doors and ashtray and cigar lighter plinths
for the rear. Each could be ordered with
inlays and cross banding.
Fully veneered tables and cocktail
cabinets could be built into the rear of the
front seats. Some folding tables included
slide-out Davidoff humidors, while others
had leather-lined trays for writing paper.
When Hooper & Co used the term ‘fully
veneered’ this meant that the entire piece
was veneered, including the edges. It’s a
very time-consuming and exacting skill. In
contrast, the dashboard and instrument
surround of a standard Rolls-Royce, for
example, has veneer only to the edge of
the chamfer, which is then coloured with
a matching stain and not veneered.
Hooper & Co limousines had stunning
division units that housed television and
stereo components in addition to fold
down rear facing seats, all of this fronted
with large book-matched veneer panels.
For those choosing the reduced Hooper
rear window, the interior surround for the
window could be veneered to match the
rest of the woodwork in the vehicle.
There were several matching
accessories on offer: a Hooper tissue box
holder designed to fit between the rear
head restraints could be ordered to match
the existing veneer and cross banding.
There was even a special Hooper briefcase
that was fully veneered on the outside to
match the car’s woodwork and trimmed in
leather inside to match the seats.
A point worth noting is that many
Hooper & Co (Coachbuilders) ideas later
found their way into Rolls-Royce Motors’
factory offerings – see pages 38-43 –
while others were taken up by different
manufacturers. For example, one of the
popular Hooper centre console features
was the inclusion of wooden roller doors
for the storage compartments, an idea
later adopted by Mercedes-Benz.
• Thanks to Colin Hyams and former Hooper
woodworker, Malcolm Hall of London
Carriage Craft. Photos: Harold Baruch,
Howard Liborwich
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Gold leaf, as on this 1985 Bentley Mulsanne Turbo, could be requested for orders from royalty

A sweeping centre console with uprated stereo and veneered panels

Fully veneered panels and map pockets were popular Hooper options

Veneer could be applied to almost any surface: note the video player between rear headrests

Stained woodwork to match the interior trim was a Hooper speciality

Bird’s eye maple veneer lent itself well to special stained finishes

137 or more different pieces of wood could be used to embellish a Hooper & Co interior

Contrast piping could be used to highlight the edge of veneer panels

Dark stained wood was offered before it became popular on other cars
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Paris is always
A hand-me-down
Matchbox toy car
followed by a ride
around Versailles in
a stranger’s Silver
Shadow fuelled actor
Nicolas Audebaud’s
lifelong passion for all
things Rolls-Royce

THIS IS THE STORY of a five year-old
little French boy named Nicolas, whose
parents made him watch the same
film on an old VHS tape far too many
times in order to keep him quiet. This
film would go on to inspire him with a
fascination for Rolls-Royce that would
never disappear. It was the comedy
La Carapate starring Pierre Richard in
which the heroes steal a two-tone grey
and burgundy Rolls-Royce Silver Dawn,
full of gold bars, from a rich Parisian
couple escaping to Switzerland.
What luck! Among his big brothers’
toys, Nicolas finds a Matchbox Silver
Shadow II. When he plays with his
toy cars, Nicolas imagines he owns
this Rolls-Royce for real. A little later,
aged seven, he writes a letter to Father
Christmas. He has been very well
behaved that year and his reward is
a scale model of a Rolls-Royce Silver
Cloud under the tree on Christmas Day.
This turns out to be the first RollsRoyce in a large collection of model
cars that has never stopped growing.
From that day onwards on, Nicolas
never turns down the opportunity to
look at a Rolls-Royce. Growing up in
66
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waits patiently next to the beautiful
car for the next hour and then, thanks
to the gentleman who has kept his
word, his dream comes true. He has a
ride in a Rolls-Royce – and, moreover,
in the park of Versailles, which is pretty
chic! Very proud, he tells his parents
about this wonderful experience and is
promptly told off for having got into a
car belonging to a stranger.
That boy was me, Nicolas Audebaud,
now 36 years old and living in Paris. I
have been an actor for the past 12 years
having given up a career as an engineer
just after graduation. I am older and
wiser but my passion for Rolls-Royce
is still the same. I still like to spot and
photograph them and one day I will
definitely own one. All it’s going to take
is a few big parts. That car will probably
be a Silver Shadow II but it could turn
out to be a Silver Spirit instead.
>

Versailles, this is not a problem. As a
teenager, he goes cycling at weekends
to the Palace of Versailles car park or
to the Trianon Palace hotel with his
camera, hoping to spot a Rolls-Royce.
One day, now aged 13, he follows a
white Silver Shadow to the Palace park.
The owner is surprised to hear that this
boy knows the exact model of the car
and promises him to take him for a ride
after he returns from his walk. Nicolas
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>

A few years ago, I spotted a RollsRoyce Silver Spirit double-parked in
front of a jewelry shop and whipped
out my camera for a quick photo.
Next thing I knew, the driver leapt
out wearing a long fur coat, and
started shouting at me: “How dare
you photograph my car? I am here
incognito…’’ I had to laugh. If I wanted
to keep a low profile, I don’t think a
fur coat and a Rolls-Royce would be
my first choice… other than these
few areas of Paris, you seldom see a
Rolls-Royce anywhere in France outside
Monaco, Cannes or Saint Tropez.
What’s more, there are now even
fewer around than there were a few
years ago. Unlike the Anglo-Saxons, the
French are not so keen to show off their
money, especially in times of economic
crisis. On top of that, Paris mayor Anne
Hidalgo is not known for her support

of old cars. Combating pollution is her
top priority and now, as an extension
of her Paris Respire (literally, Paris
breathes) policy, cars made before
1995 are forbidden inside Paris on
weekdays. Luckily, auctions and classic
car gatherings regularly take place
around Paris, thanks among others to
the Association Vincennes en Anciennes
that organises meetings every month
and a drive through Paris twice a year.
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So, where are the best places to
spot a Rolls-Royce in Paris? In the
chic areas, of course. I like to search
along the right bank of the Seine, in
the 16th and the 8th arrondissement,
and on the left bank in the 6th and 7th
arrondissement. A Rolls-Royce blends
perfectly into the Parisian landscape,
particularly in the 19th century
Haussmannian areas, with their wide
avenues surrounded by trees and stone
buildings. You will also find them in
front of haute couture shops along the
Avenue Montaigne or Rue du Faubourg
Saint Honoré, or maybe in front of any
of the numerous luxury hotels.
I often take a walk around such
places. Sometimes I may even take
a sneaky peek into the underground
car parks below the place Vendôme,
Champs Elysées or avenue Foch, which
are always good hunting grounds.
68
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• You can see more of
Nicolas Audebaud’s
photos online.
He has a Youtube
channel called
rollsroyceman and
the Instagram profile
@rollsroycebentley currently has more
than 2000 followers. To discover more
about Nicolas Audebaud the actor, visit
www.nicolasaudebaud.book.fr.
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Get your kicks
A gleaming SZ convoy (joined by friends including a Bentley R-type, an
H J Mulliner Continental Flying Spur and a brace of Arnages) met on the
A386 in Devon before driving through Plymouth and turning heads along
the seafront en route to Cornwall during the first SZ Register meeting

…on Route 38
The SZ Register run took in
Plymouth’s Barbican district
followed by Plymouth Hoe
and a stop to admire Smeaton
Lighthouse and Drake’s Island
before heading for Cornwall
via the Torpoint Ferry

After crossing the River Tamar on the
Torpoint Ferry, the final stop of the day
was at the Route 38 American diner just
across the border in Cornwall
70
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After meeting at the
Dartmoor Diner on the A38,
the convoy of 10 Rolls-Royce
and Bentley cars made its
way to Burrator Reservoir for
a group photo in the quarry
car park

THE SPIRIT

PETER CATON
1983 Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit

THE SPIRIT

TONY OKKER:
1983 Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit

RICHARD CHARNLEY
1997 Bentley Turbo RT

STEVE DONN
1995 Rolls-Royce Silver Spur III

I found this car in a barn in Devon and
it was difficult to establish the original
colour. Later, after spending a week
on the paintwork I realised it was
dark oyster. It then took several more
weeks to clean the rest of the car,
followed by a year of restoration. I had
to put on five new whitewall tyres and
had the front seats reupholstered. The
door tops needed polished as did the
vanity mirrors. This car was originally
purchased from Lex Mead Showrooms
of Weybridge – we still have the
original warranty and the the mileage
on the car is now 85,000.
I purchased this car in December 2012.
She was originally commissioned by Jack
Barclay and registered with their RRR1
licence plate before being sold to a lady
from Chelsea. I came across the car by
chance in the yard of a van sales company
with three other SZs which were in very
poor condition. ‘Mine’ looked in good
condition and I took the chance and
purchased her there and then. I had it
MOT tested later that day; remarkably it
passed and I then drove the Silver Spirit
275 miles home. Since then I have carried
out considerable restoration and drive her
around Europe and to Monaco each year.
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This is the third SZ I’ve been lucky
enough to own – the first being a 1984
Silver Spirit followed by a 1987 Silver
Spirit. My love for all things Rolls-Royce
began at an early age growing up with
my grandfather’s 20/25hp, which I still
have. I have owned the SIlver Spur for
about three years and I try to drive it
on a regular basis – usually to see my
parents in Surrey, a round trip of about
250 miles. I’ve also driven it to a couple
of seminars at the Hunt House which
gave it a good run. It’s a fantastic car
which I intend to keep and enjoy for
many years.
The SZ Register meeting provided a
superb day out and a great run for the
Bentley Turbo RT. We travelled down
from Somerset that morning and
covered almost 300 miles during the
day, returning home as fresh as when we
set off – it was lovely to be able to get
out and enjoy the car with a group of
like-minded owners. I have had the car
for about four years now, during which
time it has been treated to new rear
coil springs, new rear discs, new brake
spheres – and a lot of polish! Plans for
2017 include a front suspension overhaul
and, with luck, covering a lot more miles.
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IAN COURSE:
1997 Bentley Turbo RT
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Quiet lanes around Burrator
Reservoir provided an opportunity
to pull over and admire the
spectacular views

JOHN GRAY
1990 Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit II
Not that an excuse is needed to visit
one’s 93yr old father, but when ‘the
excuse’ involves a meeting of RREC
friends and in the luxury of an RT,
that’s too good an excuse to miss.
An early start from Cambridge whisked
us to Plymouth with ease and comfort.
After collecting my father from my
sister’s we set off for the Dartmoor
Diner. Although now a little unsteady
on his pins, Dad loved looking at the
cars and chatting to the owners – he had
a Mulsanne S until we persuaded him
that at 89 he should hand in his keys.
Nonetheless, he enjoyed his journey
through Plymouth. “Better than a
Renault Twingo” was his verdict. Need I
say more?
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I bought this immaculate 1990 RollsRoyce Spirit II from its first owner
when it was 22 years old. The car had
a full service history and only 32,000
miles on the clock.
It’s actually the third SZ I have
owned. Previously I had a 1996
Bentley Continental R and that was
followed by a 1985 Silver Spirit.
This is the best built of the three
by a long way and has proved to be
astonishingly reliable.
I use it a lot by classic standards,
covering around 8000 miles a year
and I’m out in it pretty much every
week. I’ve travelled around France in
the car and use it for weekends away.
It gives me so much pleasure. There’s
no car I’d rather own.
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ROBIN RICHES
Bentley R type

The convoy enjoyed a specially
arranged Rolls-Royce and
Bentley boarding lane before
loading onto the Torpoint Ferry

THE SPIRIT

ERIC LAWRENCE
Bentley Arnage

THE DRIVE, THE SAIL AND THE DINER
10 Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars, 18 passengers, two counties, one boat trip and 40 miles
Everybody met at the Dartmoor Diner at 11.00 for coffee before setting
off for drive around Burrator Reservoir and a chance to take some
pictures. Following that, it was off to the Barbican and Plymouth
sea front where the Crewe convoy turned more than a few
heads. From there it was just a few minutes’ drive to the
Torpoint ferry (where an exclusive Rolls-Royce and
Bentley boarding lane had been arranged) before
crossing to Cornwall and a meander through the
countryside before lunch at Route 38 American
Diner before dispersing home. A fantastic day
out and one to be repeated as
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Bentley Turbo S

AT A GLANCE
• Produced in model year 1995 only
• A run of 75 cars was anticipated –
but only 60 examples were built
• 29 were RHD and 31 were LHD
• All production models were SWB with
one LWB pre-production model
• Garrett AirResearch turbo, liquidcooled intercooler and Bosch 3.1
Motronic injection produces 402bhp
• The same bumpers as those that were
introduced on other cars for MY 1996
• 17-inch alloy wheels
• Dark wood with silver waistrail inlays
• Individually numbered engine plate

Peter Aeschlimann explains how he became the first SZ Register
member to own a Bentley Turbo S – a car that takes even the steepest
mountain pass in its stride thanks to an uprated 402bhp engine

King of the mountains
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I RESTORED MY FIRST CLASSIC car back
in 1991 and, since then, I have been a real
car nut. About four years ago, a friend of
mine let me drive his Rolls-Royce Silver
Shadow. It was pure fun and I was full of
admiration for that stylish car. I decided
that I should have one and in August 2015
I bought a 1978 Silver Shadow II. But that
is another story…
I joined the RREC and got to know
many people in the Swiss club. That
was where I really noticed the SZs, and
especially the Bentley Turbo. My cousin
owned a Turbo R and wanted to sell it. But
by the time I decided to take the plunge,
the car was already sold. A while later I
saw a Turbo S in London and loved it. But
that car was already sold too. Another
Turbo R that I went to see was acceptable,
but had not been used recently and had
some brake problems.
This year, a friend told me about what
he thought was a Bentley Turbo R for
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The ‘lost’ Turbo S engines
Turbo S engine cover was not used on any other car, note the individually numbered plaque
sale by an elderly collector. I was very
interested, even more so when it turned
out to be a Turbo S. But the sale was
complicated and I had to be patient. It
was a while before I got to see the car in a
garage about an hour from my home.
The Turbo S turned out to be an
immaculate one-owner car in beautiful
Sherwood green metallic with only about

The dark stained wood incorporates a Bentley logo and silver inlaid strip along each waistrail
80
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60,000km on the clock. It had been
standing for a long time, but everything
seemed to be in good order and
almost all the electric gadgets worked.
Unfortunately, I was not able to drive
the car because the man selling it was on
holiday for ten days, and after that I was
going to be away for two weeks.
Luckily, the friend who first told me
about the car stopped by the day after the
seller got home, drove the car and bought
it on my behalf, while my wife and I were
cruising around the German Mosel region
in our camper van. I was thrilled when
he rang up to tell me that I was the new
owner of a rare Bentley Turbo S.
As soon as I got home, I went to pick up
my Turbo S, number 53 out of 60. Since
the car had not been driven for 13 years,
I ordered new tyres, and a major service
with replacement of all liquids and filters
was carried out.
In late autumn of 2016, I covered more
than 1000 kilometres in the Turbo S. What
I like about this car is its appearance and
the way it drives. There is so much torque
and power, but the ride is always smooth.
The quality of the details is fantastic: the
parchment leather and very dark wood
with special silver inlays to the waistrails
are still as good as new.
Even on the small, winding mountain
roads of the Appenzellerland region where
I live, the Turbo S never feels like a large
car and I am very proud to be the first
member of the SZ Register to own such an
exclusive Bentley.
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A run of 60 cars left Crewe with Turbo S
badges and individually numbered 402bhp
engines – but four Turbo Rs were also built
with a Turbo S engine. Marinus Rijkers delves
into the archives and uncovers the secret
BENTLEY BUILT 60 EXAMPLES of the
Turbo S in model year 1995. These cars
used a Garrett AirResearch turbo with a
liquid-cooled intercooler and Bosch 3.1
Motronic injection to produce 402bhp
from their individually numbered
6.75-litre V8s. All of them featured a
number of updates, such as bumpers and
air dams, that would not be introduced
on other cars until model year 1996.
Although the Turbo S was envisaged as
a SWB-only model, the pre-production
car was LWB and its engine plate was left
blank and not engraved with a limited
edition number. The next 57 production
cars were built between September 1994
and January 1995 and their engines were
numbered from two to 58 – although
not all these numbers were allocated to
the chassis in sequence. In recognition
of the planned production run of 75 cars,
the final two examples were fitted with
engines numbered 73 and 75.
In addition, four Turbo S engines –
numbers 59, 60, 61 and 62 – were fitted
to the following MY 1995 Turbo Rs (two
were LWB) at a time when orders for
1996 models were already being taken.
Engine number 59
Turbo R SCBZR03C0SCX55754
A red Turbo R ordered in Hamburg in
April 1995 with German specifications,
although the first owner lived in Rome.
Ordered with “Turbo S engine, wheels
and tyres,” Turbo R bumpers and badges.

Engine number 60
Turbo R SCBZR03C7SCX55752
German specification metallic green
Turbo R, ordered in Munich in April
1995, with “Turbo S performance
package – mechanical only and limited
slip differential with 17-inch wheels,”
Turbo R bumpers and badges but Turbo S
waistrails and dashboard badge.
Engine number 61
Turbo R LWB SCBZP03CXTCX55753
Ordered in Hamburg in April 1995, a
Royal Ebony Turbo R LWB with “Turbo S
engine, wheels and tyres,” Turbo R
bumpers and badges. Originally a 1995
car with chassis SCX55753 but it had a
very complicated specification and the
VIN was changed to that of a 1996 car.
Engine number 62
Turbo R LWB SCBZP03C8SCX55751
Peacock blue Turbo R LWB ordered in
Hungary in April 1995 (pictured below).
It was ordered with “Turbo ‘S’ package
including wheels and tyres.”

CHASSIS AND ENGINE
NUMBERS FOR THE TURBO S
Chassis

Engine
no.

SCH56801..... n/a
SCX56802......... 2
SCH56803........3
SCX56804........4
SCH56805........ 5
SCH56806........6
SCX56807......... 7
SCX56808........8
SCH56809........9
SCH56810.......10
SCX56811.........11
SCX56812....... 12
SCH56813.......14
SCH56814....... 15
SCX56815....... 13
SCX56816....... 16
SCH56817....... 17
SCH56818.......18
SCX56819....... 19
SCH56820......26
SCH56821.......24
SCX56822.......47
SCX56823.......22
SCX56824.......23
SCX56825.......57
SCH56826...... 21
SCX56827.......20
SCX56828.......27
SCH56829......35
SCX56830......33

Chassis

Engine
no.

SCH56831.......25
SCX56832.......28
SCX56833.......41
SCH56834......36
SCH56835......42
SCX56836.......32
SCX56837.......55
SCX56838......29
SCH56839...... 31
SCX56840......58
SCX56841.......37
SCX56842.......45
SCH56843......39
SCX56844......56
SCH56845..... 43
SCH56846..... 40
SCH56847..... 44
SCX56848..... 30
SCX56849......53
SCX56850.......54
SCH56851...... 38
SCX56852.......50
SCH56853..... 49
SCX56854...... 34
SCX56855...... 48
SCH56856..... 46
SCH56857...... 51
SCH56858......52
SCH56859......75
SCH56860......73

Chassis SCX55751 is a 1995 Turbo R LWB but it is fitted with Turbo S engine number 62
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Hooper Week

Hooper Week ran for five days in June 1984 at
Rolls-Royce of Beverly Hills. On the evening
of first day, special guests were invited to view
the cars at a private champagne reception
held at nearby mansion Kasteel Kamphuyzen

Monday 11 June, 1984 marked a very special event at Rolls-Royce of
Beverly Hills. On that day the Hollywood glitterati were invited to Kasteel
Kamphuyzen at 1366 Angelo Drive for champagne and canapés, and to
view three of the most sumptuous Rolls-Royce motor cars in the world
THE LOS ANGELES TIMES called the 1984
Hooper Collection, comprising a bespoke
Camargue, Corniche and Silver Spur, ‘the
latest ultimates of human indulgence.’
In its tongue-in-cheek report, the
liberal-leaning newspaper said the Hooper
cars were ‘an even match for their party
surroundings – an 18th-Century Dutch
castle built two years ago… with a
gatehouse above the clouds and a long
driveway broadening to a courtyard with
a fountain that sneers down on Beverly
Glen.’ It decided that the castle was ‘more
Hanna & Barbera than Hansel & Gretel’
and concluded that ‘this is Duesenberg
and Dynasty country.’
The three cars causing such a stir
totalled more than half a million dollars

and ranged from a grey $155,317 Silver
Spur, through a $168,846 royal blue
Corniche convertible with matching lapis
maple veneers, right up to a magnificent
Camargue finished in Hooper opalescent
white for $198,598 (excluding tax but
including a tank of super unleaded).
These extravagant cars had been
commissioned the previous year by RollsRoyce of Beverly Hills. Company president
Tony Thompson explained: “We’re simply
pursuing the practice of giving people
what they seek,” although the Los Angeles
Times rather uncharitably referred to the
Camargue as looking like a ‘mother-ofpearl ice cream truck’.
These were, also, among the first cars
to leave the Hooper works following its

purchase by former Australian racing
driver, property developer and car
enthusiast Colin Hyams who had acquired
the company in 1981 after they did some
work on his own Rolls-Royce.
“It was a dump,” he told the Rolls-Royce
house magazine, The Journal. There was no
proper lighting or heating, equipment was
poor, and methods outdated.”
“You could say that I was an enema,”
Hyams later explained. “I got rid of a lot
of the old guard who weren’t prepared to
change and found younger people with
fresher ideas.”
Three years later the workforce had
increased from 30 to 76 and Hooper
was an officially-approved Rolls-Royce
coachbuilder. The company had
>

The Hooper opalescent white Camargue featured new veneers, relocated instruments and a centre console with storage locker. In the back
was a Sony television on the transmission tunnel and a Magnavox video on the parcel shelf. Audio controls were built into the rear armrest
82
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Singer Tom Jones (with Rolls-Royce of Beverly Hills president Tony Thompson, left, and Hooper chief international executive Colin Hyams,
right) was among the guests invited to Hooper Week. Jones was on his fifth Rolls-Royce which he said had helped to subdue his driving
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WHAT COULD HOOPER DO TO ENHANCE YOUR ROLLS-ROYCE IN 1984?

CONTINUATION....
-2		
£
Supply and fit all leather console cocktail cabinet to accept
four glasses and two decanters, with hinged lid.
Glasses and
decanters included - 			 950.00
Supply and fit all veneer console cocktail cabinet to accept four
glasses and two decanters, with hinged lid and veneer interior - 		1,300.00

PRICE LIST
		
£
Electric steel sunroof to front compartment - 		2,200.00
Electric steel sunroof to rear compartment - 		2,000.00
Electric glass sunroof to front compartment - 		2,350.00
Electric glass sunroof to rear compartment - 		2,150.00
The above are finished Oatmeal headlining, leather headlining is extra -		 400.00
Conversion to small rear screen:

Paint to paint -		3,000.00
Paint to Everflex - 		3,500.00
Everflex to Everflex - 		2,500.00

Rear screen finished with leather headlining is extra - 		 400.00
Stainless steel trims - 			1,600.00

The Hooper Collection Corniche featured
maple woodwork stained to match the
royal blue coachwork and a centre console
with a rev counter and Blaupunkt stereo
exhibited at the 1982 UK Motor Show (for
the first time since 1959) where they had
displayed a Hooper St James Silver Spur
with an electric division and a light green
Corniche with wire wheels and stained
walnut which both won gold medals in
the coachwork awards.
These models were to form the basis
of the US-oriented Hooper Collection
and the company was also planning to
develop its international presence by
attending the Geneva Motor Show.
Hyams was optimistic: “We do anything
anyone wants. Anything, that is, within
reason. You can get a Seiko watch that
can do a dozen things and tells better
time than a mechanical watch. But
people will still go out and buy a gold
Rolex,” he was reported as saying in
the Los Angeles Times. “I don’t think the
microchip will ever replace personal taste
and preference. We can certainly come
84
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Supply and fit all leather cocktail cabinets to centre of rear
seats to accept four glasses and two decanters.
Decanters and
glasses included - 			 875.00
Supply and fit all veneer cocktail cabinets to centre of rear
seats to accept four glasses and two decanters.
Decanters and
glasses included - 			1,295.00
Supply and fit front spoiler to Camargue - 		 850.00
Supply and fit centre console for Camargue, to include the following:1.
2.
3.
4.

Roll top to cover either cassettes or storage area to rear of console,
Digital readout,
Re-location of cigar lighter and ash tray,
Oil temperature and water temperature gauges to be fitted where
original clock and outside temperature gauges were,
5. Fitting matching Blaupunkt graphic equaliser,
6. All woodwork fully veneered and polished - 		2,900.00

Stainless steel trims with wide wheel arches - 		2,400.00

Supply and fit remote control radio cassette with built in
equaliser and controls positioned in rear arm rest - 		 850.00

Spraying bumpers with rubberised paint in colour to match car - 		 300.00

Hollow out rear arm rest with leather lockable lid - 		 450.00

All veneer picnic tables and cocktail cabinets to include 4 glasses and
2 decanters -			2,850.00

Hollow out rear arm rest with veneer lockable lid - 		 500.00

Veneer picnic tables and leather cocktail cabinets to include 4 glasses and

Hollow out rear centre section with leather lid - 		 425.00

2 decanters -			2,650.00

Front, rear and side spoilers. Bonnet with air intakes to
include front and rear lamps - 			3,850.00

Single veneer picnic tables to Spirit or Spur - 		1,650.00

Everflex roof with chrome finishers - 			1,050.00

Single veneer picnic tables to Camargue or Corniche - 		2,100.00

Hooper steering wheel trimmed in leather - 		 275.00

Picnic tables with large drawers is extra - 		 300.00

Enamel Turbo badges in colour of choice - 		 375.00

TV cabinet for tunnel with matching cabinet for video to be mounted on
rear parcel shelf with remote control positioned in rear armrest.
Price includes TV, video and diplexed aerial - 		2,850.00
TV cabinet for tunnel with matching cabinet for video to be mounted
on rear parcel shelf. Price includes TV, video and diplexed aerial - 		2,500.00

Bentley rear quarter badges - 			

40.00

Rev counter and booster gauge with veneer finish to front console - 		 675.00
Colour key wheel discs and re-line same - 		 300.00
Colour staining all woodwork - 			1,800.00

Making up and polishing four new door capping rails for Camargue - 		1,400.00

Front and rear spoilers and side skirts to include fog lamps - 		3,200.00

Supply and fit centre console with roll back at rear, finished
with all veneer top and trimmed in hide - 		1.950.00

Rear bench seat - 			2,500.00

Set of four wire wheels with tool kit - 			4,000.00

Continued/........
JSB
3.7.84

up with vinyls and plastics that look good
and might last a thousand years… but
no matter the technology, you just can’t
duplicate leather and wood.”
Among the celebrities invited to the
private viewing at Kasteel Kamphuyzen
were singer and serial Rolls-Royce owner

Tom Jones, Hollywood socialite Zsa
Zsa Gabor (who apparently bemoaned
the fact that her former gold-plated
Rolls-Royce could not be left in the
street because it was like parking one’s
jewellery) along with actors Joan Collins
and Michael Caine.
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In the case of Michael Caine, Hooper
was preaching to the converted because
he had already ordered a bespoke Silver
Spirit which was due to be delivered the
following week. This car was fitted with a
sunroof above the rear seat (to allow his
cigar smoke an easy escape route, said a

Despite being held during summer in
California, the Beverly Hills party took
place on an overcast, chilly evening – Joan
Collins, who was photographed admiring
the Corniche, was reported to be wearing
a polka dot dress and goose bumps. “We
brought the weather to give the correct
British ambience to the occasion,” Colin
Hyams explained.
The enthusiasm of the guests, however,
was not dampened by the weather, nor
by the violin-accordian quartet playing
on the steps of the mansion. Despite the
lack of enthusiasm for the cars displayed
by the Los Angeles Times, the Corniche
was sold on the spot in a confidential
agreement arranged by two aides and
secured by a $10,000 cash deposit.

WHAT IS KASTEEL KAMPHUYZEN?
The Dutch Castle at 1366 Angelo
Drive, Beverly Hills where the Hooper
Collection private viewing was held is
also known as Kasteel Kamphuyzen.
The buildings comprise a 6000
square foot house and a 1600 square
foot gatehouse perched on the edge of
a canyon in Beverly Hills.
The castle was built in 1981 by
clothing designer Mark Nixon and
named after his business partner,
Baron Herbert Hischemoeller van
Kamphuyzen. The structures boast
stepped gables, inspired by the 16th
century castles and townhouses of
Holland. It was apparently listed for
sale for $8.5 million on the day it was
finished but continued to be used as a
home for its two builders and became
a popular venue for various society
events and corporate and
charitable galas.

Rolls-Royce salesman). Caine’s first
car had been a Rolls-Royce, bought
before he even had a licence and
therefore driven by a chauffeur. He
did not pass his test until he was 50
years old and living in Los Angeles
where he found driving a necessity.
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Is there no explanation
for this Bentley diaspora?

ON THE ISLE OF WIGHT 2017

SATURDAY 16 SEPTEMBER
11.00AM TO 5.30PM
NEWPORT QUAY
In aid of the Round Table

Never one to let facts stand in the way of a good story, Hugh Featherstone
ponders the fate of all the Eights and Turbo Rs that have disappeared

SUNDAY 17 SEPTEMBER
11.00AM TO 5.30PM
RYDE ESPLANADE
NORTH WALK
In aid of the Earl Mountbatten
Hospice

A Spectacular and Unique Display of Classic Cars and Bikes organized by Victor Gallucci
Sponsored by Wightlink Isle of Wight Ferries, Isle of Wight County Press and Isle of Wight Council

RYDE TOWN COUNCIL

Official carriers to the Isle of Wight
for the Classic Car Extravaganza

Official Media Group
for the Classic Car Extravaganza

Design & Print: Crossprint Ltd 01983 524885

For more information or to display your car call 020 8439 7871

AN ARTICLE IN The Spirit (Summer
2015, pages 118-119, Where have all the
Bentleys gone?) made me stop and think.
A fatal condition we could call Bentley
Decimation Syndrome (BDS) seems to
have caused the loss of more than two
thousand highly conspicuous vehicles.
Owners like to point out that the
majority of vehicles
produced at Crewe are still
running today. This makes
BDS a very particular and
choosy ailment.
Two models have suffered
worse than others: the Eight
and the Turbo R. What could
cause such a hecatomb? I
do not use the term idly,
because the numbers are
scary. According to www.
howmanyleft.co.uk, only
495 (26%) of 1880 UK
supplied Bentley Turbo Rs
are still known to exist and the picture is
even grimmer for the Eight, of which only
8% (how prophetic!) survive – just 58 out
of 738 UK-spec cars.
As the proud owner of a ‘time-capsule’
Bentley Eight (one of the few that got
away), I have a strong interest in ensuring
that my chariot is not crushed, oxidised,
purged or otherwise ‘disappeared’. So it
would be a fine thing to find out what
really happened to the others.
Since the Eight and Turbo R were aimed
at a younger and sportier clientele, we
should consider the most dramatic option:
the terrifying vision of all those Bentleys
hurtling off metaphoric cliffs… engaging

frontally with trucks at the brow of a hill…
flying off the road in a Newtonian ballet
of forces seeking equilibrium… was this
their glorious end? Probably not.
To 1980s observers, more used to
seeing a Jaguar wrapped around roadside
trees, was the Bentley an equally familiar
sight? Assiduous research reveals no such

thing; at best a few minor arguments with
municipal property, stone walls and stray
deer. Since driving into a swimming pool
seems to have been reserved for the Silver
Shadow, we must think again.
So did the missing Bentleys fall
prey to hoards of overpaid footballers,
whose hunger-driven brilliance on-field
became so diluted by luxury that their
teams dropped a division or two, leaving
them unable to keep their cars in the
accustomed style? These vehicles then
rotted in dingy garages where they lie to
this day. That’s a lot of dingy garages, and
a lot of metal. Anyway, the 58 surviving
Eights include those with a SORN.

Perhaps these magnificent cars were
quite literally driven into the ground by
leather-elbowed, corduroyed enthusiasts
who never got around to essential
maintenance. Is there a Bentley graveyard
somewhere? If so, it must be a rather
large one to hold two thousand cars.
What is left? How about a massive
exodus to the colonies? This
would have been in secret,
of course, as officially
exported vehicles, like mine,
are checked out of the
DVLA manifest in Swansea.
Are they now lurking in the
deserts of Australia, painted
in motley hues, stripped
down to their frames, those
great 6.75-litre engines
rumbling, ready for action
in some harsh, apocalyptic
future? What about
alien abduction? It’s very
tempting, but some hobby astronomer
would be bound to see you beaming up a
2.4 ton car, so I rather think not.
It is my belief they may have been
driven in convoy, deep into the heart of a
sacred mountain in the Lake District, to
emerge at the end of time, trusty steeds
to King Arthur’s cohorts of pure and
faithful knights. If this is going to work,
I only hope the Once and Future King
entombed a few mechanics and a quantity
of hoses, tyres, gaskets, belts and seals. If
not, the Last Battle might turn out a bit of
a damp squib and where would England
be then? Up the creek without a paddle,
that’s where. So what else is new?
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Complete guide to the

Rolls-Royce
Silver Spur
The 1981 Silver Spur BCH03659 of SZ
Register member Ian Warner. Early Silver
Spurs can be identified by their headlamp
wipers, the registration plate fixed below
the front bumper, Everflex roof covering
and distinctive hub caps

Marinus Rijkers outlines the different models in the 20-year history of the
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur – all dates in this article refer to model years
88
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THE ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER SPUR was
introduced at the same time as the
Silver Spirit and Bentley Mulsanne in
October 1980. The Silver Spur was the
long wheelbase version of the Silver Spirit
and replaced the Silver Wraith II that had
served as the long wheelbase variant of
the Silver Shadow II. Compared with the
standard body, four inches (10cm) were
added to the rear compartment of the
Silver Spur to provide greater legroom for
the rear passengers.
The Silver Spur shared all its features
and technical specifications with the Silver
Spirit. Just like the Silver Spirit, the braking
and suspension levelling system was filled
with mineral oil and the Spirit of Ecstasy
mascot was retractable – except for cars
for the American market.
Despite the many similarities, there
were some features that made the Silver
Spur more easily recognisable in a group
of similar cars. For example, the rear doors
were extended by four inches (while the
front doors were exactly the same size as
those of the Silver Spirit). The Silver Spur
was fitted with Everflex roof covering as
standard (this was an option for the Silver
Spirit) although, during the course of the
1980s more and more owners specified
their Silver Spurs with a painted roof.
Additionally, Silver Spurs had their own
distinctive wheel trim.

1983 Silver Spur ECX08145 of SZ Register member Ignacio Najarro: the rectangular
headlamps differentiate pre-1994 American Silver Spurs from European cars
When the Silver Spur was launched
it could be distinguished by a slightly
smaller rear window as standard. After
six months, and only 232 examples, the
rear window was amended to make it the
same size as that of the Silver Spirit.
The Silver Spur was made available
to the American market in early 1981.
Legislation in this important export area
meant that the new models had to be
fitted with fuel injection from the outset.
Australian cars followed suit in 1986

From model year 1987 (number 20001 onwards) all Rolls-Royce
Silver Spurs were fitted with a fuel injection system. This engine is
fitted to the 1987 Silver Spur HCX21573 belonging to SZ Register
member Michael Insulander

while other parts of the world retained
carburettors until 1987.
American legislation also meant that
four smaller rectangular headlamps,
conforming to standard measurements,
had to be fitted in place of the large,
instantly recognisable, European lights.
Furthermore the fog lights were deleted
for this market.
These American features were also
applicable to Silver Spurs destined for
Canada and Japan.
>

During its first year of production the Rolls-Royce Silver Spur was
offered with a slightly smaller rear window than that of the Silver
Spirit. This style of window was deleted, however, after only 232
examples had been built (press photo)
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was not popular. In fact, only 46 examples
were produced, the first one being
delivered in January 1983 and the last
one in March 1988. Only one Silver
Spur with division was ever sold in the
United States.
The issue of restricted leg room was
overcome by the introduction of a
stretched Silver Spur limousine with an
additional 36 inches (915mm) added to
the rear compartment. This model was
built in conjunction with Robert Jankel
Design and was launched in 1984 (model
year 1982).

In 1985 the front registration plate was moved to the bumper and in 1986 the Silver Spur
received new wheel trims. The headlamp wipers were replaced by high pressure water jets at
the same time. This is the 1987 Silver Spur HCH21912 of SZ Register member Jerzy Zdanko

SILVER SPUR 1980 - 1989
When the Silver Spur was launched in
1981, there were around three standard
wheelbase Silver Spirits sold for every
LWB car. However, during the early 1980s,
the Silver Spur gained ground in terms of
sales and by 1985 similar numbers of both
models were sold. This trend continued
to the end of the decade and in 1989 the
tables were turned with three Silver Spurs
sold for every two Silver Spirits.
The model received several technical
upgrades during this time: headlamp
wipers were replaced by high pressure
jet washers; the dashboard layout was
updated in several ways; wheel trims were
amended; fuel injection was introduced
as standard; a catalyst was added; the
electric operation of the front seats gained
a memory function; the front air dam
was changed; and there were many other
specification changes.
SILVER SPUR WITH DIVISION
The predecessor of the Silver Spur, the
Silver Wraith II, could be ordered with an
electric division but not for the American
market. The position of the fuel tank
behind the rear seats for these cars
did not allow for an air conditioning unit
for the rear compartment – a problem
90
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that did not affect other markets where
the fuel tank was under the boot floor.
This model was discontinued at the end
of 1980.
From model year 1983 it became
possible to order a Silver Spur with a
division for all markets. In this case the air
conditioning unit was built into the centre
division itself, owing to the fact that the
boot area now incorporated the fuel tank.
The downside of this arrangement was
that the rear seat passenger legroom was
greatly restricted and hence the model

SILVER SPUR LIMOUSINE
36 INCH AND 42 INCH STRETCH
Before the SZ-era Rolls-Royce had never
been involved in the “stretch-limo”
market, reasoning that a Silver Shadow
modified in such a way would be far too
expensive for them to produce. But in
the 1980s there was a change of heart.
Starting in a modest way, the company
commissioned Robert Jankel Design
of Weybridge to develop a greatlylengthened prototype based on the Silver
Spur. Jankel added an extra 36-inch body
segment between the front and the
rear doors and equipped the car with an
electrically operated division, television,
a video recorder, an upgraded radio, a
telephone and optional jump seats.

The Silver Spur was offered with an electric division but legroom was restricted (press photo)
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FCX14016: the Silver Spur Centenary and
the 25 official Replicas all have special
badges and a number of additional features
This limousine was available with either
four or six passenger doors. The centre
doors were not considered essential to
comfort and easy access and were soon
dropped from the specifications.
In 1985 the model was replaced by the
42-inch stretch limousine, but the 36-inch
version remained available.
See The Spirit issue 1, page 64 for
further details of the Jankel models; the
one-off 14-inch stretch version of the
Silver Spur is featured in issue 2 of The
Spirit, on page 82.

SILVER SPUR CENTENARY
AND CENTENARY REPLICA
On 2nd of August 1985, Rolls-Royce
Motors celebrated the production of the
100,000th Rolls-Royce motor car. This
occasion coincided with the centenary of
the British Motor Industry and a one-off
Silver Spur Centenary was produced to
mark this milestone. The car was finished
in Royal Blue with matching interior
carpets and Champagne coloured hide.
It had monogrammed waistrails, inlaid
picnic tables, a commemorative plaque
to the inside of the glovebox door and a
unique identification plate on the boot lid.
A further run of 25 Centenary Replica
motor cars was produced and these were
exactly the same, except for the design of
their commemorative plaques. Nine Silver
Spur Centenary Replicas were delivered
to the UK, 12 to the United States, one
to Saudi Arabia, one to Dubai, one to
Monaco and one to Germany. Further
details can be found in The Spirit issue 3,
page 45.

SILVER SPUR II 1990 - 1993
After 10 years in production the Silver
Spur was significantly upgraded for
model year 1990. Adaptive ride was
introduced, resulting in greater comfort
with improved handling. Steel wheels
with hubcaps were replaced by alloys with

stainless steel trims and painted rings.
The rear seats were electrically adjustable;
the front seats were heated and now
had power operated pneumatic lumbar
support. A steering wheel airbag was
standard for the American market and
could be ordered for other markets. The
badge on the boot lid was amended to
read Silver Spur II in order to differentiate
the new model.
MULLINER SPUR
During 1990 a limited edition RollsRoyce Silver Spur II – the Mulliner Spur
– was launched. This had an enhanced
specification and was finished by Mulliner
Park Ward, the inhouse coachbuilder. The
original plan was to build only 25 of these
cars, but they proved so popular that
production was extended through to 1991
by which time 71 examples had been built.
The car is sometimes referred to as the
Silver Spur II Mulliner Park Ward.
All examples were finished in Bordeaux
red with a painted roof in place of
Everflex – although this roof covering
was still standard for the regular Silver
Spur. Bumpers and headlamp surrounds
were colour-coded and the body received
stainless steel trim.
The interior was upgraded with
items such as a built-in and illuminated
refrigerator housed between the rear
>

The smoker’s companion and MPW badge of the 1991 Mulliner Spur MCH35789 belonging to SZ Register members Mike and Jenny Caridia
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FLYING SPUR
In 1994 (model year 1995) the RollsRoyce Flying Spur was announced as a
limited edition of the Rolls-Royce Silver
Spur III. The Flying Spur was the first
Rolls-Royce with a turbocharger. It was
essentially a Silver Spur III fitted with a
Bentley Turbo R engine and drive train. To
assure exclusivity, 50 cars were scheduled
to be built for each of three separate
markets – although, in the end, only 134
cars were built. Other differences between
a Silver Spur III and the Flying Spur
included alloy wheels, uprated tyres and
an individually numbered panel on the
fascia. More details of the Flying Spur can
be found in The Spirit issue 3, page 60.
The Silver Spur III was fitted with distinctive wheel trims: picture shows SCX55254 of SZ Register member Kristofer Scheiderbauer
seat squabs; two cocktail cabinets below
the picnic tables, fitted with two crystal
tumblers and a pair of crystal decanters;
a silver pencil and an R-R monogrammed,
leather-covered notebook in the rear
lower armrest; writing materials stored
beneath a sliding lid in one of the picnic
tables; and a smoker’s companion
comprising humidor, cedar-lined cigar
compartment and Dunhill silver-plated
cigar cutter in the other picnic table.
A badge on the boot lid proclaimed the
car’s coachbuilt pedigree.

SILVER SPUR II TOURING LIMOUSINE
In 1991 (model year 1992) the Silver
Spur II Touring Limousine was introduced.
This was a Silver Spur II that had been
lengthened by 24 inches in the area
behind the rear doors. The roof was raised
by just over two inches and the rear
window was replaced by a small backlight.
The car had an electrically operated
central division and a glass “moon-roof”
with electrically operated blind.
The Touring Limousine was presented as
the successor to the Rolls-Royce Phantom

The Silver Spur III was manufactured for just two years and only 465 examples were built.
This is the 1995 Silver Spur III SCX55254 of SZ Register member Kristofer Scheiderbauer
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VI as well as being the next generation of
the 42-inch stretch limousine for which
sales had tailed off in 1988. The car is also
referred to as the Rolls-Royce Mulliner
Park Ward Silver Spur II Limousine.

SILVER SPUR III 1994 - 1995
After four years of production the Silver
Spur II was replaced by a third generation.
It was thought at the time that the Silver
Spur III would be the final production
phase but a fourth generation was later
found to be necessary to maintain sales
until the launch of the Silver Seraph.
Changes for the Silver Spur III were
especially noticeable on American market
cars which no longer required the separate
rectangular sealed beam headlamp units.
They were now fitted with the same big
headlamps that had been a feature of
Silver Spurs for other markets for the
past 14 years. All Silver Spur IIIs were
fitted with distinctive wheel trims with
painted rings and a Silver Spur III badge
on the boot lid. Two front airbags became
standard and new seats were introduced
with additional lumbar and side support
and head restraints. The engine was fitted
with plastic covers and a transmission
Shift Energy Management (SEM) system
provided smoother gear changes.
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SILVER DAWN
Although its name might suggest the
Silver Dawn was an all-new model, it was
basically a Silver Spur III and, from model
year 1996 onwards a ‘new’ Silver Spur, but
with fewer features. The Silver Dawn was a
lead-in model that provided the extra rear
legroom of the Silver Spur to customers
who might otherwise have considered a
Silver Spirit. The model was continued
until 1998, but it didn’t receive the low
pressure turbo that would be fitted to the
1997 Silver Spur.
SILVER SPUR III TOURING LIMOUSINE
The Silver Spur III Touring Limousine
benefited from the same upgrades as the
Silver Spur III from model year 1994.

The Flying Spur was a Silver Spur with a Bentley Turbo R engine and drive train, and with
alloy wheels. This is Flying Spur SCH55490 of SZ Register members Ken and Eva Harwood
fluting; and Zytek electronic fuel injection
management. For model year 1997 the
Silver Spur was equipped with a 300bhp
low pressure turbo (LPT) engine with the
option of Electronic Traction Assistance.
Modifications continued to the end
of production – for 1998 some tiny
amendments were introduced, such as
retrimmed bumpers and blue lettering for
the badges. Even after the Silver Seraph
was in full production, it was still possible
to order a Silver Spur, and it remained
popular in the American market.

The last Silver Spur was ordered in
October 1999 by an Arab sheikh – the
only model year 2000 Silver Spur to be
produced. It was finished in Royal Blue
and was equipped with stainless steel
finishers, veneered cocktail cabinets and
chrome plated wheels. A plaque in the
glove box proclaims: The Last Silver Spur
Built For The Middle East for H E Sheikh
Hamed Bin Mohammed Bin Sulman Al
Khalifa Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Crewe
England. The car was delivered to its
owner in Bahrain in February 2000.
>

NEW SILVER SPUR 1996 - 2000
During the mid-1990s Silver Spur sales
were falling while the Silver Seraph was
not yet ready for launch. Therefore a
fourth SZ generation was introduced for
MY 1996. This new model was not called
Silver Spur IV, but “New” Silver Spur, Silver
Spur (1996) or simply Silver Spur.
Among other updates, the model
received modified bumpers; a reduced
height grille and smaller mascot; windowmounted external mirrors; new 16-inch
wheels; a redesigned fascia and centre
console; restyled seats with vertical

The “New” Silver Spur was introduced in 1996 and had integrated bumpers, reduced height
grille, and restyled mirrors. TCH57499 belongs to SZ Register member Peter Rothery
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SILVER SPUR STRETCHED LIMOUSINES
When the Silver Spur III was upgraded
to the Silver Spur (1996), the Touring
Limousine was upgraded as well. Only
nine examples were made (although the
last two were not built until two years
later, in 1998) before the model was
completely replaced by the Rolls-Royce
Park Ward Limousine that – like the
Touring Limousine – also had a 24-inch
extended wheelbase.
In 1997 another stretched limousine
was presented, the Silver Spur Division
with a 14-inch stretch. In 1998 this
model was also available as a Silver Spur
non Division, see page 116, and both
models were built by Park Ward. In those
years the factory also offered a Touring
Limousine with a 48-inch stretch. Only
three examples were made.
In model year 1999 a Silver Spur
Armoured was sold and was added to the
list of official Silver Spur-based models.
Only one example was made and this
was for an Arab customer. See The Spirit
issue 2, page 83 for details.

SPECIAL EDITIONS
During the 1990s the factory stimulated
sales by offering a number of special
editions, with many dealer special editions
and bespoke cars being ordered. The
following are Silver Spur-based special
editions that were either offered by
the factory or were ordered by dealers
as a dealer limited edition (DLE). Cars
that were modified by Hooper & Co
(Coachbuilders) are also listed, although
these are considered by some to be
aftermarket conversions. Finally, the
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur-based Brunei
specials are mentioned.
SILVER SPUR SPRINGFIELD EDITION
The Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Springfield
edition was a special edition intended for
the American market. It evoked memories
of a period in Rolls-Royce history when
cars were built at the Springfield factory
in Massachusetts. The first Rolls-Royce
chassis ever made in Springfield was
94
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CONVERSIONS FOR BRUNEI
Two limousines with a Flying Spur engine
were built for the Royal family of Brunei.
These were named Rolls-Royce Majestic.
The same engine type was also used for
the 1995 Rolls-Royce Royale. Other than
the choice of engine, it is not known
whether these cars and the Rolls-Royce
Cloudesque were Silver Spur conversions
or based on other models.

PRODUCTION NUMBERS

All Silver Spur special editions were fitted with a reduced size Hooper-style rear window
completed in 1921. There were 21
Springfield Silver Spurs planned, denoting
the year 1921, but in fact 27 were
manufactured. See page 20 for details.
SILVER SPUR LAUDERDALE EDITION
The Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Lauderdale
Edition is a dealer limited edition of the
1997 Silver Spur. Ten examples were built.
It featured a reduced size rear window, a
unique centre console with floor mounted
shift lever, four umbrellas to the luggage
compartment, ladies’ and gents’ golf bags
and many embellishments and badges.
SILVER SPUR JOANNA TRADING
The Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Joanna Trading
is also a DLE of the model year 1997 Silver
Spur. Only one car was manufactured.
This had a special black and yellow colour
scheme and was loaded with many
unique features, such as a bottle cooler
in the rear armrest, bottle retainers in the
luggage compartment and hide covered
cocktail cabinets. The car is extensively
described in The Spirit issue 2, page 86.
SILVER SPUR CORNES DLE
Japanese dealer Cornes ordered six special
edition 1997 Rolls-Royce Silver Spurs.
The cars had a smaller backlight and
Springfield-style buttoned trim for the
seats and armrests (but not the rest of the

interior). Other features included special
umbrellas, badges, logos and treadplates.
SILVER SPUR NEWPORT BEACH
Two Rolls-Royce Silver Spurs were ordered
for the USA with Newport Beach DLE
trim – both model year 1997 cars. One
of them was destined to go down in
history. On 4th May 1997 this car was
entered into the Guinness Book of World
Records as the record breaking car at the
largest gathering of Rolls-Royces in a
single location and the badges on the car
commemorate this event. The interior
has soft leather and a particularly striking
feature is its picnic hamper with an
engraved plaque.
SILVER SPUR OLYMPIAN
In model year 1998 two Silver Spur
Olympians were built. These special
editions were ordered by London dealers

Special edition Silver Spurs often have
commemorative plaques, like this 1997
Silver Spur VCX60105 Newport Beach
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The 1982 Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Emperor Sports saloon CCH05821 converted by Hooper
Jack Barclay and H R Owen. Among other
special Olympian features, both cars had
a reduced back light, Black Cherry paint,
Champagne trim, special interior veneer,
Turbo R-style twin round headlamps
and alloy wheels, umbrellas and special
commemorative badges.
SILVER DAWN BRAMAN
US dealer Braman Motors from Miami
commissioned a Rolls-Royce Silver Dawn
DLE. It is not known how many were built,
but since Braman ordered only two Silver
Dawns in this model year, it must be
either one or two. Special features were
limited to a reduced rear window, the
application of stainless steel trim and a
number of special badges and logos.
FLYING SPUR JACK BARCLAY SPECIAL
Three Rolls-Royce Flying Spur Jack
Barclay Specials were built. Apart from a
reduced rear window, the Racing Green
cars with Parchment upholstery had twin
headlamps, Bird’s Eye Maple veneer, picnic
tables and special badges including a Jack
Barclay logo on the B pillar. An example
appears in The Spirit issue 3, page 62.
HOOPER EMPEROR LIMOUSINE
Hooper built many cars during the
1980s and early 90s based on modified
SZs, including the Emperor Limousine.

Although most Emperors were based
on Silver Spirits, a few were converted
from Silver Spur donor vehicles.
Another Silver Spur conversion, created
in cooperation with Crailville, resulted
in the Rolls-Royce Silver Wing. See
www.rrsilverspirit.com/Hooper for further
details of Hooper cars.

The table below lists the Silver Spur,
Silver Spur II, Silver Spur III and Silver Spur
(1996) models. These numbers include
the Silver Spur with division, the special
editions and the Hooper Silver Spurs.
Other models such as the Flying Spur,
the Silver Dawn, the stretched limousines
and Brunei models are not included.
These numbers are derived from
counting the individual chassis numbers,
sorted according to their indicated model
year. The totals may differ from the
number of cars produced, or the number
of sales, in a particular year.

Rolls-Royce Silver Spur model year production
Model
Silver Spur

Model year
RHD
1980
18
1981
147
1982
124
1983
75
1984
83
1985
60
1986
113
1987
92
1988
92
1989
143
Silver Spur II
1990
123
1991
101
1992
41
1993
46
Silver Spur III
1994
125
1995
51
Silver Spur (1996)
1996
110
1997
85
1998
26
1999
1
2000
0
		 1656
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LHD
41
359
582
315
595
687
634
661
692
727
491
624
82
150
195
94
250
196
59
74
1
7509

Total
59
506
706
390
678
747
747
753
784
870
614
725
123
196
320
145
360
281
85
75
1
9165
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“We need to
change the way
we run the company”
So said Peter Ward, appointed chief executive in 1987, a man determined
to take Rolls-Royce in search of new markets and not to rest on tradition
THE 1970s HAD BEEN a time of boom
and bust for Rolls-Royce motor cars.
First came the bankruptcy and ensuing
receivership of 1971, followed by David
Plastow’s success in guiding the company
to new heights with Silver Shadow II
production peaking at more than 3,200
by the end of the decade. Enter the Silver
Spirit in 1980, along with world recession,
and two years later Rolls-Royce and
Bentley production halved to 1,551.
96
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Prices in the US had to be cut in order
to clear stocks, and the broader funding
base of now being part of a larger group
thanks to the merger with Vickers, was
vital in helping to weather the storm.
The British motor industry was
suffering at the hands of the unions across
the board, although Plastow maintains
that Rolls-Royce suffered less than
others in this respect: “We were able to
work on labour relations through better

communication. People at Rolls-Royce
talked to each other.”
However, this did not prevent what
was referred to in The Times “as an
acrimonious pay dispute which turned
into a fight to sweep away the old-style
management with its four status levels of
canteen and ‘them and us’ privileges.”
Against this backdrop, the company
continued to invest in new equipment
and, more importantly, in new working
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practices throughout the SZ era. These
changes in management style meant that
output rose from 47 cars a week in 1985
to 57 cars a week in 1988, without the
need for further recruitment to the Crewe
workforce which then numbered 6,000.
Foremost in 1980’s managing director
Peter Ward’s mind was the need to work
with greater efficiency and without
sacrificing any of the aura and quality of
the best car in the world. “It was quite

formal – almost baronial – when I arrived.
People would resist change by hiding
behind talk of skill and quality,” he said.
Ward told Autocar that Rolls-Royce
was: “a divided and dispirited company…
there had been high levels of
redundancy and naturally, the cars
weren’t selling. I believe much of
the recession redundancies were
caused by the company being led by
the manufacturing and engineering

requirements, without being tempered by
the marketing side.”
“Rolls-Royce has tended to rest on its
tradition both in the product and the
way the company was run. Now we need
to change the way we run the company.
However, the tradition and quality of our
cars remains paramount,” he said.
Implementing much of this strategy of
introducing high-technology equipment
without changing the character of the >
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cars was the responsibility of director of
manufacturing and planning Jim Symonds.
In September 1988 he told Clifford
Webb of The Times that there were three
main objectives:
• Greater production capacity to keep
pace with increasing demand;
• Greater flexibility to cope with the
company’s wider range of models – the
Bentley revival was rapidly gathering pace;
• Reduced lead times from the three
months it was then taking to build a car.
Symonds said: “It takes six months to
complete a crankshaft for the engine.
Obviously our cars were not designed
for ease of manufacture but we have
to find better ways of integrating our
craftsmanship with modern technology. It
is a difficult blend to achieve but to do so
successfully is crucial to our future.”
The introduction of streamlined
production continued through the 1980s
and 90s. By 1991 the time to build a
Silver Spirit had been reduced to two
months and, following the introduction
of Japanese-style team working and ‘lean
production’, this was further reduced in
1996, by which time it took 30 days from
start to finish. Once the more productionfriendly computer-controlled Silver
Seraph assembly line started operation in
1998 that figure was down to 17.5 days.
Rolls-Royce had been committed
to computer control as far back as the
1980s when a new system was installed
that was able to order and schedule the
82,000 parts needed for production each
week. “We bought the best system and
we need to ensure that materials arrive on
schedule in the right place for the most
complicated car in the world,” said Ward.
Another objective was to halve the
number of old machine tools at Crewe.
They had spent £6 million by 1988 to
replace the 800 elderly machine tools,
along with a £1 million computercontrolled machine to produce hubs and
discs, with more in the pipeline. All good
news for the factory that celebrated
its 50th anniversary that year, possibly
unaware of what lay ahead.
98
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INVESTMENT MILESTONES AT CREWE LEADING TO THE SZ ERA
1969: New computer centre opened
1973: Construction completed of a
21,000 sq ft receiving stores in an area
once used to build Merlin aero-engines
1977: £1 million 57,000 sq ft car
engineering centre built to house a
styling studio, experimental workshop,
electrical and electronic laboratories
and engine test rigs

1977: Automated body store built with
space-saving racks for incoming bodies
1979: 112,000 sq ft of new buildings and
extensions opened – the biggest creation
of work space since the factory was built
1979: New engineering development
office, spares store and training centre
1981: £2 million paint finishing shop
opened
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PROFIT AND LOSS IN THE 80s
“In 1985,” The Times reported “RollsRoyce profit before interest climbed
to £14 million, rising to £16.6 million
the following year. Then came a 26
per cent jump to £20.2 million as
sales grew by seven per cent.” In 1990,
profits peaked at £36 million before
plunging to a reported £60 million
loss 12 months later.
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Who will start
the bidding?
Do I hear… 99p?

100
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Auctioneer and SZ enthusiast Geoffrey Thomas could hardly believe
his eyes when he saw a collection of Bentleys gathering moss on the
drive of a house in the Wirral. And not just any old Bentleys. There was
a Turbo R at one end, and then came a rare Brooklands R Mulliner and
next to that, with flat tyres and bubbling wheelarches, an even more
exclusive Turbo RT Mulliner. He couldn’t resist investigating further

FURNITURE REMOVALS are the usual
line of business for auctioneer Geoffrey
Thomas of J Kent (Auctioneers) Ltd of
Wallasey but out of the office he is a
classic car enthusiast, with a Bentley
Turbo R and a Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit II
sharing garage space with a couple of
Jaguars. No wonder his attention was
grabbed by what he saw parked on a rainy
driveway in the Wirral.
“Purely by chance, I was driving
through Pensby one day when I saw a
couple of Bentleys and a Jaguar on the
roadside. They looked as though they
had not moved for some time and I
thought – that’s strange, what’s going on?
So I knocked on the door of the house,
intrigued to learn more, but there was no
response. I went a little further along the
road to a neighbour’s house – there was
a Bentley Brooklands on the drive there,
as well. I knocked on that door to ask
whether they could tell me more.
“The neighbour said the cars belonged
to an eccentric collector called David Doig
who had recently died at only 61 years of
age and then he added: ‘It’s not just those

Water ingress, damp conditions and sunlight have all taken their toll on the bodywork and the interior of the Bentley Turbo RT Mulliner

Features fitted to the top-of-the-range car included wing vents, bonnet scoops, drilled pedals, roof-mounted dials and a rear speedometer
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One of only 16 RHD Turbo RT Mulliners, this one had not been on the road for four years

The RT Mulliner

AT A GLANCE

• WCH66713, first registered 1997
• 76,808 miles recorded
• Last used on the road October 2012
• Previous purchase price £39,995
• Winning auction bid £21,700
• New owner: Isle of Man Motor
Museum
• Total production run 55
(39 LHD and 16 RHD)
• Uprated 420bhp engine
• Flared wheel arches – 18mm front
and 26mm rear
• Bonnet scoops and wing vents
• Wraparound waistrails

two and the one on my drive, there are
more round the back.’ There turned out
to be three Jaguars there, with two more
parked around the corner plus another on
his brother’s drive in South Wirral. A total
of three Bentleys and seven Jaguars and >
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Daimlers! Anyway, he gave me the phone
number of the owner’s brother who was
dealing with the estate. I got in touch with
him, explained that I was an auctioneer
and that I also have an interest in Jaguars
and Bentleys.
“He told me that his brother had lost
confidence in the banks during the crash,
so he withdrew all his money and used it
to buy cars. I think he was an intelligent
man with a good job and he knew what he
was doing when he bought the cars – they
were all rare, collectible models. If only he
had stored them properly, maybe rented a
barn and covered them up. Then he would
have protected his investment.
“I just didn’t like seeing them in such
a sad state – we all know these cars hate
not being driven. They were designed to
be used every day of the week when they
came out of the factory in Crewe. So I
asked whether he would like me to help
him to sell them and he said that would
be great.
“But you can’t sell them yet, he said.
My brother also had a collection of 22
motorbikes and he stripped some of them

THE SPIRIT

In addition to the Bentleys, there were also several Jaguars and Daimlers in the collection

The Brooklands
R Mulliner

AT A GLANCE
• WCH66889, first registered 1998
• 37,524 miles recorded
• Last used on the road May 2010
• Previous purchase price £32,995
• Winning auction bid £13,760
• New owner: Rolls-Royce trained
mechanic
• Total production run 100 (all RHD)
• 325bhp engine
• Starter button in place of volt meter
• Weybridge-style wing vents
• Dark stained walnut
• 18-inch P960 wheels with 255 tyres
• 40/100 plaque on radio flap

down. Lots of the parts are in the boots
of the cars. First, he had to find an expert
on bikes to sort all the parts out and put
them back together – then he rang me
and said: Right, now you can sell the cars.
“It was hard to say what they were
worth, considering the condition they

The Bentley Brooklands R Mulliner carries the 40/100 number on its radio flap plaque but this was in fact the 88th car to be produced
102
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were in. They were all good cars when he
parked them up. He had obviously done
his homework and they all had excellent
service history. But he just left them. If
only he’d put them away, they would
probably have fetched as much as he paid.
“I decided the only fair way to find their
level and the best way to realise that price
was to put them all on eBay with a 99p
starting price and see what happened. And
as it happened, they did alright!
“I think the Brooklands R did quite
well because of its low mileage. The man
who bought it is a Rolls-Royce trained
mechanic, based near Leeds, who worked
for JCT600 for many years and has now
gone independent. He really knows his
stuff on SZs – in fact, from now on I’m
going to take my own cars to him to get
them serviced.
“The Bentley RT Mulliner was certainly
the most special car in the collection. It
was a gamble to start the bidding at 99p
with no reserve. The price stuck at around
£11,000 for some time and I thought that
was going to be it. Then, on the last day, it
suddenly soared to over £21,000.

Factory record for the
Brooklands R Mulliner itemises the
special features and order deviations
“The car has been bought by the Isle of
Man Motor Museum and it’s going to be
put on display there, which is great news.”
Next page – executor Ian Doig gives
his side of the eBay Bentley auction

Among the production deviations were chrome instrument bezels, red starter button, Turbo R seats with no piping and embossed headrests
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The seller’s side of

the Bentley saga

Ian Doig remembers
his brother David’s
car collection and the
challenge of selling it
as executor of the will
MY BROTHER WAS a hoarder of the
highest order on several different levels
– one of which was cars and motorbikes.
At his peak, David owned 22 motorbikes
and 14 cars. He had four Bentleys, four
Daimlers and six Jaguars. I don’t know
where his love of Bentleys came from
as he previously had Fords. He started
with two Escort Mk1s, followed by a
Cortina and a Cortina Crusader, before he
upgraded to a Granada 2.8i Ghia X.
He did a lot of research before buying
the Bentleys, jotting notes on whatever
came to hand. The file for the Brooklands
R Mulliner contained a piece of card
from a Mr Kipling cake box on which he
had written a list of similar cars for sale,
their prices, where they were located and
what the mileage was. I have the original
adverts from when my brother bought the
cars – he never threw anything out at all.
He had a friend who was a removals
man. They would go off together around
the country to view a car and, if he liked
it, he would buy it. In 2007 he acquired
three Bentleys, including the RT Mulliner
in the space of only a few weeks.
To see my brother, you wouldn’t have
thought he had two pennies to rub
together. But anyone who knew him
would tell you that the way he bought the
RT was typical of him. First he had a bit of
a discussion with the man selling it, trying
to get the price down. In this case there
was clearly going to be no movement on
the price – but there were some choice
104
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THE TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS
OF STORING 13 CLASSIC CARS

The Bentley Brooklands R Mulliner as it looked when it was bought in happier, shinier times

Every boot was stuffed with motorbike parts that had to be cleared before the cars were sold

Other cars include a Bentley Turbo R (left) and the ex-Duke of Devonshire Brooklands (right)

All the paperwork was carefully assembled

Original advertisements accompany the cars

Before meeting auctioneer Geoff
Thomas all sorts of people approached
me about the cars. Some wanted to swap
them for, say, a carriage clock and some
antiques. Others wanted them for scrap.
It wasn’t only about who was going to
give me the best price but about the ease
of the sale – after all, I had 12 or more cars
to dispose of! If there had been just one,
maybe the RT Mulliner, then I would have
been tempted to get it done up. But I put
all the interested parties together in my
mind and Geoff seemed the best option.
He knows all about these cars, so I said:
“Here are the keys, here’s the paperwork…
I’m happy for you to deal with it.”
To be honest, I was astonished at how
much they went for. I was watching
the cars on eBay just before Christmas

when the RT reached £11,000 with the
Brooklands R on £8,000. I was thinking:
“My word! I wasn’t expecting that.”
The bidding rose to eleven-five… six…
seven… eight… and then it paused.
I was absolutely made up that the cars
had done so well and jokingly said “come
on, 12 grand would be nice.” The rest of
the bidding passed in a complete blur. In
the last few seconds the RT Mulliner went
from £12,100 to £21,700 and I haven’t got
a clue what I was screaming at the screen.
Even now I worry in case I have misread
the numbers and I find the car sold for
only £12,700 instead of £21,700!

words from the gentleman selling the car
who said: “That’s the price and if you offer
me one pound less, you’re not getting it.”
David just walked back to his car, grabbed
a Tesco carrier bag stuffed with cash,
marched back, slapped it down and said:
“Right! There’s your £40,000.”
In addition to the three Bentleys sold
on eBay, he had another one, first owned

“The last few seconds of
the eBay auction passed in
a complete blur. I haven’t
got a clue what I was
shouting at the screen”

by the Duke of Devonshire. It was bought
new in 1994 and registered at his address
in Mayfair. According to Zoopla the house
is worth £8 million and I remember
thinking “the Duke’s old Bentley is now
kept at an ex-council house in Pensby!”
I wasn’t in any rush to sell the cars. It
took 12 months for one very good reason
– every boot I opened had something in
it. A motorbike frame, a petrol tank… he
had three garages stuffed with motorbikes
and the house was rammed full, too.
When I opened the Brooklands R Mulliner
boot it contained a repainted bike frame
surrounded by plastic food packaging.
Until I disposed of the bikes there was
nowhere for all the stuff from the car
boots. It was like a sliding puzzle, moving
things around before I could sell the cars.
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My brother parked his cars literally
nose-to-tail along the road so he
wasn’t too popular with some of the
neighbours. As soon as they moved one
of their own cars, one of my brother’s
would fill the space; in the end someone
complained to the police.
At the time David had just bought
the black Bentley Turbo R and it still
had the previous owner’s number plate
– the garage told him the car would be
insured on their policy until the new
registration was issued. A police officer
arrived and started to work his way
along the line of cars checking their
insurance. Eventually he got to the
most recent purchase and it turned out
that this car was not covered because of
the number plate change.
My brother was prosecuted and was
given six points on his licence, although
the magistrate accepted it was a
genuine misunderstanding. He appealed
and went to the Crown Court where the
judge threw the case out. The Liverpool
Echo ran the story including a picture of
David with his car collection.

Overleaf – what the new owners
are planning to do with the cars
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The mechanic
and the museum
What’s next for the two Mulliners, now they’ve both gone to new homes?
“I REALLY WANTED to have the Bentley Turbo RT Mulliner
when I saw it come up on eBay” says ex-JCT 600 mechanic
Danny Riley. “It hovered around six or seven grand for ages
and then on the final day it reached 11 grand. It is such a rare
car so I made a bid of £20,000 but I was pipped at the post.
I don’t think there will be another one coming up for sale in
the next few years.” However, he’s more than pleased with
the Bentley Brooklands R Mulliner he acquired from the
same auction in its place.
The Brooklands will be restored – but it’s not a job Danny
plans to get down to straight away. “I recently bought a 1968
‘Chippendale’ Silver Shadow to restore and I also have a 1979
Bentley T2 that I am working on. The T2 is in the road and the
car is spot on mechanically but it needs a repaint.
Then there’s my 1996 Bentley Turbo R, a Brooklands
and a Silver Dawn. These are the type of cars I served my
apprenticeship on. I did my time at Appleyard Rippon and
received the best ever training there. I was actually the last
Crewe apprentice-trained Rolls-Royce technician. I did all
my training courses at the factory and I now run my own
business. I live and breathe Rolls-Royce and Bentleys –
they’re my absolute passion and I just love them.
“I paid more than I wanted to for the Mulliner R, purely
because of the amount of work that it needs, but I have
bought the car to keep. I have not bought it to make money
and I am going to get out and drive the car, obviously, but I
don’t want to put a huge number of miles on it, since it’s only
covered 37,000. It has a full service history and it’s really just
to go in my collection.
“It’s got an ECU problem so there’s no spark; all the door
cappings need renovating; it needs paint; all the tyres need
replacing… and then, once I’ve got it up and running, I’ll
discover what else is wrong and take it from there. At least
for me it’s not going to cost a massive amount of money to
get it back on the road because I can do all the work myself
and I am able to buy a lot of parts at trade prices. But, for the
immediate future, it’s going to have to remain in the barn.”
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Top down, fun up
“WE HAVE PURCHASED the Bentley Turbo RT Mulliner and
it will be restored at the museum,” says Isle of Man Motor
Museum director Darren Cunningham. The car is currently
drying out in our workshop (above) and then we’re going to
evaluate in what order to undertake the restoration work.
Once the work is done, the RT Mulliner will be joining two
other Crewe products in the museum’s permanent collection:
a 1988 Rolls-Royce Corniche II and a 1981 Camargue. Watch
out for a follow-up story on the restoration in a future issue
of The Spirit.

The Bentley Turbo RT Mulliner will eventually join a Rolls-Royce
Corniche II and a Camargue in the Isle of Man Motor Museum’s
permanent collection. www.isleofmanmotormuseum.com
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Andrew Diem reminisces about the many happy miles in his Corniche II
AFTER MY FIRST RIDE in a Rolls-Royce
Corniche, which belonged to my late
accountant, I was convinced that I had to
have one of my own. The search began in
2002 and I came across a beautiful 1986
Corniche II at a local British car show that
was in need of a new home. The Royal
Blue convertible with Magnolia leather
had recorded a mere 45,000 miles and
was in very fine condition.
I felt the car ‘spoke to me’ and
negotiations resulted in my taking
delivery on my birthday in January 2003.
The first stop was to my Rolls-Royce
mechanic buddy Ted Sterne who carried
out a complete service with a change of
all fluids, plugs, leads, belts, and hoses.
With the completion of the deferred
maintenance and the required service

work, the Corniche II was ready for the
Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club Round the
Chesapeake Tour during April of 2003. It
performed flawlessly during that tour and
even went on to win some prizes.
During the course of my ownership I
learned that DAG13815 was delivered
new on 10 December 1985 to Northern
California, with the required California
emissions package, to a prominent
vintner.
The original base price of the 1986
Mulliner Park Ward Corniche II was
$165,000, and this example was equipped
with sheepskin rugs ($1,600 per set) and
cocktail requisites to the doors ($2,500
each). After the winery owner’s death, the
car was sold in 1996 to a broker in Miami,
Florida. The car then passed to a collector

near Baltimore, Maryland who kept it for
around three years. This owner told me
that, when he had the car, it was serviced
at the local Rolls-Royce and Bentley
dealership. Whenever the oil was changed,
the car was driven around the block and
then the oil and filter were both changed
a second time!
The next owner to fall in love with the
Corniche II also had it for three years but
had to sell the car for domestic reasons.
More recently, my old Corniche II, still
with fewer than 56,000 recorded miles,
has moved to a new home in the midwest of the United States. I have many
fond memories of top-down motoring
and to this day I keep a model of the car
on my desk to remind me of those happy
times behind the wheel.
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Banking on
a Brooklands
Monique Bass explains how her Bentley came to share garage
space with the family’s other classics and why she loves the car
so much she can hardly sleep the night before a big outing
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WELL, WHERE DO I START? About 35
years ago, back when I was engaged to my
now-husband, he brought home a RollsRoyce Silver Shadow that he had taken in
part exchange that day (he is a Land Rover
dealer) and he allowed me to drive it.
That brief drive left me wanting a car
like that of my own. But I was only 20
years old, and working in a shoe shop, so I
had no chance of buying such a beautiful
machine. However, I vowed that one day I
would own a Rolls-Royce.
In due course I got married and had two
wonderful children so the idea was put on
the back-burner for a while. But as soon
as the children were grown up, with great
jobs so they didn’t need mum’s money
anymore, the dream was rekindled.
I came close to buying one six or
seven years ago but our garage wasn’t big
enough and I didn’t want to leave it out
on the drive. So again the plan was put on
hold until we could afford to extend the
garage and also to buy the car.
Then three years ago we were able to
have the garage extended to hold the
family’s growing collection of classic cars:
my son and daughter have three each
and my husband has one of his own. I
was feeling a bit left out so I made up my
mind to look for a Rolls-Royce or Bentley.
The children were not impressed and no
one, it seemed, shared my interest in the
car. My husband Richard was very wary of
buying such a complex machine and being
able to work on it.
A few months passed but I remember
the moment very well. I was in the middle
of doing the ironing when my husband
came in and announced: “I have just found
your car.” He was very good at winding
me up, so “Yeah right, pull the other one”
was all I muttered under my breath.
Then he showed me three photos on
the internet featuring the grille, the back
seat and a side view of the car. I fell in love
straight away. The colour jumped off the
screen, with the car just screaming at me
to own her.
Within an hour I had phoned the seller
and had made an appointment to view
110
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Original brushed aluminium grille vanes were replaced with a new set of shiny chrome ones

Renovating the leather was a two-day job
but the car’s interior now looks like new
the car. I didn’t sleep for the next three
nights but on the Saturday we were on our
way to Worcestershire. I didn’t want to
get too excited in case we didn’t buy her
then I would be upset.
We didn’t say much to each other as
we looked her over, Richard checking
the underneath and me looking inside.
There were a few little bits that needed
attention but nothing too bad.
We went for a test drive with the owner
who, I must say, didn’t seem to care
whether he sold the car or not. He had
another, older, Bentley in his garage but
he said he fancied an American car so this
one had to go. But if she didn’t sell, he
would keep her.

Cleaning the engine took three months of careful work with a toothbrush and brake cleaner before the bare metal was ready to be polished
Within 10 minutes of the test drive,
we had bought her. The seller asked if we
had looked at many others and was a bit
shocked when he learned that this was the
first we had looked at.
He agreed the car would come with a
year’s MOT and we arranged to pick her
up the following week. The owner was a
doctor and, funnily enough, so were the
previous two owners – so I simply had to
name her the TARDIS.
The week dragged by but finally the
day came. We took our son with us for
the journey and what a drive it was! The
Bentley didn’t miss a beat and I didn’t
even realise we were home until we drove
onto our drive where I carefully eased her
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into her new home. She now resides next
to a Morris Minor Traveller (Trevor) and a
1940s Wolseley New Ten (Ifit).
My first purchase was a cover to keep
her warm but over the next few weeks
we drove her a fair bit. Now, this was
November and Christmas was just around
the corner, so the family knew that they
could get me a lot of Bentley accessories.
The first present was from my son who
bought me a new registration for the car.
I didn’t want a full personal plate that
conceals the car’s age, so I kept it on an
“L” plate (1993) but one that featured
my initials – MMB. A lot of people do,
however, still ask what year she is, so the
plate must fool them a bit.

I admit that I am one for chrome and
shiny things on cars, like a magpie, and if I
own something it has to be complete and
everything has to work. As a result, over
the past two years I have spent ‘a mere’
£7000 on parts and accessories. We knew
her first visit to the garage would be a bit

“We knew her first visit to
the garage would be a bit
expensive… new rear brake
discs and pads, suspension
bushes, shock absorbers”

expensive... new rear brake discs and pads
and the front suspension bushes needed
replacing. But when the mechanic lifted
the car it also pulled the shock absorber
apart so this needed to be replaced. Front
shock absorbers are quite expensive, to
say the least, on models with active ride.
We started going to classic car shows
on as many weekends as we could. My
husband and I took it in turns. He would
take his Morris one day and I would take
the Bentley the next to give us a bit of
variety. But I soon found that my husband
just loved to sit in the front seat of the
Bentley and be driven about.
It took me about three months, on and
off, to get the engine clean. This was
>
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done with a toothbrush and some brake
cleaner, which I found to be the best thing
to get the factory wax off. I polished all
the bare metal and took off the bonnet
hinges to buff them up. But the judges at
the RREC 2016 Annual Rally did say the
car wouldn’t have left the factory this
way so it wasn’t original – but I think they
liked it.
A lot of people stop to admire the
engine bay; it gets a clean every week,
usually on a Thursday before a show and
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again at the showground to make sure
there is no dust.
The bodywork was in very good
condition but there were a few little
things that niggled me. The corrosion from
the badges on the boot lid and around the
door handles, for instance. Some people
say this isn’t worth worrying about but I
knew it was there and it bothered me. A
gentleman recommended a painter where
we sent the car and when it came back
you wouldn’t know she had been painted

THE SPIRIT

– he had done such a fantastic job of
blending it all in. I had the boot done and
all down one side above the coach line.
This was not the end. I came across a
lovely guy who is Connolly-trained and
he renovated the leather. It took two days
and he finished the work at my home as I
didn’t want to let the car out of my sight.
The job cost £1000 but the interior now
looks like new.
I also bought a second-hand aerial
because the original wasn’t extending
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fully. It has to work properly for me to be
happy, so that was another £125.
I didn’t like the look of the rubbercovered rear quarter bumpers which had
started to distort because the metal was
corroding on the inside. This made them
uneven along the top so I ordered an
original one from Flying Spares and picked
up another at the Annual Rally last year.
Together, the two cost £725.
As I said before, I like chrome on cars
but unfortunately this Brooklands was

supplied with brushed aluminium grille
vanes. This didn’t bother me at first
but I wanted to be able to polish them
and make the front end stand out. You
guessed it, I bought a new chrome grille
which was… a bit expensive.
I know a lot of people would not do
the things I have done to this car. I met a
man who had owned his Silver Spirit for
12 years but the air-conditioning wasn’t
working. He shrugged and said “That’s
okay, we don’t need it in this country.”
Why would you have such a beautiful
car and not have it all working? In my
eyes, if it’s there it has to work. I want
to be able to look at my car and say “my
work here is done”… but I don’t think with
this car that will happen!
I have owned her for two years and
every time I get in her to drive her I get
so excited I shake – honestly! I don’t
sleep the night before a big outing. Her
bodywork always gets polished the day
before a show then maybe twice while on
the showground.
There is another visit due to the painter
to sort out a couple of stone chips and a
small blister on the passenger door where
the steel handle meets the aluminium
door skin.
My husband and I are fortunate to
run our own garage, so we do the easy
maintenance on her ourselves. I like to be
hands-on and I am learning more about
her every day. Last year I replaced the
gearbox filter, we do the oil changes on
her and I have replaced the front brake
pads. Changing the spark plugs was great
fun – even with my small hands.
I also have a 1991 five-door Land Rover
Discovery, one of the first of its kind,
which I bought new. It has still only done
40,000 miles and I may do a couple of
shows with this car in 2017, as long as
the Bentley doesn’t get in there first. She
is booked into a classic car show every
weekend from April to October and I just
can’t wait. The car has won three awards

so far: two (Touring and Elegance) at the
RREC Annual Rally and Best in Class at
another show.
I pop into the garage every day to
make sure she’s okay and, yes, I do talk
to her. If she ever answers me back then
I will be worried! If people stop to look
and think she’s beautiful, that makes my
day. All the hard work is worth it for those
few comments. So, if you see her on a
showground this summer, please do come
over and say “hello”.

The hard work resulted in being awarded
two rosettes at the 2016 RREC Annual Rally

Land Rover restoration: before and after

A LIFE BEHIND THE WHEEL
I have always been one for driving.
Before I had my children I had a job as
a van driver delivering spares. After my
son was born in 1991, I learned to drive
a minibus and then decided I wanted
to drive coaches, so I took another
PSV test and worked full time driving
school buses.
I now help my husband in the garage
where the two of us carry out nut and
bolt rebuilds on Land Rovers. Each one
takes about three months to complete
before the car is ready for sale. I much
prefer working in the garage because
I have the satisfaction of seeing the
outcome of all the work.
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luxury

The Silver Spur Park
Ward non Division design
brief was simple: “to
create a motor car which,
while epitomising the
refinement and grace of
the marque, provides rear
passengers with more
space than ever before
available in a Rolls-Royce
without a division.”
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THE LIMITED EDITION sales folio
describes the Silver Spur Park Ward
(also known as the Silver Spur NonDivision) as a celebration of the bespoke
coachbuilding and craftsmanship
tradition at Park Ward.
The design brief was “to create a
motor car which, while epitomising the
refinement and grace of the marque, also
provides rear passengers with more space
than ever before available in a Rolls-Royce
motor car without a division between
passenger and driver – space which can be
tailored according to your inspiration, to
celebrate the shared pleasures of travel in
a Rolls-Royce.”
Interior fixtures and fittings were
almost unlimited. Suggested upgrades
included special veneer inlays,
embroidered headrests and silk headlining
to match the curtains. The ‘fluid design’
rear console could be equipped with
fold-away veneered tables, a bottle
cooler, storage for cocktail glasses
or an ice bucket, and a control panel
for the entertainment system (with
fold-away video screens in the roof) or
communications system.
Variations offered for the seat backs
included storage within the fold-out
tables for stationery or personal items,
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non-Division 1998

AT A GLANCE

• Produced in model year 1998 only
• Total production of 20 cars (seven
to USA; six to Japan; three to UK; one
each to Brunei, Dubai, Monaco and
Morocco)
• 6 RHD examples and 14 LHD
• All production was Rolls-Royce –
no Bentley version was built
• Bespoke coachwork and interior
appointments with unique rear
seat and centre console
• Wheelbase extended by 14 inches
retaining Silver Spur rear door panels
• Standard low pressure turbo engine

Low pressure turbo engine; unique rear armrest and waistrail with optional silk side curtains

storage for a laptop computer or
fittings for a fax machine. The storage
compartments within the intermediate
14-inch stretch were available with either
leather or veneered panels and could be
fitted with racking to hold CDs, cassettes
or videos. Alternatively, this storage space
could be used to accommodate cocktail
requisites, a vanity set or magazines

Customers were encouraged to specify veneers and choose from a range of interior fittings
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• Pictures courtesy of Vintage & Prestige
Classic Cars

Asprey clock in the ‘fluid’ console; ‘sun-burst’ door panels hint at Silver Seraph trim to come
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Road test round-up
A summary of magazine articles featuring SZs when they were new
MOTOR

MOTOR

FAST LANE

11 July 1981
Road test of the Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit.

30 April 1983
‘Bentley Blower blast off… ” Six-page road
test of the £62,000 Bentley Mulsanne
Turbo, compared with Aston Martin
Lagonda, Daimler Vanden Plas Double-Six
and Mercedes Benz 500SEL rivals.

August and September 1984
Peter Dron covers 6243 miles in a Bentley
Mulsanne Turbo. See page 50.

AUTOCAR
2 September 1981
Silver Spirit (£52,113) versus Aston Martin
Lagonda (£53,499); Daimler Double-Six
HE (£19,950); Ferrari 400i (£35,300);
Maserati Kyalami 4.2 (£25,998) and
Mercedes 500SEL (£23,900)

“In one important respect
the Silver Spirit is unequalled;
it’s the marvellous aura of luxury,
extravagance and opulence.”

CAR
April 1982
LJK Setright reports on the launch of the
135mph Bentley Mulsanne Turbo.

“All those tales you used to read
in these pages about the development
of a of a turbocharged Rolls-Royce,
were true.”

EXECUTIVE CAR
Spring 1982
Road test of Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit.

“The ultimate executive saloon on a
1000 mile test to find out if everything
they say about it is true.”

CAR
July 1982
LJK Setright drives the Bentley Mulsanne
Turbo – with two men from Rolls-Royce
in the back to keep an eye on things.

“It is impossible to tell that one has
a turbocharged 6.75 litre engine
rather than an unblown 10 litre.”
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PERFORMANCE CAR

September 1986
A road test of the updated Silver Spirit by
Steve Cropley followed by Chris Harvey’s
investigation into the sort of person who
bought a new Rolls-Royce in 1986.

4 June 1988
Aston Martin Lagonda (£89,500) vs
Bentley Turbo R (£84,966).

May 1992
Jurgen Lewandowski traces the
pedigree and development of the
Bentley Continental R.

“There’s no such thing as a typical
Rolls buyer. The only things they
have in common are lots of money,
and a tendency to be eccentric.”

AUTOCAR

“The Bentley Turbo R is the only
winner. It was almost no contest.”

CAR
October 1990
Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit II takes on the
Lexus LS400.

“Yet, in the face of objectivity,
we must rate the Turbo as
one of the world’s great cars.”

“I am in the passenger seat. In
front of me is a blur of water
droplets on the screen, and the
wipers aren’t working. We’re
travelling at 120mph and
approaching some tail lights”

15 July 1987
Fuel injection endowed the Bentley
Turbo R with even more sensational
performance but, even in 1987, the
magazine decided that the ergonomics
were off the pace.

“The attraction of the Rolls-Royce
runs to more than the fittings
and its finish – it’s the effortless
authority, the unique roar of that V8,
the impeccable transmission.”

EXECUTIVE CAR

MOTOR

Summer 1983
An introduction to the Bentley Eight.

29 December 1984
John Lyon covers 1000 miles in 24 hours
in a Mulsanne Turbo in a flat out thrash
at five racing circuits for a charity event.

“Some drivers treat the car with
deference, others take pleasure in
reminding the Bentley owner that
he is no more than their equal.”

November 1991
Bentley Turbo R, Jaguar Sovereign 4.0,
Lexus LS400 and Mercedes-Benz 600SEL.

“For the last 20 years the [winged B]
has only ridden on the radiator
grilles of rebadged Rollers – cars
which have been fat of girth, short
of speed and ultra-soft of springing.”

THOROUGHBRED
& CLASSIC CARS
July 1983
Peter Dron drives to Switzerland in a
Mulsanne Turbo and meets up with the
RREC Swiss section.

“If you want a stupendously quick
limo and regard really fast cornering as
unbecoming, you should buy one now.”

CAR

“The Bentley was fantastic at
Snetterton. I passed the unmarked
red Rover 3500S belonging to the
Metropolitan Police.”

December 1987
LJK Setright decides between a BMW
750iL, Mercedes 560 SEL, Jaguar Sovereign
V12 and a Bentley Turbo R.

CAR

“I knew when I pondered the
profile of the Bentley looming
above the others as they were
clustered for photography. Stature
means much more than height,
and stature is something none but
the Bentley possesses.”

September 1985
Ronald Barker gets behind the wheel of a
Bentley Turbo R for a week.

“A red tell tale starts flashing.
It shows an oil can with the last
drop leaving its snout – heavens,
we must be running short of oil!”

CAR

MOTOR SPORT

December 1983
Gavin Green drives the Bentley Mulsanne
Turbo, while Geoff Howard interviews
the newly appointed Rolls-Royce chief
engineer Mike Dunn.

January 1986
The magazine recreates Bill Boddy’s
famous 1938 Westminster to John
O’Groats Bentley 4¼-litre road test but
this time in a Bentley Eight.

“The Mulsanne Turbo will make a
Ferrari 400i automatic look lame
from 0-60mph and keep pace with
a Jaguar XJS or Aston Martin V8.”

“At £1579, Bill Boddy’s car represented
the cost of 15 basic Fords. The
£50,000 Bentley Eight also represents
15 basic Fords.”
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MOTOR
26 March 1988
David Vivian heads west from Andover
across Somerset, Devon and Cornwall to
Land’s End in a Bentley Mulsanne S.

“The ‘S’ means the regular
Mulsanne has acquired the
Turbo R’s fatter tyres and revised
suspension, which is a laudable
move since it allows a real choice
between Mulsanne and Rolls-Royce
Silver Spirit.”

CAR

“The Bentley is in a different
world. A world of unmatched cabin
comfort, beautiful craftsmanship,
superb quality materials. There
is nothing else in the world like a
Turbo R, not even a Rolls-Royce.”

CAR
January 1992
Richard Bremner drives the £175,000
Bentley Continental R.

“The Continental R combines turbo V8
thrust with stately-home splendour.
There is no car to give you this
experience except a Turbo R, and the
coupé has considerably more grace”

WORLD SPORTS CARS

“Though the Turbo-Camargue was
just a toy, it proved to be the
catalyst for the Mulsanne Turbo…
an obvious idea when you look back,
says John Humphreys, assistant
manager, powertrain and chassis design.”

AUTOCAR
5 July 1995
Peter Robinson drives the facelifted
1996 model year Silver Spirit and
Turbo R. The subtle updates were an
improvement but the car was considered
long in the tooth.

“Any Rolls-Royce should be about
refinement, yet there are still a
couple of areas where the Silver
Spirit’s age can’t be disguised… at
85mph the aerodynamics really
begin to impact on acceleration”

AUTOCAR
20/27 December 1995
Russell Bulgin finds the Bentley Azure
“Life enriching, faintly perplexing and
deeply enthralling”.

“Driving the Azure is like
discovering a pocket to conceal a
knuckle-duster lurks within your
Savile Row suit… your world turns
very small indeed when the
gutbucket acceleration kicks.”

COMPLETE CAR

February 1992
Tn the Bentley Turbo R Brian Laban finds
everything he wants in a motor car.

June 1996
David Vivian declares himself bewitched
by the Bentley Continental T and reckons
the master stroke is the engine-turned
aluminium interior trim.

“If there is a more deeply satisfying,
more gloriously special form of
four-wheeled transport than this, I’ve
still to find it. The Bentley Turbo R
is in a class of one.”

“We’ll compare [the acceleration]
to being sucked into the Death Star
on a tractor beam. A little scary
at first but, when you analyse it,
simply a superior way of travelling.”
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AUTOCAR

31 July 1996
Steve Cropley takes a Silver Spur home
and is won over by the “big, expensive,
plush, powerful, bespoke saloon”.

20 August 1997
David Vivian is let loose in a Turbo RT.

“I’ve always liked V8s – smooth,
slow-revving, as big as will fit under
the bonnet. Consequently, I’ve
loved my week with the Silver Spur.”

AUTOCAR

“The Turbo RT doesn’t have seats in
any conventional sense of the word,
squeezed between the doors are
thickly slabbed leather thrones with
eight-way power adjustment.”

AUTOCAR

9 October 1996
Andrew Frankel pitches the Turbo R and
BMW 750iL against the Mercedes S500.

8 October 1997
The Turbo RT is not as refined,
comfortable or economical as the
competition, but “infinitely more special.”

“Simply put and despite it all, you arrive
in a better mood [in the Bentley]. It is a
happier place in which to spend time…
the Turbo R is no normal car”

“Opulent doesn’t begin to describe such
a homage to hedonism. Even, the
indicator stalk feels different. For the
full experience, you must sit in the back.”

Parts and parcels…
With so many SZs rapidly approaching 40 years old, the supply of spare parts at
realistic prices is becoming a real challenge. Andy (“I’m the big one in the photo
sitting next to our yard manager Matt”) and Carl from Westminster Auto Spares
in West Yorkshire specialise in recycled parts from 1965 to 2002 Rolls-Royce and
Bentley cars. “We have more than 35 years classic cars’ experience between us,”
says Andy “and we can arrange delivery both to the UK and overseas with a next
day courier service. We are dedicated to providing our customers with a friendly
and professional service, supplying a cost-effective and quality alternative to new
parts, while sustaining the environment through recycling.”
Visit www.westminsterautospares.co.uk for details or call 01977 684 509
(Carl’s mobile 07501 615748; Andy’s mobile 07942 462650).
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WHAT ROLLS-ROYCE SAID ABOUT
ITSELF IN THE PAPERS IN THE ’80s

THE SUNDAY TIMES
17 April 1983
One day, you say, you’ll own a RollsRoyce. But not – says your accountant
– just yet.
This advertisement would like to
suggest that your accountant may be
wrong. It would like to suggest that
the day on which you mark your life’s
achievements by becoming the owner
of the best car in the world may be
only weeks away…
Rolls-Royce say a car with 100,000
miles on the clock is “nicely run in”.
Every Rolls-Royce engine is assembled
by hand and is engineered for long
years of trouble-free motoring…
A brief look at the comparative
quality and the rates of depreciation of
other cars at a similar price will leave
you in no doubt of the advantages of a
used Rolls-Royce…
A recent MORI survey into the
attitude of the public towards the
Rolls-Royce car showed exactly what
you’d expect: that 87% of people
asked consider a Rolls-Royce to be the
highest quality car on the road and
75% believe it inspires wide respect.
A Rolls-Royce still speaks volumes
about the success and confidence of a
company…
There is nothing quite like driving
a Rolls-Royce. An hour behind the
wheel is more persuasive than words
could ever be. A brief glance at the
classified pages of The Sunday Times
will give you some idea of the range of
Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars available.
If you would like to experience any of
them first hand, contact the dealer
in question who will be pleased to
arrange a test drive for you.
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Forecourt focus

Rare, low mileage examples and special edition SZs are enjoying strong
demand as this round-up of recent dealer classifieds so clearly illustrates

1996 Bentley Brooklands
£39,995
Classic Car Warehouse
With only 3351 miles on the clock
this is claimed to be one of the
lowest mileage SZs on the market.
Full Bentley main dealer service
history (only five stamps at 471, 949,
1280, 1969 and 2840 miles) but the
car has received an oil change and
MOT every year and has a set of new
Avon tyres.

1997 Bentley Turbo RT
£39,950
Hanwells
In the ownership of one family from
new, this special order Graphite Grey
Mica Bentley Turbo RT car has covered
only 17,150 miles but has 12 main dealer
services recorded.

1998 Bentley Turbo RT Olympian
£39,450
Auction Sales of Essex
One of only four Bentley Olympians,
originally finished in Twilight Blue but
believed to have been resprayed grey
by Bentley at the first owner’s request
and the only one to be ordered with
Azure-style crome wheels.

1996 Rolls-Royce Silver Spur III
£39,995
Hillclimb Garage
Believed to be ex-Middle Eastern royalty,
this Spur III has gold plated brightwork
and silk curtains and a champagne
compartment in the rear seat. Recorded
mileage is 25,578.

1997 Rolls-Royce Silver Spur
£28,950
Balmoral UK
This Black Sapphire Silver Spur has
57,500 miles on the clock and a
full service history (carried out by
Balmoral for the past 16 years).

1986 Rolls-Royce Silver Spur
£29,950
Derek C Mowat
A previous RREC Annual Rally
concours competitor, still with only
27,000 miles covered, 18 stamps in
the service book. It has rear footstools
and the front and rear telephones are
both still present.
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SZ Register technical consultant Daniel Diewerge looks at some of the
common mechanical issues facing owners and how to remedy them
ELECTRIC SEAT ADJUSTMENT

OIL CHANGES

In 1986, a new SZ seat under-structure
was introduced that did away with the
old GM seat adjustment mechanics and
allowed the backrest to be electrically
adjustable. The seat position was
controlled by plastic switches arranged
in the shape of a seat – gone were the
chrome joysticks that often seemed a bit
hit-and-miss in their operation.
A memory function for the seat
and outside mirror position was also
introduced. An ECU under each seat was
used to control the electric motors and
a small battery was fitted to allow up to
four seating positions to be memorised.
However, these batteries have a limited
lifespan and cars equipped with seat ECUs
often experience problems. That’s because
acid seeping from expired batteries
has the nasty habit of creeping onto
the circuit board, damaging electronic
components beyond repair.
The picture below shows the inside of
an ECU with a leaking battery. The owner
caught the problem just in time when seat
and mirror adjustment became erratic.

Here’s a collection of ‘historic’ Rolls-Royce and Bentley oil filters. Two of them
date from a time long before the separation of the two marques, when few
of us could have imagined that Bentley would one day operate the factory in
Crewe and provide spare parts for Bentleys and also for classic Rolls-Royce
motor cars.
Look closely and you will see the oil change interval recommendation has
been increased from 6000 miles (for the three filters on the left) to 10,000
miles for the filter on the right.
Engine oil does not wear out quickly, it rather deteriorates through
contamination. While the quality and longevity of motor oil has improved
tremendously over time, it is the engine design that determines how quickly the
engine oil will become contaminated with combustion residues.
Due to its large capacity and lavish petrol consumption, the Rolls-Royce
6.75-litre V8 produces quite a lot of blow-by past the piston rings. Some of
these combustion by-products will inevitably be absorbed by the engine oil.
The oil filter will only remove larger particles from the engine oil, while
microscopic particles and harmful chemical substances will remain and
contaminate the oil.
Engine oil includes additives to suspend particles and to buffer the
accompanying acids to a certain degree but, as it becomes saturated, so the
lubrication and viscosity properties are affected, sometimes to the extent of
causing tappet noise that perseveres long after start up. For these reasons,
I recommend sticking to the original 6,000 mile oil change interval even for
more recent cars.
Many classic car enthusiasts and garages have a tendency to use heavier
oil than necessary for older cars... 20W50 seems to be a popular choice for
an older engine. However, I usually suggest using oil with a lower W viscosity
designation because this will aid the oil supply, filling and quietening the
hydraulic tappets as quickly as possible after start up.
The number before the W in the engine oil’s viscosity grade (eg. 10W40)
represents the viscosity of the oil when cold (W=winter). The second number
indicates the viscosity at 100°C. The lower the W number, the better the oil will
flow when cold and the faster it will reach the more critical parts of the engine
after starting.

An easy solution, assuming the circuit
board is not badly damaged, is simply to
remove the battery from the board. Other
than losing the memory function, the seat
adjustment will continue to work just
fine. The old battery can be removed by
unsoldering the three joints to the battery
on the back side of the board.
Perfectionists may prefer to replace
the battery and retain the full memory
function. Updated batteries are available
from various sources including Varta and
are easily soldered to the board.
In the case of the car shown in these
pictures, the board was able to be saved
(above) and all the features of the seat
control system were restored.

REMOVAL OF THE ECU
To remove the ECU from under a
seat, the seat cushion has to be
detached. Start by removing the
backrest cover (retained by one
chromed screw on each side).
This will reveal the two screws
that hold the seat cushion
perimeter cover and allow them to
be removed.
With the seat cushion tilted to
the rear, the retaining band can be
detached. This will give sufficient
access to unplug and remove the
ECU.

TURN TO PAGE 124 FOR AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LHM BRAKING SYSTEM
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Everywhere we turn these days, the
term social media is bandied about. You
could be forgiven for thinking this is
only useful for young people but in fact
the RREC has its very own version of
Facebook/Twitter/Snapchat/Linkedin/
Pinterest all rolled into one.
Remarkably, the RREC Message
Board is a forum that pre-dates pretty
much all the above; even though the
current incarnation of the forum ‘only’
dates from 2008, the origins go back
further.
This means that there’s a wealth of
peer-reviewed technical information,
equally shared between pre- and postwar topics. Well over 50,000 posts
divided into 6000 topics. There’s also a
social side to the forum that adds a bit
of fun – think of it as a place for sharing
knowledge with a playground to be
enjoyed between lessons.
We have a search facility that
enables members to find an instant
resolution to a problem, whether it’s
a mystery that’s been bugging you
for ages or something that has just
presented itself. If the answer isn’t
there, please ask. There’s no such thing
as a silly question. Solutions can often
be forthcoming in a few hours – or
sometimes, in a matter of minutes. A
by-product of posting is that you will be
helping to build a resource that will in
turn help others in the future.
Recent SZ topics include suspension
spheres, coolant sender, self-levelling
suspension, interior lights and even a
Turbo R engine running backwards! No,
that’s not a mis-print.
Come and join in the fun. All you
need is a password, obtainable from
Linda Kerns admin@rrec.org.uk. Just
quote your membership number and
the email address as registered with the
Club and Bob (or, maybe, Sir Henry) is
your uncle.
Philip Sage
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LHM BRAKING SYSTEM

Accumulator

LHM tank lids are secured with a lead seal
Left: LHM components are marked in green

This article gives a basic understanding of the system
and what the components look like (they are mostly
hidden from sight). It is based on the most common
questions I receive as SZ Register technical consultant
PIPES
One feature that distinguishes
Rolls-Royce and Bentley vehicles from
1965 onwards is their hydraulic system
(above) that provides power both for the
brakes and the suspension.
Because it is so different from the
common concept of a brake master
cylinder, where the stomping of the
driver’s foot on the brake pedal provides
the initial pressure in the system (often
augmented by a booster), this system can
be daunting for the average owner.
The basic layout first apeared in 1965
with the SY (Silver Shadow). In 1978
the first systems using LHM instead of
RR363 appeared with the introduction of
the 50,000 series Corniche. The rubber
used for the seals and hoses in LHM
systems is different from that for RR363.
Using RR363 or DOT brake fluid in an
LHM system will seriously damage these
components very quickly. The factory
marked most of these parts with a dab or
stripe of green paint.
124
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FLUID
The fluid used is LHM which was later
replaced by LHM+. LHM (and LHM+) is a
low viscosity mineral oil. Although LHM is
not hygroscopic (it does not attract and
absorb water) and very little sediment
forms in the system over time, it is still
important to respect the recommended
four-year change interval. The water
repellent nature of LHM means water
bubbles tend to form from humidity
present in the system and these end up
at the lowest point – the brake calipers.
Not only can this lead to corrosion in the
system but it is also a safety concern. In
a hot brake caliper, water bubbles turn to
gas bubbles and braking performance will
be seriously compromised.
LHM is an oil specification, so you can
buy it from any brand you trust. LHM+ is
commonly available in countries where
Citröen cars are sold or can be ordered
from oil supplies everywhere else. The
factory supplied an emergency dose of
LHM (two Castrol bottles) in the boot.

LHM tank is plastic but seems to last well
In an emergency, other mineral oils can
be used, for example HSMO or hydraulic
fluid. In an absolute emergency even engine
oil or transmission fluid could be used. In
this case, the system must be flushed and
refilled with LHM as soon as possible.
RESERVOIR
With the introduction of LHM, the factory
replaced the iconic steel reservoir used for
RR363 models in favour of tanks made of
plastic. The oldest plastic tanks are now
approaching 40 years old and one has to
admit that the “modern” material has
stood the test of time remarkably well.
Early reservoirs had simple pop-off
lids. Later on, the lids were replaced by
foolproof devices that used a spring
loaded receptacle to accept the fill nozzles
of Castrol LHM bottles. Despite sealing the
lids with a lead-wire seal and the fitment
of large, multi-lingual, warning notices on
the reservoir, some people still manage to
refill the systems with conventional brake
fluid causing very expensive damage.
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The filling receptacles do not seal very
well to the bottle and it is hard to avoid
spills. Cleaning up is important because
spilled LHM will eventually find its way to
the very expensive left subframe mount
where it will attack the rubber.
The reservoirs incorporate an electric
level indicator; if you see “LEVEL MINERAL
OIL” illuminated on the warning panel,
this means that the fluid in the reservoirs
should be checked and replenished
as necessary. On late models, covers
were fitted over parts of the engine
compartment, and one of these has to be
removed to access the reservoirs.
HYDRAULIC PUMPS
Two hydraulic pumps (below) sit on the
front and back of the engine intake right
over the camshaft, actuated via pushrods.
When the pressure in the hydraulic
system is depleted and the engine
running, it is normal for them to emit
a ticking noise. As soon as the working
pressure is attained, the noise should
vanish. To distinguish whether the noise
comes from a hydraulic valve tappet or a
brake pump, a trick is to place your finger
on the steel line on top of the pump to
feel if the pulse matches the ticking.

ACCUMULATOR VALVES AND SPHERES
The accumulator valves and screwed-on
spheres (above) hold and regulate the
pressure for the brakes and suspension
and are fixed to the engine block. The
accumulators receive pressurised LHM
from the brake pumps and return excess
fluid back to the reservoirs once a pressure
of 165-180 bar is reached.
Spheres are filled with an initial charge
of nitrogen of around 75 bar on one side
of their rubber diaphragm and LHM on
the other. This diaphragm is very robust
and ruptures are rare. Over the years, the
nitrogen migrates through the rubber
and into the LHM, at which point the
spheres need replacement. It is possible
to recharge them but, considering the
affordable price of newly manufactured
units, most people opt to replace them.
TESTING BRAKE SPHERES
The nitrogen charge in the spheres stores
hydraulic pressure and buffers pressure
spikes. Well charged spheres and working
accumulators are your ONLY source
of brake power when the engine is not
running, so they should be checked from

ER

Bleed screw
(internal)

time to time. With the engine off (but the
ignition on) and the car secured (gear lever
in park), one should be able to carry out
a minimum of 25 strokes with the brake
pedal before the pressure warning lights
on the dashboard illuminate. Any fewer
indicates the spheres need replacement.
BRAKE PRESSURE
SWITCHES
These switches (right)
trigger the dashboard
pressure warning lights.
BRAKE ACTUATION LINKAGE
ASSEMBLY (RAT TRAP)
This sits under the driver’s floorboard and
contains the two distribution valves. The
picture (below) gives an idea of how it got
its nickname. The brake pedal operates
the valves that release pressure to the
front and rear brake circuits. To give the
driver a feel for the brake force applied
and to permit a gradual application of the
brakes, springs and a rubber cone that gets
squeezed as the brake pedal is depressed,
are part of the assembly. The valves are
machined to such fine tolerances that no
sealing rings are used. It is normal for a
very small quantity of LHM
to leak between the
Brake pedal
shaft and the valve
bore and to collect
at the rear of
the aluminium
cover. Before an MOT (or
TÜV, contrôle technique etc), the
cover should be wiped clean in case the
inspector mistakes this for an apparent
‘leak’ from a brake component.

‘Brake feel’
rubber cone

Distribution
valves
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Members’ gallery

2

Thank you to everyone who has joined the SZ Register during the past
three years and sent us pictures of their cherished cars

1 Sebastien Besson (1997 Continental T VCX53483); 2 Michael Insulander (1987 Silver Spur HCX21573); 3 David Coustenoble (1996
Continental R TCX53133); 4 Mathias Hascher ( 2001 Continental R Le Mans ICX63552); 5 Andrew Napier ( 1981 Silver Spirit BCH01579);
6 Antoon Gaemers (1994 Brooklands RCX54890); 7 Art Ramirez and Malcolm Hall (1993 Silver Spirit PCH46519); 8 Magnus Hellman
(1985 Eight FCH13651); 9 Robert Higgions (1995 Brooklands TCH57634); 10 Joachim Wrang-Widen (1996 Turbo RL TCH57746);
11 Graham Bennett (1988 Mulsanne S JCH24015); 12 (left to right) Malcolm Young (Silver Dawn), Dennis Wheatley (Silver Spirit), Grahame
McDonald (Silver Spirit); 13 Mathias Hascher (1997 Turbo RL VCX59557); 14 Brian Crump and Steven Berveling (1993 Spirit II PCH46554)

5

1
6

3

4
9

7
10

8
12 13

11
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data section
A few SZs are sometimes known by two
different names. Alternative titles that appear on
the following pages are listed as follows…
MODEL NAME...........................................................................IS LISTED AS
Azure Last of Line.......................................................................Azure Final Series
Continental convertible............................................................Continental
Continental DHC........................................................................Continental
Continental R Last of Line........................................................Continental R Final Series
Continental R California Edition.............................................Continental R Beverly Hills
Turbo R 400................................................................................Turbo R Newport Beach
Turbo R James Young Limited Edition....................................Turbo R H.R. Owen
Corniche Anniversary.................................................................Anniversary Corniche
Corniche convertible.................................................................Corniche
Corniche DHC.............................................................................Corniche
Corniche IV Anniversary............................................................Anniversary Corniche
Corniche Last of Line.................................................................Corniche Final Series
Mulliner Park Ward Silver Spur II Limousine.........................Silver Spur Touring Limousine
Mulliner Park Ward Silver Spur III Limousine........................Silver Spur Touring Limousine
Mulliner Park Ward Silver Spur Limousine............................Silver Spur Touring Limousine
Silver Spur II Mulliner Park Ward.............................................Mulliner Spur
Silver Spur Park Ward (Limousine)..........................................Park Ward Limousine

Key to the tables

DATA INDEX

ROLLS-ROYCE PRODUCTION........... 129
BENTLEY PRODUCTION.................... 130
PERFORMANCE DATA........................ 132
DIMENSIONS.......................................134
LIST PRICES.......................................... 136
128
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Conv.......................Convertible
EWB.......................Extended wheelbase, (in this case) more than four inches
LWB........................Long wheelbase, four-inch extra length
Sedanca.................Sedanca coupé
Std saloon.............Standard saloon
DLE.........................Dealer Limited Edition
RSE.........................Regional Special Edition
(NA).......................Not applicable
unk..........................Unknown
Production figures for special edition cars (which appear indented in the column) are
included in the total for the ‘parent’ model
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1982 Silver Spirit; Michael Firth

1983 Silver Spur; Ignacio Najarro

BODY
ROLLS-ROYCE STYLE
Anniversary Corniche
Corniche
Corniche II
Corniche III
Corniche IV
Corniche S
Corniche (2000)
Corniche Final Series
Flying Spur
Flying Spur Jack Barclay Special
Mulliner Spur
Park Ward Limousine
Silver Dawn
Silver Dawn Braman
Silver Spirit
Silver Spirit II
Silver Spirit III
Silver Spirit (1996)
Silver Spur
Silver Spur II
Silver Spur III
Silver Spur (1996)
Silver Spur Cornes DLE
Silver Spur Joanna Trading
Silver Spur Lauderdale Edition
Silver Spur Newport Beach
Silver Spur Olympian
Silver Spur Springfield edition
Silver Spur Centenary
Silver Spur Centenary Replica
Silver Spur Armoured
Silver Spur Division
Silver Spur II Touring Limousine
Silver Spur III Touring Limousine
Silver Spur Touring Limousine
Silver Spur Limo. 14-inch stretch
Silver Spur Limo. 36-inch stretch
Silver Spur Limo. 42-inch stretch
Silver Spur Limo. 48-inch stretch
Silver Spur Non-Division

Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
LWB
LWB
LWB
EWB
LWB
LWB
Std saloon
Std saloon
Std saloon
Std saloon
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB

1985 Silver Spur Centenary; Charles Leigh

NUMBER
BUILT

FIRST
MODEL YEAR

LAST
MODEL YEAR

FIRST VIN

LAST VIN

25
994
1226
451
194
25
329
45
134

1992
1982
1986
1990
1992
1995
1999
2002
1995
1995
1990
1996
1995
1997
1980
1990
1994
1996
1980
1990
1994
1996
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1996
1985
1985
1999
1997
1992
1994
1996
1983
1982
1985
1997
1998

1993
1987
1989
1991
1995
1995
2002
2002
1995
1995
1991
1999
1998
1997
1989
1993
1995
1997
1989
1993
1995
2000
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1996
1985
1985
1999
1998
1993
1995
1998
1983
1987
1988
1998
1998

NCX40029
CCH05037
GCX13162
LCH30001
NCX40001
SCX50086
XCH68001
2CX02034
SCX54602
SCH55619
LCX31347
TCH80205
SCX54846
unk
ACH01001
LCH31001
RCH54003
TCH57003
ACH01006
LCX31002
RCH54029
TCX57001
VCX60085
VCX60060
VCX59516
VCX60104
WCH66297
TCX58112
FCH14000
FCH14001
XCX80801
VCH80501
NCX80001
RCX80101
TCX80201
DCX08101
CCX06019
FCX12813
VCH80401
WCH80701

PCH40117
HCH21668
KCX29289
MCX30636
SCH50170
SCX50156
2CH02037
2CH02079
SCX55761
SCH55758
MCH36065
XCX80258
WCH66305
unk
KCH27798
PCX46740
SCH55760
VCH59368
KCX27780
PCX46781
SCX55749
YCX66587
VCX60223
(NA)
VCX59600
VCX60105
WCH66346
TCX58290
(NA)
FCH14025
(NA)
XCX80541
PCH80056
SCX80137
WCX80253
(NA)
HCH21650
JCH23441
WCX80403
WCH80720

3
71
49
237
unk
8126
1152
234
145
6240
1658
465
802
6
1
10
2
2
27
1
25
1
38
56
36
9
1
37
63
3
20
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BENTLEY

BODY
STYLE

Azure
Azure California Edition
Azure Chatsworth
Azure Jack Barclay Platinum
Azure Symbolic DLE (1998)
Azure Symbolic DLE (1999)
Azure with Continental T body kit
Azure Final Series Luxury
Azure Final Series Performance
Azure Le Mans
Azure Mulliner
Azure Symbolic DLE (2000)
Azure Symbolic DLE (2001)
Brooklands
Brooklands Trophy edition
Brooklands LWB
Brooklands Indonesian
Brooklands LWB Division
Brooklands R
Brooklands R Division
Brooklands R LWB
Brooklands R Mulliner
Corniche convertible
Continental
Continental (specs Corniche II)
Continental (specs Corniche III)
Continental (specs Corniche IV)
Continental Turbo
Continental R
Continental R Beverly Hills
Continental R Chatsworth
Continental R Concours
Continental R Cornes DLE
Continental R Jack Barclay
Continental R Special Edition
Continental R Symbolic DLE
Continental R Final series

1993 Brooklands; Kevin Poultney
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Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Std saloon
Std saloon
LWB
LWB
EWB
Std saloon
EWB
LWB
LWB
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
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NUMBER
BUILT

FIRST
MODEL YEAR

LAST
MODEL YEAR

1087

1995
1999
1998
1997
1998
1999
1997
2003
2003
2001
1999
2000
2001
1993
1997
1993
1997
1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
1982
1985
1986
1990
1992
1992
1992
1998
1997
1995
1997
1996
1998
1998
2003

2002
1999
1998
1997
1998
1999
1997
2003
2003
2002
2003
2000
2002
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1999
1998
1984
1987
1989
1991
1995
1995
2003
1998
1998
1996
1997
1996
1998
1998
2003

8
1
10
6
4
1
3
62
4
155
4
4
1344
28
188
unk
2
79
1
12
100
7
40
153
180
73
8
1292
6
6
11
6
10
10
1
11

2002 Continental R Mulliner; Keith Davies

FIRST VIN

LAST VIN

SCH50801
XCX61733
unk
VCH61083
WCX61675
XCX61805
VCH61178
3CX01190
3CX01171
1CX62659
XCX61724
YCX62054
1CX62616
PCX46004
VCX59952
PCX46260
unk
VCX80505
WCH66003
WCX80536
WCH66284
WCH66802
CCH05822
FCH09030
GCX13412
LCX30002
NCH40002
NCH40091
NCX42001
WCX63030
unk
unk
VCX53439
TCH53073
WCX63080
WCX63137
3CX01864

2CX01116
XCX61749
unk
VCH61170
WCX61684
XCX61814
(NA)
3CX01195
3CH01238
2CX01043
3CX01200
YCX62059
2CX01000
VCH60307
VCX60119
VCH60303
unk
VCH80519
WCX66400
(NA)
XCX66586
WCH66901
ECH08901
HCH21296
KCH29290
MCH30638
SCX50167
SCX50163
3CX01874
WCX63065
WCH63128
unk
VCX53490
TCH53168
WCX63090
(NA)
3CH01876

1995Brooklands; Juergen Buech
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BENTLEY

BODY
STYLE

Continental R Le Mans
2d saloon
Continental R Millennium
2d saloon
Continental R Mulliner
2d saloon
Continental R 420
2d saloon
Continental S
2d saloon
Continental SC
Sedanca
Continental SC Mulliner
Sedanca
Continental T
2d saloon
Continental T Chatsworth
2d saloon
Continental T North American RSE 2d saloon
Continental T Stratton
2d saloon
Continental T Le Mans
2d saloon
Continental T Mulliner
2d saloon
Eight
Std saloon
Mulliner Limousine
EWB
Mulsanne
Std saloon
Mulsanne L Limousine
EWB
Mulsanne LWB
LWB
Mulsanne S
Std saloon
Mulsanne S LWB
LWB
Mulsanne Turbo
Std saloon
Mulsanne Turbo LWB
LWB
Touring Limousine
EWB
Turbo R
Std saloon
Turbo R H.R. Owen
Std saloon
Turbo R Indonesian
LWB
Turbo R Newport Beach
LWB
Turbo R SE
Std saloon
Turbo R Sport
Std saloon
Turbo R Weybridge & Mead
LWB
Turbo R LWB
LWB
Turbo RT
LWB
Turbo RT Olympian
LWB
Turbo RT Mulliner
LWB
Turbo RT Mulliner SWB
Std saloon
Turbo RT SWB
Std saloon
Turbo S
Std saloon

1995 Continental R; Hans Porrio

NUMBER
BUILT

FIRST
MODEL YEAR

LAST
MODEL YEAR

FIRST VIN

LAST VIN

46
10
148

2001
2000
1999
2001
1995
1998
1999
1996
1998
1998
1997
2001
1999
1984
1999
1980
1985
1981
1988
1988
1982
1983
1994
1985
1996
1997
1997
1996
1997
1997
1985
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1995

2002
2000
2003
2001
1995
2000
2000
2003
1998
1998
1997
2002
2002
1992
1999
1987
1986
1987
1992
1992
1985
1986
1994
1997
1996
1997
1997
1996
1997
1997
1997
1999
1998
1999
1998
1998
1995

1CH63546
YCX63309
XCX63141
1CX63505
SCX52332
WCX65001
XCX65000
TCH53159
WCH67059
WCX67017
VCH53485
1CH67538
XCX67107
ECH08862
XCX80259
ACH01009
GCX14767
BCH02485
JCX21058
JCH22239
CCH04233
DCH06872
RCX80105
FCX12695
TCH57392
(NA)
VCX60129
TCX58085
unk
VCH60222
FCH12433
WCX66006
WCH66376
WCX66432
WCH66717
WCH66293
SCH56801

2CX01780
YCX63320
3CH01862
1CX63537
SCX52451
YCX65104
YCX65101
3CX01559
WCH67082
WCX67034
(NA)
2CX01516
2CX01525
NCH44562
(NA)
HCX21999
HCX20470
HCH21373
NCX44588
NCH44582
FCH14162
GCX15787
(NA)
VCH60314
TCH58050
(NA)
VCX60130
TCX58172
unk
VCH60311
VCH60321
XCX66583
WCH66418
XCX66543
(NA)
WCX66392
SCH56860

19
39
73
6
321
2
14
1
5
23
1734
1
482
2
47
909
61
496
24
1
4447
6
0
2
12
20
6
1524
250
4
55
1
2
60

1993 Bentley Brooklands; Daniel Davies

1997 Turbo R LWB; John Dunn
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Acceleration, top

speed,economy

Road test data collated from articles published in the motoring press back

when the SZ range were current models

YEAR
& MODEL

1981 Rolls-Royce 1982 Bentley
Silver Spirit
Mulsanne Turbo

1983 Bentley
Mulsanne Turbo

1985 Bentley
Turbo R

1987 Bentley
Turbo R

1988 Bentley
Turbo R

1990 Rolls-Royce 1991 Bentley
Silver Spirit II
Turbo R

1994 Rolls-Royce 1995 Bentley
Flying Spur
Continental R

1997 Bentley
Turbo RT

1998 Bentley* YEAR
Continental T & MODEL

Magazine

Autocar

Autocar

Motor

Autocar

Autocar

Motor

Autocar

Car		

Autocar

Autocar

Autocar

Autocar

Magazine

Power (bhp)

n/a

n/a

n/a

298

328

328

n/a

328

n/a

385

400

420

Power (bhp)

Top speed (mph)

119

135

132.4

134

143

145.8

126

145

130

151

152

170 (est)

Top speed (mph)

Accelleration (sec)													
Accelleration
0-30mph
3.3
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.3
3.7
2.5
2.5
2.3
2.4
3.0*
0-30mph
0-40mph
5.1
3.8
3.7
3.7
3.4
5.5
3.7
3.6
3.3
3.5
3.9*
0-40mph
0-50mph
7.3
5.1
5.2
5.2
4.7
7.6
5.0
5.1
4.5
4.8
5.2*
0-50mph
0-60mph
10.0
7.0
6.7
6.9
7.0
6.3
10.4
6.6
6.9
6.1
6.7
7.0*
0-60mph
0-70mph
13.4
9.1
8.9
9.4
8.5
13.0
8.5
9.1
7.9
8.5
9.3*
0-70mph
0-80mph
17.6
11.5
11.4
12.0
11.3
17.9
11.1
12.0
10.0
10.6
12.0*
0-80mph
0-90mph
23.2
14.6
14.7
15.0
14.1
24.4
13.7
15.5
13.0
13.5
15.4*
0-90mph
0-100mph
30.8
17.9
18.3
19.5
17.5
32.9
17.4
21.0
16.9
16.9
18.5*
0-100mph
0-110mph
43.5
22.9
22.8
25.0
27.9
20.6
20.8
22.3*
0-110mph
0-120mph
29.1
28.8
31.9
25.9
26.2
31.9*
0-120mph
0-130mph
39.3
38.7
34.3
0-130mph
Standing ¼ mile
17.1
15.1
15.0
15.4
17.4
15.5
14.7
15.0
15.6*
Standing ¼ mile

Kickdown (sec)													
Kickdown (sec)
30-50mph
2.6
2.4
3.9
2.6
2.2
2.4
2.2*
30-50mph
40-60mph
6.3
2.9
4.9
3.3
2.8
3.2
3.1*
40-60mph
50-70-mph
7.8
4.0
3.8
6.3
4.0
3.4
3.7
4.1*
50-70-mph
60-80mph
9.1
5.0
7.5
5.1
3.9
4.0
5.0*
60-80mph
70-90mph
10.4
6.4
5.6
10.5
6.4
5.1
5.0
6.1*
70-90mph
80-100mph
13.2
7.1
6.9
15.0
9.0
6.9
6.2
6.5
80-100mph
90-110mph
20.3
8.5
8.2
10.2
12.4
7.6
7.3
90-110mph
100-120mph
10.4
10.7
12.7
9.0
9.3
100-120mph
110-130mph
16.8
16.0
18.1
13.5
110-130mph
Economy (mpg)													
Economy (mpg)
Average
14.0
12.1
13.4
14.2
12.3
13.8
13.4
10.9
13.0
13.3
10.9
Average
Touring
15.0
13.5
15.0
17.0
14.4
20.2
20.3
16.0
14.1
Touring
Weight
Kerb weight (lbs)

4,907

4,926

-

4,898

4,965

-

5,038

-

5,263

5,296

5,460

5,565

Kerb weight (lbs)
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* Bentley Continental T performance affected by wet conditions
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Made to measure
Drawings and data reproduced from the Rolls-Royce and Bentley
SZ specification sheets issued by the factory in February 1983
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The dimensions for
the Bentley Mulsanne
(right) are identical to
those of the Rolls-Royce
equivalents except that the
rounded Bentley radiator
grille and front bumper add
41mm to the length both
of the standard and the long
wheelbase cars
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PLEASE NOTE: the prices in these tables are the figures that were published in the contemporary data sections of Autocar and
Autocar & Motor magazines and can not be guaranteed to always correspond exactly with those in the manufacturer’s official price list

BENTLEY UK LIST PRICES sources: Autocar and Autocar & Motor December issues in each calendar
Model Year
Eight

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

–

–

–

–

49,497

49,497

52,113
–
59,227
–
–

55,240
–
62,778
61,744
–

55,240
–
–
61,744
–

55,240
–
–
61,743
–

57,084
–
–
63,388*
–

Mulsanne
49,629
Mulsanne S
–
Mulsanne LWB
56,408
Mulsanne Turbo
–
Mulsanne Turbo LWB
–

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

54,692

59,968

67,188

67,188

79,812

81,547

–

64,721
–
–
–
–

–
69,972
–
–
–

–
75,570
–
–
–

–
75,570
–
–
–

–
86,490
–
–
–

–
88,370
–
–
–

Brooklands / R
Brooklands / R LWB

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

Turbo R
Turbo R LWB
Turbo S
Turbo RT

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–		

–
–
–
–

68,421
–
–
–

79,397
–
–
–

Continental R
Continental S
Continental T

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

73,168
–
–

73,168
–
–

73,168
–
–

76,108
–
–

–
98,943
–

–
95,605
–

–
101,342
–

–
106,419
–

–
106,419
–

Corniche Convertible
Continental
Azure

69,679
–
–

–
–
84,966
–
–
–

–
–
91,756
–
–
–

–
–
91,756
–
–
–

ROLLS-ROYCE UK LIST PRICES sources: Autocar and Autocar & Motor December issues in
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Model Year

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Silver Spirit
Silver Spirit II
Silver Spirit III
Silver Spirit 96

49,529
–
–
–

52,113
–
–
–

55,240
–
–
–

55,240
–
–
–

58,037
–
–
–

59,962
–
–
–

Silver Spur
Silver Spur II
Silver Spur III
Silver Spur 96

56,408
–
–
–

59,227
–
–
–

62,778
–
–
–

62,778
–
–
–

65,917
–
–
–

Flying Spur

–

–

–

–

Silver Dawn

–

–

–

Corniche
Corniche II
Corniche III
Corniche IV

69,679
–
–
–

73,168
–
–
–

73,168
–
–
–

Issue 4 • SUMMER 2017

year. *Price in March 1998 issue. Not all models were listed and LWB was often classified as an option rather than a model in its own right

1987

1988

68,944
–
–
–

73,081
–
–
–

77,827
–
–
–

71,947
–
–
–

81,702
–
–
–

87,190
–
–
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

73,168
–
–
–

77,553
–
–
–

92,995
–
–
–

–
98,857
–
–

–
105,273
–
–

THE MAGA ZINE OF THE ROLLS-ROYCE ENTHUSIASTS’ CLUB SZ REGISTER

1993

–
92,246*
–
–
–

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Eight

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

Mulsanne
Mulsanne S
Mulsanne LWB
Mulsanne Turbo
Mulsanne Turbo LWB

–
–

Brooklands
Brooklands LWB

–
–

–
–

87,549
100,686

89,913
104,714

96,400
112,237

99,980
115,618

106,866
115,618

106,866
115,618

111,155*
–

108,994
121,456
–
–

111,364
124,097
–
–

119,427
131,882
–
–

121,099
133,728
–
–

127,351
140,612
147,500
–

137,755
150,672
147,500*
–

143,267
150,672
–
–

–
143,267
–
148,990

–
–
–		
–
–
148,990*
–

Turbo R
Turbo R LWB
Turbo S
Turbo RT

–
–
–

–
–
–

161,563
–
–

168,942
–
–

187,354
–
–

187,354
–
–

193,428
–
220,312

199,750
–
233,355

199,750 199,750
–		
233,355 233,355

Continental R
Continental S
Continental T

–
142,986
–

–
146,094
–

–
161,022
–

–
163,116
–

–
163,313
–

–
–
215,000

–
–
222,526

–
–
–
–
–
–
230,888 230,888 230,888

Corniche Convertible
Continental
Azure

each calendar year. *Price in March 1998 issue

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

85,609
–
–
–

–
91,175
–
–

–
93,157
–
–

–
95,986
–
–

–
98,194
–
–

–
–
104,774
–

–
–
–
113,321

–
–
–
113,321

–
–
–
–

91,943 99,757
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
104,746
–
–

–
107,023
–
–

–
114,938
–
–

–
116,893
–
–

–
–
119,428
–

–
–
127,940
–

–
–
–
135,240

–
–
–
135,240

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

148,545

148,545

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

118,558

–
110,543
–
–

–
–
123,808
–

–
–
144,595
–

–
–
147,739
–

–
–
–
164,347

–
–
–
166,483

–
–
–
166,680

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
166,680*

1996

1997

1998
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
139,943*
–
123,258*
–
–
–
–

1999
–
–
–
–

Silver Spirit
Silver Spirit II
Silver Spirit III
Silver Spirit 96

–
–
–
–

Silver Spur
Silver Spur II
Silver Spur III
Silver Spur 96

–

Flying Spur

–

Silver Dawn

–
–
–
–

Corniche
Corniche II
Corniche III
Corniche IV
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Tail pipe

I T A N R E T N I
S YELTNEB & ECYOR-SLLOR

1989,
and
the
youthful
Buech
isHCAOC
NIGNA
E summer’s
- NOITday
ARin
OLondon
TSER in
-E
CNA
NE
TN
IAM Juergen
- GNID
LIUB
loitering outside Jack Barclay’s showroom, en route to visit Hooper & Co

I LOVE THE HOOPER stories in this issue.
staying and suggested we might meet at
They take me straight back to that day in
Jack Barclay’s showroom.
1989 when I visited their Kimberley Road
And that’s how a shy young German
works in north London. I was only 21 years
came to be waiting in Berkeley Square
old and had just bought a 1959 Silver
when a brand new, black Silver Spur pulled
Cloud – a beautiful car but one with the
up. The chauffeur sprang out, walked
potential to make me very poor indeed.
straight past me, and into the showroom.
It wasn’t just the 18 gallons of petrol
Luckily I had told the doorman I was
it swallowed every time we pulled into
waiting to be collected and I remember
a filling station, but several obligatory
the chauffeur found it rather amusing that
pints of engine oil. The broadcaster and
this young man wanted to sit in the back.
Rolls-Royce author Andrew Pastouna
About 30 minutes later I was welcomed
lived nearby in Mönchengladbach and had
at the door by the epitome of Englishness,
ni dna tnemtsevshown
ni eme
hhow
t fto
ocheck
tra
pgearbox
si .V
LRobert
A NJames.
O I IT
AN
Rabout
E TmyN I L L I H R E VL I S
the
oil . B one
came
clean
l i h r ev l i s .w w w I– sure enough,
ln
. l200
lih
re
v lwas
i s @situation
o f n iandE
0director
610302-62)0( 13+ T
every
miles
there
the Hooper sales
a bottle of Dexron needed, too. I loved
was very kind and showed me around all
that car and enjoyed every drive, despite
the same. The tour ended in his office and
the spray of oil that emanated from her
I remember our chat about the lack of a
defective hydraulic pipes. But I digress…
smell of leather in a modern Rolls-Royce.
It was around this time that I wrote
He, too, had a Silver Cloud, and he pulled
to Hooper to say I was coming to town
a big photo of it out of his briefcase to
in June and to ask if I could visit them to
show me, along with a Tupperware box
see the Turbo R two-door. I did happen to
containing the sandwiches his wife had
mention that I was already the owner of
made for his lunch, which he proceded to
a Rolls-Royce and that my parents were
share with me before having me driven
willing to help me get something more
back to Mayfair. A brilliant chap and
modern. That was all perfectly true, of
an absolute gentleman!
course, but it’s possible my English was
Juergen Buech
not quite good enough to explain that the
juergenbuech@aol.com
new car they had in mind was a VW.
A fortnight later I received a charming
reply with some pictures of the current
Hooper range and a request to call when
I arrived in London. How nice of them to
help a 21-year-old on holiday, I thought.
It never crossed my mind that they mightsroyev rup ,.V.B lanoitanretnI repooH
think I was a potential customer.
dna ekopseb fo srotcelloc dna
TAN TSRIF EHT
Sure enough, a few weeks later I found
ni dezilaiceps ,selibomotua elbitcelloc
myself on the phone to Hooper arranging
62)0( 1 3+ T
.srac rotom yeltneB dna ecyoR-slloR
for their chauffeur to pick me up and drive
o h @ of n i E
me to Kilburn. I was a bit ashamed of
.kcots ni srac 0 01 rev O
the hotel in Sussex Gardens where I was

desoppus ma I ydaL ylno eht - ydaL gniylF ehT

EP O O H

tisiv esaelP
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